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MAJOR ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
ARC	 Ames Research Center
BEST
	
Bioexperiment Support & Transfer
CER	 Cost Estimating Relationship
CDMS	 Command and Data Management Subsystem
CIS	 Central Integratior. Site
COL	 Carry-On Laboratory
CORE	 Common Operational Research Equipment
CRT	 Cathode Ray Tube
CVT	 Concept Verification Test 	 f
EC/LSS	 Environmental Control/Life Support Subsystem
ECS	 Environmental Control System
EDC	 Experiment Development Center
EI	 Equipment Item
ESA	 European Space Agency
G&A	 General & Administrative
GFE	 Government Furnished Equipment
GSE	 Ground Support Equipment
HQTRS	 Headquarters (NASA)
IMBLMS Integrated Medical & Behavioral Laboratory Measurement System
JSC	 Johnson Space Center
K	 One Thousand (ea g., $K or Kbits)
KSC
	 Kennedy Space Center
LSPS	 Life Support & Protective Systems
M	 One Million
ML	 Mini-Lab
MSFC	 Marshall Space Flight Center
MSI	 Man Systems Integration
MSOB
	
Manned Space Operation Building
NR	 Non-Recurring
OPF	 Orbiter Processing Facility






Research and Application Module
RAU	 Remote Acquisition Unit
R-O	 Recurring Operations (Cost)
R-P	 Recurring Production (Cost)
S/L or SL Spacelab
SRT	 Supporting Research & Technology
SPDA	 STS Payload Data & Analy.ds
STDN
	
Space Tracking & Data Network
STS	 Space Transportation System
TDRS	 Tracking and Data Relay Satellite











This document and updated versions of it are primarily intended to define the system
requirements of the rife Science laboratories through various mission phases.
Secondarily it can be used to acquaint the engineer, scientist, and program planner
!	 with the selected laboratory capabilities and limitations.
The system requirements of three selected We Science laboratory concepts are





2.0 LIFE SCIENCE LABORATORY CONCEPTS
i
The objective of having a family of Life Science laboratory concepts is to provide for
program planning flexibility. This flexibility satisfies the science requirements as
well as programmatic considerations.
The system requirements defined in this databook are based upon three classes of 	 I
laboratories.
[	 1. CarjX-On Laboratories (COL) - These laboratories are the	 e
smallest being considered and generally weigh less than 25 Kg.
They have minimum interface requirements and can be installed
in the Orbiter crew compartment. They are normally considered
for flights of opportunity of seven days or less.
2. Mini-Lab - These laboratories are intermediate in size and generally
weigh less than 500 Kg. They are contained in one to several Spacelab
equipment racks and have significant interfaces with the power, ECS,
and CDMS. They are used on shared missions with durations from
7 to 30 days.
3. Dedicated Laboratories - These laboratories are the largest being
considered and may weigh as much as 2500 Kg. As the name implies
these laboratories are dedicated only to Life Sciences research.
They have extensive interfaces with the Spacelab subsystems. They
may use as many as three discipline specialist on missions from
7 to 30 days.
The individual laboratory concepts defined during the phase A study are defined below.
The system requirements are presented for one lab from each of the three classes.
The selected laboratories for detail system requirement definition are: COL-2A,
M L-1A and MOD -IA.





Mini-Lab	 ML-lA.	 Biomedicine {1st US/ESA Mission)
Mini-Lab	 ML-2A	 Biomedicine/Biology
Mini-Lab	 ML-3A	 Biomedicine
Mini-Lab	 ML-4A	 Life Support/Protective Systems






Dedicated Lab	 MOD-IA	 Biomedicine/Biology
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Lab Concept Designation Research Emphasis
Dedicated Lab MOD-IIA Biomedicine/Biology/
Adv, Technology
Dedicated Lab MOD -ILEA Biomedicine/Biology/ Adv.
Tech. & Centrifuge
Dedicated Lab MOD-IIB Biology/Biomedicine
Dedicated Lab MOD-HC Biology/Biomedicine
Dedicated Lab MOD-MB Biology-Centrifuge/Biomedicine 4'
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Those concepts with multiple research emphasis, i.e., Biomedicine/Biology can
accomplish either or both areas in a single mission. The actual emphasis will depend 	 f
upon the experiment or research protocol for the specific mission. The 16 laboratory
concepts presented have been scheduled into mission models that will be used for NASA
planning. The inherent flexibility of the multi laboratory concept permits the develop-
ment of new mission model combinations to meet various NASA programmatic require-
ments.
The common operational research e quipment (CORE) inventory for all the above
laboratory concepts is summarized in Table 2-1. Each selected laboratory equipment
complement is presented in detail in the subsequent design portions of this document.
In addition to the CORE certain equipment items will be added to the laboratory com-
plement as PL supplied. These are experiment specific items that would be developed
Independently by the PI and are not definable at this time. An allocation in weight,
power, and storage volume must be provided in each mini and dedicated laboratory for
these P1 supplied items.
2.1 CARRY-ON LAB 2A (COL-2A)
2. 1.1 System Requirements Summary
The functional, operational, performance and design characteristics of the iCOL-2A
during the various mission phases are summarized in Table 2-2. The details of these
laboratory characteristics are presented in the following subparagraphs of this section.
2.1.2 Functional Requirements
This Carry-On Lab performs body fluid composition and electrolyte functions research
by sampling, fractionating, preserving and returning for ground analysis, human
blood samples.
2.1. S Operational Requirements
The freezer (E181) is operational from the time cryogenic coolant is loaded aboard at
prelaunch until sample removal post-landing. This requirement implies power
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Table 2-2. System Requirements Summary (COL-2A)
LABORATORY	 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS BY MISSION PHASE
CHARACTERISTICS	 PRE--LAUNCH	 LAUNCH	 ON-ORBIT	 DESCENT	 POST LANDING
FUNCTIONAL Freezer operation Same as pre-	 Biomedicine Support and Same as
(What does it do?) required or pre- launch	 ' research. maintain frown descent
chill freezer Cardiovascular samples
module
OPERATIONAL No significant No significant Access required No significant Remove
(What are requirements to interaction interaction by crew during interaction freezer and
assure an effective and safe first day in samples
payload ?) orbit. Blood
samples taken.
PERFORMANCE Interface with Withstand 3g Power: Maintain Maintain
(What are reqmts. for power, power subsystem acceleration Avg. 10.42W cryogenics to freezer
data, ECS and environmentals ? for blood centri- power needed Peak 11OW freezer temperature
fuge during launch Heat reje;:tion Power -10 W -7000
10 Watts equiv. to above
Power.
No data mgt. re-
wired
DESIGN Install in orbiter Design for 3g Weight 25.2 Kg 3 Stow&restrain Design for
(What are requirements for crew compartment acceleration Volume 58.4 dm equipment for easy removal
equipment, configurations, stowage racks. Vent ^^ 0.5 kg Vent x 0.5 kg reentry of freezer and
and sizes?) Vent '^Z 0.5 kg LN2 LN2 /day LN2/day Vent X0.5 kg samples








Table 2-3. Po%ver Requirement Summary (COL-2A)
LAB CODE; COL 2A	 ORBIT OPERATIONS	 ^SCE\T 1DESCENr
Equipment Items
Us in-g Power
40A Cent. - Blood Sample
81	 Freezer (-70°C)
Average i	 Energy 1
Operating n Time On Duty ,Peak Power Consumption
Power (Watts) Hrs/Day I Power	 iContribution W att-hroay Watts
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Table 2-4. Equipment List
PAYLOAD BLOOD SAMPLING CARRY-ON
rwrPlw^•rW^i:
NO.	 CO1r,2t1..^_.










40A Centrifuge,. Blood Sample Processor 1 12.7 100 25
81 Freezer, Low Temp 1 8 10 30.5
106 Kit, Hematology & Urology 1 0.2 0 0.5
116 Log Books 1 0.5 0 0.4






Crew requirements are minimal. Crewman, trained in drawing blood from fellow
subjects, would suffice. Operating the blood sample centrifuge (EI 40A) and recording
and labelling samples are easily trainable. Total operating time for this payload is
estimated to be 0.5 hr during the first day and essentially zero thereafter.
2.1.4 Performance Requirements
This section deals with the power data, and environmental control factors associated
with the carry-on payload.
2.1.4.1 Power and Energy Requirements
The power demands for this COL are attributed to two items; the centrifuge for blood
processing, and the controls for the cryogenics used to maintain the desired freezer
temperature. This power must be made available in the general stowage area of the
crew compartment.
The average power consumption is 10.42 watts during the first day and 10 watts until
unloading after landing. The peak power is 110 watts and occurs for about 3 minutes
during the first day of the mission. Total energy required is about 240 watt-hours per
day. Table 2-3 summarizes all the specifies of the power requirements.
2.1.4.2 Data Requirements
There is no CDMS interface support required for this payload. Data requirements are
minimal and consist primarily of labelling samples and log book entries.
2.1.4.3 Environment Control Requirements
The heat rejection is equivalent to the electrical energy usage. The level is relatively
low and will be rejected to the air in the crew compartment of the orbiter.
2.1.5 Design Requiremc v.t,-
The equipment list for the COL-2A is shown in Table 2-4.
The interface requirements include the power connection, and the venting provisions
of the liquid nitroger, from the dewar to the freezer and then the crew compartment.
2.2 Mini-Lab ]A (ML-1A)
2.2.1 System Requirements Summary
The functional, operational, performance and design characteristics of the ML-1A
during the various mission phases are summarized in Table 2-5. The details of the
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Table 2-5. System Requirement Summary (ML-1A)
LABORATORY SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS BY MISSION PHASE
CHARACTERISTICS PRE-LAUNCH LAUNCH ON-ORBIT DESCENT
FUNCTIONAL SUPPORT ORGANIS',IS OFO SUPPORT ORGANSSI OFO B[ONIEDICAL RES£Ai,, ' H IN SUPPORT ORGANISM OFiO
PACKAGE WITH POWER PACKAGE WITH POWER, THE AREAS OF - II VESTI- PACKAGE - MAINTAIN(WHAT DOES IT DO?) DATA & ENVIRONMENT. DATA & ENVIRONMENT. BULAR, 2) CARDIOVASCLTAR FROZEN SAMPLES
CAN BE LOADED 9 DAYS 3) BIOCHENIICAL REACTIONS
i PRIOR TO LAUNCH. TO STRESS, 41 CELLULAR





OPERATIONAL ORGANISML LOADING ON PAD 	 NU CSGN[FICANT IYTER-
(WHAT ARE REQUIRE- DESIRABLE - ACCESS REQ`D. ACTION,
MENTS TO ASSURE AN ON PAD TO MONITOR AND
EFFECTIVE AND SAFE CHECKOUT ORGANISMS ON
PAYLOAD?) A SCHEDULED BASIS.
COORDINATE WITH OTHER
SHARING DISCIPLINES.
NEED A MULTI-DISCIPLINE NO SIGNIFIC&NT







REMOVE OFO PACKAGE &
WOODLAWN WANDERER,
DESIGN INSTALL EQPT. IN 1-1/3
=-- LAB(WHAT ARE REQUIRE- RACKS + FLOOR
MENTS FOR EQUIP., MOUNTED RLC
CONFIGURATIONS & (. 30 x . 70 x .80m)
SIZES?) VENT z . SKg LN2/Day
(FREEZER EI 81)
t
DESIGN FOR 3g ACCELER- 	 WEIGHT STOW AND RESTRAIN DESIGN FOR EASY REMOV-
ATIONS.	 COM N N EQPT. -347 Kg EQUIPMENT FOR REENTRY. AL OF ORGANISM PKGS.




x _ 5 Kg LN2/DAY
(FREEZER EI 8I)
FLOOR MOUNTING PROVI-
S[ONS REQUIRED FOR THE
ROTATING LITTER CHAIR #	 -;
DURING OPERATION.
*NO ASCENT/DESCENT POWER TO FIRST US/ESA






The functional characteristics during the non orbit phases of the mission are basically
those which support the organisms and the freezer requirements.
During orbit the functional capability reflects the science requirements. This labora-
tory stresses biomedical research as defined in Table 2-6.
TABLE 2-6





Mechanical & neural responses of otolith organs to
zero-g.
Role of visual cues to space nausea.
Role of altered body fluid volume, pressure &
distribution to space nausea.
G Auer-Henry reflex.
ECG, VCG, Pulse
Anthropomorphic measurements of fluid shifts.
Altered vascular flow, volume & pressure
relationships.
Measure stress hormone, enzyme, fluid/electrolye
& fluid volume changes.





The most significant operational requirement other than the need for a multi-discipline
specialist for about 2 hours a day is the organism loading, access, and retrieval
operations.
Ideally the principle investigators (PIs) desire on pad organism loading as late as
possible in the launch countdown. Figure 2 -1 presents the time dines associated with
the presently recommended approach to all Life Science laboratory on pad access
requirements. This access is also the desired approach for ML-IA, however, there
may be severe restrictions to on pad access during the 1st US /ESA mission. This
may require that the organisms be loaded in the Spacelab as much as nine days in
advance of the launch. This early loading would require periodic monitoring and
checking by ground personnel prior to launch.
The removal of organisms after landing is required within two hours. Several options
have been investigated and are shown in Figure 2-2. Option 1 requires the ground
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Figure 2-1. Life Science Payload Specimen Insertion On-Pad Access
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minutes and remove the organisms. Option 2 is the same as Option 1 except that
instead of removing they organisms they are examined on board and data taken on the
parameters of interest. Option 3 requires that the organisms be removed from the
Spacelab prior to descent and stowed in the orbiter cabin and off loaded at the crew
exchange. Presently Option 3 is recommended for mini-labs with small organism
popu3,ations. Option 1 is recommended for the dedicated labs with larger organism
populations.
2.2.4 Performance Requirements
This section deals basically with the power, data, environmental control and environ-
mental factors associated with the payload. Because this is a mini-lab payload it
represents only a portion of the total performance requirements of the Spacelab.
The other sharing payload requirements must also be considered.
2.2.4.1 Power and Energy Requirements
Varying quantities of power are needed in all mission phases, i.e. , prelaunch, launch,
orbit descent and post landing. The most impacting are those requirements during pre-
launch, launch, descent and post landing. The on-orbit requirements do not appear
to result in any problems.
Table 2-7 summarizes the power requirements associated with all power consuming
equipment items within the laboratory. The duty time for each equipment item is
based upon an estimate of the nominal usage of the equipment item during the seven-
day mission. The peak power is determined by combining those items that could be
used simultaneously with the items that are nominally on 24 hours a day. The ascent
and descent power requirements were minimized by allocating power only to those items
required to maintain the organisms environment and the specimen freezer temperature.
The total energy consumption of this laboratory is about 5 kW hrs a day. This is
about ten percent of that available to all the payloads.
2.2.4.2 Data Requirements
The data requirements cover ail mission phases except the post landing. These data
requirements will need either the Spacelab CDMS or separate recorders or both to be
operational at various times during the non-orbit mission phases.
The data sources and requirements are shown in Table 2-8 for the on-orbit operations.
The OFO experiment packages (131J) produce the highest data rates and the largest
data amounts. DownUnldng of this stream in real time is assumed, although recording
and subsequent near real time transmission is acceptable.
r
t.-
A black and white video camera is also a part of this payload. Use and transmission
to ground is assumed to be 0.25 hours/day.
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Table 2-7. Power Requirement Summary (ML-1A)
LAB CODE:	 ML-1A ORBIT OPERATIONS ASCENT I^DEStENTI
10n
Average Energy
Equipment items Operating On Time Duty jPeak Power Consumltion
Using Power power (Watts) firs/Day Power Contribution Watt-hrs/Day Watts Watts
6A Airflow, Work Surface 75 .2 1.25 15 0 0
7A Auto. Poten. Elec. Analy. 100 1 8.33 100 0 0
37	 Camera, Video B/W 15 .5 .63 15 7.5 0 0
40A Cent. Blood Sample 100 .2 1.67 20 0 0
51F Coolant Loop, Liquid 50 24 50 50 1200 0 0
63C Display Numeric 2 8 1.33 2 16 9 0
80	 Freezer 200 8 66.67 200 1600 0 0
81	 Freezer (Low Temp.) 10 24 10 10 240 10 10
114E Lamp. Port. Hi Int. Photo. 150 .5 6.25 150 75 0 0
126 Microscope 15 .5 .63 7.5 0 0
126J Microscope Ass. Kit 15 .5 .63 7.5 0 0
13IJ OFO Exp. Pack (2) 40 24 40 40 960 40 40
132 Oscillpscope 75 1 6.25 75 0 0
153ARLC/Console 127 .4 4.23 127 50.8 0 0
156	 Signal Conditioners (6) 12 24 12 12 288 0 0
187A Woodlawn Wander 15 24 15 15 360 15 15
TOTALS 1001 . 224.87 621 5022.3 65 65
OH Duty P} wer =	 = 19317
12
Estimated Crew Involvement
x2 man hrs/day during a 12-hour period




Table 2-8. Data Sources and Requirements (ML-1A)
1





DL'R{'i'IAN L'O\TL>L:OL'S DAILY 'C
FREl1 OF OF DATA ELITE. TOTAL
NAME SLEASUREML-%\T DE	 RIPTION UPERATIMN OPEILNTION b s bit --Ir < ^ G ^ PZOCESSING REQUIRED REMARKS
7A Auto. Potent. Elect. Measure PH. PCO2. pO2 . K, Ca, 2/day 0.5 hr Negi. 5K x Converaica to nme. values.
Anal. Na. Cl, glucose Do^tnlittk.
80.81 Freezers Monitor temperatures Once/10 - Negl. 3K x x x Out-4-tolerance determination.
min.
131J OFO Experiment 8 Otolith signals 1/day 24 hr. 100 K 8640 DI x x x x x 'Transmission to ground. heal-time Otolith channels sampled
Packages 4 ECG signals or near real-time. at 2000 samples/sec:
Housekeeping ECG at 500 sps.
153A Rotating litter Chair EGG/£MG. Controls FJmission 0.5 hr 6.5 K 11.7 tl x Transmission to ground.
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2.2 .4.3 Environmental Control Requirements
The environmental control is associated with 1) the rejection of heat equivalent to the
power usage during all mission phases and 2) provisions for a habitable environment
for in flight or ground crew members.
The on orbit heat rejection of 225 watts is rejected to the racks (96 W), the cabin air
(12 W), and the experiment heat exchanger (117 W).
2.2.4.4 Environmental Factor Requirements
The environmental factors include such items as acoustics, vibration, shock,
cleanliness, contamination, electrical, magnetic, and radiation. Except in a pre-
-' liminary nature, these have not been established. The Spacelab environmental fac-
tors have been partially defined, however, the user requirements in terms of
tolerance limits, have not.
2.2.5 Design Requirements
The laboratory is composed of 27 equipment items which are contained in 1-1/3
:. Spacelab racks plus a floor mounting for the rotating litter chair. Table 2-9 is the
complete list of equipment along with estimates of the quantities, weight, power
and volume. In addition to the common equipment which weighs 347 kg additional
equipment consisting of racks, RAU's, power switch panels, converters, computer,
interface hardware, and PI specific equipment brings the total weight to 497 kg.
The overall design must be compatible with the maximum Iaunch acceleration of 3 g's.
' The freezer venting of approximately 0.5 kg/day must be considered in the pressur-
ization and venting provisions of the Spacelab. The preliminary layout of the equip-
_ ment within the racks is shown in Figure 2-3. The identification numbers on the
layout indicate the equipment item numbers as presented in Table 2-9.
2.3
	 Dedicated Laboratory IA (MOD-IA)
2.3.1 System Requirements Summary
The functional, operational, performance, and design characteristics of the MOD-IA
dedicated lab during the various mission phases are summarized in Table 2-10. The
details of these laboratory characteristics are presented in the following sub 	 i
paragraphs of this section.
- 2.3.2 Functional Requirements
` The functional characteristics during the non-orbit phases of the mission are basically
j those which support the organisms holding units with power, data management and
	
E
environmental control. The man surrogate testing requires that the organisms be
exposed to the same environment as the crew. The Spacelab therefore must have a
	 1
habitable environment during the non-orbit phases when the organisms are on-board.
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Table 2-9. Equipment List (ML-]A)
PAYLOAD FIRST US/ESA SPACIEjAB MYSSION
NO	 M-L 1A
1










6A Airflow Work Surface 1 5 75 6
7A Auto. Paten. Elec. Analyzer 1 12.7 100 57
31 Calculator, Pocket 1 0.47 0 0.4
36 Camera, 35 mm & Strobe 1 2 0 2
37 Camera, Video, B/W , 1 4.4 15 3
40A Centrifuge, Blood Sample 1 12.7 100 25
51F Coolant Loop, Liquid 1 30 50 25
63C Display, Numeric 1 2, 2 4
70C Equipment Restraint Device 1 0.5 0 1
76C Film, 35 mm 3 0 . 13 0 0.05
80 Freezer 1 15 200 61.4
81 Freezer, Low Temp. 1 8 10 30.5
106 Kit, Hematology & Urology 1 5 0 9
106A Kit, Cleanup 1 1.5 0 4
110 Kit, Microbiology 1 2 0 3
110C Kit, Human Physiology 1 3 0 8
114E Lamp, Portable Hi Int. Photo 1 6.3 150 6
116 Log Books 1 0.5 0 0.4
126 Microscope, Compound 1 11 15 27.4
126J Microscope Accessory Kit, Compd. 1 10 15 25
131J OFO Experiment Packages 2 45 20 $0
132 Oscilloscope & Camera 1 11.7 75 28.9
153 Recorder, Voice 1 1 0 1
153A Rotating Litter Chair/Console 1 100.2 127 239
156 Signal Conditioners (Couplers) 6 0.2 2 0.5
162E Urine Volume Measurement System In Orb ter
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Table 2--10. System Requirement Summary (MOD IA)
- SYSTEM RQUIRFMENTS BY 'MISSION PHASE
tADORATORY -	 — --^ -
CHARACTERISTICS Pitt- LAUNCH LAI'}'CII	 01-CtBAiT	 DESCENT
FUNCTIONAL SUPPORT ORGANISM HOLDING SAME AS PILE-1.A1 -NC' H UtO:,IFE)ICAL RESEARCH IN PEST[- SUPPORT ORGANISMS HOLDING
UNITS WITH POWER. DATA AND IsCL R. SILSCVLDS F.TAL PUL-ZION CN1TS %1TH POWER, MAINTAIN(WHAT DOES IT D071 FNVIRONMENTAL RF.QUIREMF.1•ZS_ ARY, HEMATOLOGY. 3,RCROBlOtDUY STATUS OF FROZEN SAMPLES
FREEZER OPERATION OR PRE- N.CItEII' PER FORMA..WE ON NM
CHILL PRIOR TO L1UNWH ]IAN SURROGATE EXPERIMENTING
EIS	 77D 4. 131 WITH PRIMATES. 511ALL VER'TE-
f	 POST ILANDING
SA]IE A5 DESCENT.
OPERATIONAL ORGANISM LOADING ON PAD R£- NO S1GI:[ }IC,}ST INTERACTION EtO(It'IRES ] PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS :CO SIGS'3FICArT INTERACTION REMOVE ORGANISMS.
(WIiAT ARE REQUHCE]lENTS gU1RED, ACCESS REQUI.1 ",NED_ ENVIRONMENTAL WORKING A L°-IIOUR DAY. DEFINED. ENVIRONMENTAL REMOVE FREEZER AND
TO ASSURE EFFECiIYE PAD TO }SD.` ILTOR AND CHECKOUT I FACTORS., I. E„ ACOUSTICS Ehti•iitOS'MENT REQUIRED 1-0 SUP- FACTORS TAD_ SAMPLES,
i	 AND SA FE PAYLOAD?) ORGANISMS(INA 5CREDL'LE13 YIURATEOti, EJiI, ETC., NEED TO PORT SPECIALIST. STATUS DISPLAYRASIS. CERTAIN BIOLOGICAL S TO HE SPF.CIFFFD IIY SCIENTIST. AND R•AI	 \OS	 OF.NE PROVIDE A BIOEXrERI-BE LOADED INTO COLD STORAGE SPACF: I. ill CONDITIONS
ITI	 A
ANA Ei.Y7R- MENTAL SUPPORT 1I•
FREEZER OR REFIt1GEAA7011. O\MkNT
TRANSFER UNIT.
.	 PERFORMANCE POWER - ai°--tV TOSL•PPORT HOLD POWER - 142IY REQUIRED E-OR POKER P00.VER	 49: W REQUIRED. FOR MAINTAIN A HABITA13LE
.	 (WHAT ARE REQUIREUMTS 1NG UNITS, F"REE "ZERS AND 1 ITEMS I .1STi 11 [N PRE-1-}I"\CE[ Oti DUTY AVG.	 -13701V ITEMS LISTED IN PRE-LAUNCH ENVIRONMENT FORW	 FOR POWER, DATA, E(S COUPLERS + SPACE LAD LIGIITING . STATE. ON DUTY PEAR	 -3.IOW SPATE' OAGAN1.WS.E
I,U	 AND ENVIRONM£NTAIS71 DATA - e30E;Hi'5FOR30]!I`L'TFS RATA— x 3u 1:BT'SC'ONTiN(YlUSLS' OFF DUTY AVG.	 - 672IV DATA - =30)(BPSCONTINUOUSLY MAINTAIN FREEZER
p EVERY HOUR ECS-- H ALCT HEAT 1 -11011 Ah()VF OF	 DUTY I'LAN	 -13^II'F' - 70Y
^CSLS- PROVIDE HEAT REJECTION POWER PLUS 179W METABOLIC' DATA - REJECT BEAT	 ABOVE POWER -;L2LY
FOR ADOVE POWER + 17311• \LET- BEAT, ELLS 1L}TF. 70 K BPS
TAB
POW ER PLUS 11791V ]IETABDLIC DATA -= 3QCRPS FOR
DATA
1}	 - DO	 V NTILATlO\ FOR ESYIROVYIY%TA[ 5 - 1 0%1 UEF'I.4 LOAD. 3D AH\LTES EVERT HOUR.A LIC. E
#
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aDuring orbit the functional capability reflects the science requirements. The MOD IA
lab is a 7-day, biomedical emphasis mission. Man-related studies will be undertaken
from two distinct, though related, orientations:
1. As a human organism rectuift scientific investigation and measurement:
To understand the mechanisms of man's responses to space flight and his
capability to adapt to the space environment. Special emphasis will be
placed on those organ systems which have been found from previous
flights to be influenced by gravity, e.g., cardiovascular, vestibular, and
musculo-skeletal systems. Biological periodicities will be examined
within the limits of mission profiles.
Animal models will provide information concerning basic mechanisms not
easily determined in man. Such animal models would provide information
In areas where measurements have not been developed for use in humans
or would carry a significant hazard if utilized in man.
2. As an important (human) element of a flight system whose total performance
capability is reflected in the performance level of that (human) systems and
whose safety is of primary concern in any , manned system:
To acquire, analyze, and interject data relevant to the problems of human
performance, capability and behavior in space. This includes both group
and individual behavior, attitudes, motivational levels, anxieties, etc.
To establish operator capabilities and requirements as they impact total
system performance and crew safety.
To collect high fidelity, high quality data on the new population of space
flight participants in order to substantiate and improve on the original
medical selection criteria for Shuttle passengers and crews.





Vestibular	 Investigate role of visual cues in space nausea. Repeat
of Skylab M131 experiment. Rotating Litter Chair.
Role of altered body fluid volume, pressure and distri-







Research Requirements 	 Specific Capability
Cardiovascular	 Altered vascular flow, volume & presxure relation-
ships in zero-g.	 r
LBNP, VCG.
Demonstrate presence or absence of Gauer-Henry
reflex. Early mission urine/blood sample collection
and analysis. APE, Freezers.	 t
Regulation responses to exercise in zero-g.
Pulmonary	 Altered pumonary volume/flow/relationships in zero-g.
Musculo skeletal	 Exercise effect upon musculoskeletal derangement.
Diet and pharmacological control of musculoskeletal
derangement.
Hematology	 Collect, prepare & preserve blood samples. Determine
red cell mass, recitulocyte counts, PCO 2 , pO2 , pH,
enzymes, proteins, etc.
Microbiology	 Effects of space environment upon host defense
mechanisms. Microbial sampling, culturing, staining,
examination.
Crew Performance in	 Time and motion studies, training tasks. Time relate
Space	 performance measures with daily activity schedules,
sleep patterns, environmental conditions and biomedical
measurements.
	 4
Effects of Training upon 	 Correlate crew performance efficiency measurements
Crew Efficiency	 with same tasks conducted in ground based simulators
or prior missions.
2.3.3 Operational Requirements
The most significant operational requirement is the need for three payload specialists
on duty 12 hours a day during on-orbit operations.
The requirement for organism loading, prelaunch access, and post launch retrieval
have a significant effect upon the ground operations.
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Ideally the P19 desire on-pad organism loading as late as possible in the launch
countdown, Figure 2-1 (previously presented in paragraph 2.2.3) presents the time
lines associated with the presently recommended approach to all Life Science
on pad access requirements.
The removal of organisms after landing is required within two hours. Several options
have been investigated and are shown in Figure 2-2 (previously presented in
paragraph 2.2.3). Option 1 requires the ground crew to enter the Orbiter/Spacelab
at the planned crew exchange at landing + 30 minutes and remove the organisms.
Option 2 is the same as Option 1 except that instead of removing the organisms they
are examined on board and data taken on the parameters of interest. Option 3
requires that the organisms be removed from the Spacelab prior to descent and
stowed in the Orbiter cabin and off loaded at the crew exchange.
Option 1 is recommended for the dedicated labs, and Mod-IA specifically because of
the relatively large organism populations.
2.3.4 Performance Requirements
This section deals basically with the power, data, environmental cortrol and
environmental factors associated with the payload.
2.3.4.1 Power and Energy Requirements
Varying quantities of power are needed in all ...:dsion phases. The most impacting
are the 412 watts during the pre orbit phases and the 472 watts during the post orbit
phase. The on-orbit average requirement of 1570 watts does not appear tr) result
in any significant problems.
Table 2-12 summarizes the power requirements associated with all power consuming
equipment items within the laboratory. The duty time for each equipment item is
based upon an estimate of the nominal usage of the equipment item during the seven
day mission. The peak power of 3210 watts was determined by combining those
items that could be used simultaneously with the items that are normally on 24 hours
a day. The ascent and descent power requirements were minimized by allocating
power only to those items required to maintain and monitor the organisms and to
maintain the proper specimen freezer temperature. The total energy consumption
of this laboratory is 26.9 kW-hrs a day which is about 50% of the maximum available
to the pay' n al.
2.3.4.2 Data Requirements
The data requirements cover all mission phases. The pre launch and post landing
requirements are for about 30 KBPS for 30 minutes out of each hour. During ascent
or descent the rate remains at 30 KBPS however it is continuous. The rate increases
to 70.1 kbps during the on orbit phase of the mission. The non-orbit mission phase
will require either the Spacelab CDMS or separate recorders or both to be operational
to properly monitor the data sources.
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Table 2-12. Power and Energy Requirement Summary
LAB CODE:	 MOLT 1A ORBIT OPERATIONS	 jASCENT 'DE,CG-'1'
fAverage i	 Energy
Duty jPeak Power Consumitionl
j--
Equipment items Operating On Time jOn
Using Power Power ffatts) firs/Day Power	 Contribution wat-hrsRlay watts watts
1A	 Accelerometer t.oupler (3) 3 24 3 3 t	 72
6	 Air Particle Sampler 50 .4 1.76 l	 20
6A	 Airflow work Surface 75 .5 3 . 12 37.5 E
7	 Autoanalyzer 200 1.0 i	 16.66 200 200
7A	 Auto Potentiometer Elec. Analvsis 100 1.0 8.34 100
IGF	 Ballistocardiogram Coupler 1 1.0 .08 I
19D	 Body Mass IMeasurine Device 15 .2 .26 3
30A	 Cage, Rat (16) 144 12 144 144 1726
31	 Calculator, Pocket 5 1.0 .42 5
32	 Camera, Cine 13 .5 .54 6.5
32A	 Camera, Controller 100 12 100 100 1200
37	 Camera, Video B/W 15 12 15 15 I80
38	 Camera, Video, Color 69 .5 2.88 69 34.5
38D	 Camera Timer, Video 10 .5 .42 10 5
38F	 Cardiopulmonary Analyzer 200 1.0 16.66 200
40A	 Centrifuge, Blood Sample Processor 100 .4 3.34 40
48	 Cleaner, Vacuum 1=: .4 3.34 40
50A	 Clinostat C/T 10 24 10 10 E	 240
50B	 Compactor {Solids) 100 .05 .42 5
51 F	 Coolant T oop, Liquid 50 24 50 50 1200
54	 Colony Counter (Manual) 50 .5 2.08 25
63B	 Display Keyboard Portable 60 1. , 5.0 60
63C	 Display, Numeric (2) 4 12 4.0 4 48
64	 ECG Coupler (12) 24 24
I
24 24 576 12 12
65	 EEG Coupler (4) S 24 8 8 192 4 4
66C	 Electrophys. Receiver 5 1.0 .42 5
66	 EMG Coupler (6) 12 24 19 12 2B8 6 6
70E	 Exercise Equip.. Physiol. 18 4 6 72
76J	 Flowmeter, Gas (4) 16 .5 .66 8
77B	 Freezer, Cryo 10	 ) 24 10 10 240 10 10
80	 Freezer, General 200 8 66.67 200 1600
81	 Freezer, Low Temp. 10 24 10 10 240 10 10
83	 Refrigerator 50 8 16.67 511 400
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f 93 Gas Analyzer, RH
98A Holding Unit C&T (2)
101C Holding Unit - Primate (4)
103E Incubator
114E Lamp, Portable Hi. Int. Photo.
117 LBNP
12i Mass Meas. Device (Iliacro)
122 Mass Meas. Device (Alicro)
126 Microscope, Comp.
126A Microscope, Dissecting
1.263 Microscope, Access. Kit
132 Oscilloscope
138 PH Meter
138B Photocell Coupler (12)
I39 Plethysmograph. Limb
143G Pressure [soupier (4)
147 Radiation Count- Biochemical
150E Receiver, Biotelemetry
153A Rotating Litter Chair/Console






181D Transducer, Pressure (4)
112J Vectocardiogram Coupler
182P Ventilation Unit - Vertical (5)
188 worts and Surgical Bench
TOTALS











































24 6 6 144
24 60 60 1440













24 24 .14 576
.5 .20 2.5
24 8 8 192
.5 3.76 45
24 10 10 240
. 4 i	 4.24 50.8
24 24 94 576
1.0 1.0 12
I.5	 i 37.5 450
.4 3.66 44
1.5 25 200 300
.2 .24 2.6
24 4 4 96
1.0 .16 2
24 200	 rr` 200ii 4800



















The data sources are summarized in Table 2-13 during the on-orbit phase of the
mission. The major contribution comes from various physiological measurements
such as ECG, EEG, EMG, EOG, & VCG. Downlinking of this data stream in real
time is assumed although recording and subsequent near real time transmission is
acceptable.
The MOD-IA laboratory is equipped with two black and white and one color video
camera. Transmission of video signals to ground is assumed to be 4.0 hours a day.
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2.3.4.3 Environmental Control Requirements
The environmental control system (ECS) requirements are associated with all
mission phases. The ECS requirements include heat loads related to the power
consumption and the metabolic loads of the experiment organisms. The metabolic
ECS loads include elements of heat, humidity, oxygen, and CO 2 control.
The metabolic loads of the MOD IA laboratory imposed upon the Spacelab environ-
mental control system are summarized in Table 2-14.
TABLE 2--14
MOD IA -ME TABO LIC LOADS
(4 Primates & 16 Rats)
Humidity Oxygen* CO2 * Cabin Air
Production Consumption Production Interchange
grams/day grams/day grams/day dm3/min
2928 1932 2262 2120
During the prelaunch and launch phase of the mission 320 watts of heat from the
holding units (EI 101C) and the ventilation units (EI 182P) along with 179 watts from
the metabolic load is rejected to the cabin air. The descent phase is the same
except for an additional 60 watts fro ,n the holding unit (EI 98A).
The other heat loads during these non orbit phases of the mission amount to 92 watts
and are rejected to the avionics heat exchanger. In addition to the above heat and
metabolic loads provisions must be available to support the ground crew during pre
launch and post landing operations.
During the on-orbit phase the heat loads are as shown in Table 2-15. The loads are
indicated for the three available coolant loops. All heat loads are within the present
Spacelab capability. The other ECS loads involving humidity, 0 2 and CO2 control
require off-design performance studies of the Spacelab system to determine
compatibility.
*El 182P provides this capability
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v ..FREQ. OF OF BATA RATE. TOTAL a
^El NA31E 11E SURIw.[ENT DESCRIPT*.O% GPERAT1aS ;PF-	 i TU^' s b.^• G C PZOCM4 NG R	 12 RE=ARM
64/65/ ECG, EEG • ESIG Conditions electrophysiological sic- 16 Chls - ID min. 700 $^ 16 chis 16111 x x x x x Downliaking, waveform snalysiA, Assume 6 high rate,
65 Couplers n2Is from organisms or map . 24/day 0 - 5 hr 3500 s 6 chls ISI1I data compression and dieptay. I6 low rate olds:
25.2 K 31231' 6 Chia -
4/day
155/ filial Condltlooers, Miscellaneous physical and bin- Once/min., -- 3 2526 x x x x x Dowalinit, out-of- toleramce determl- Assume 35 cols.
138B/ Asserted Couplers Physical measurements. Presburc, 24 hrs/day nation. display-
143G/ temps.. Dews, etc.
1A
77B1 Freezers/Rettig. Manitor temperatures Once/Io -- Negi. ISK x x x x x Out-of-tolerance deterralindon. Asamme 4 chls/E7.
81/83 min.
1038
7 Antoanaly our Measures approzimstely 12 cats- 2/day D.5 104 360K x Conversion to ccttc_- values.
stitaents of blood serum. Downlink.
7A Auto. Poten. Mae. Anal. Measure 8 properties of blood serum 2/day 0.5 Dlegl- 5K x Conversion to conc. values.
and/or urine. Downlink.
91 Mass 6pecuometer(2) Measure mass no. and peaks of trace - Continuous 600 52M x x x x x Downlink. Possibly Some on-board
contaminants and major atmospheric analysts.
gnaw.
93 Gas Analyzer. Water Measure resistivity of humidity Once /rata.
--
f;egl. 7K x x x x x Out-of-tolerance determination.
Vapor Specitic sensors.
Eleclxophysielogy Monitors electrophysiologicai signals I/day 1 hr 14 K 44.531 x Dow-gink, waveform analysis and
Receiver from subject. display-
Botadrig Utter Chair EOG/EMG 2/mission 0.5 hr 6.5 K it. 7M x Dowrtfnk.
IBC Exercise Egmt/Phy. Monitor ergometer speed, output. 2/d2y I hr 5 (? 4 obis 144K x Downlink, on board display d• control. some 4 chls. I sample/
Treadmill speed. Assume 4 chla.
8F Cardiopulmonary Aleasure 6 gases used In breath-by- 2/dzy 0.5 hr 50D Cs 6 chls 10.851 x Conversion to cone. values. Downlink
A nalyze breath respiratory analysis.
I7/ LB 4P. Limb 3Walmr Pressoras, temps. , sad 1/day' I hr 35 126K x
I
l On-board control of ezpmt. Assume 6 eble- Hsmple
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FREQ. OF OF DATA RATE. TOTAL u a Q ° %
El VAME MEASURE,IIENT DESCRIPTION OP	 O. JPEitvrim bDs bits a` a ^5 S PROCESSWG R	 UIRED REMARXSi
1BW VCG Coupler Converts VCG signals 2/day 1 hr 21K 15111 x Downlink. On-hoard waveform
anslpals.
182P VimtUallon Unit, Monitor flow, pressures, etc. Once/min. -- Negl. 49K x x x x x Oat-Hof-toler>mca delarmhatim.
Vertebrates Est. B sensors.
98A Holding Unit. COT Monitor Temp. Once/miss. -- Negl. 7K x x x Outvf-toleranca datummatlen








Heat Exchanger	 Heat Exchanger 	 Heat Exchanger
watts	 watts	 watts
562	 200	 808 + 179*
V, Metabolic load - 4 primates, 16 rats
2.3.4,.4 Environmental Factor Requirements
The environmental factors include such items as acoustics, vibration, shock, clean-
liness, contamination, electrical, magnetic and radiation. Except in a preliminary
nature these have not been established. The launch environment for acoustics has
been set at 120 db. The Spacelab environmental factors have been partially defined,
however, the user requirements in terms of tolerance limits have not.
2.3.5 Design Requirements
The MOD-IA has 118 equipment items which is about 77% of the CORE Inventory.
?,'
This equipment inventory is contained in 16 Spacelab racks. Floor mounting is
`r; required for several equipment Items namely the exercise equipment (El 70C),
rotating litter chair (El 153A) and the work and surgical bench (EI 188). 	 Table 2-16
Is the complete list of equipment along with estimates of the quantities, weight,
power, and volume. In addition to the common equipment which weighs 1904 Kg
additional equipment consisting of racks, RAUs, power, switch panels, converters,
computer, interface hardware, and PI specific equipment brings the total weight to
3315 Kg.
The overall design must be compatible with the maximum Launch acceleration of
3 gs. The freezer venting of approximately .5 Kg/day must be considered in the
pressurization and venting provisions of the Spacelab. The preliminary layout of
the equipment within the racks is shown in Figure 2-4. Identification numbers in the
layout indicate the equipment item numbers as presented in Table 2-16.
r
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Table 2-16. Equipment List (MOD-1A)
Weight	 Power Unit Volume






Table 2-16. Equipment List (MOD-1A), Contd
Weight power Unit Volume
Q	 (kg)	 (watts)	 (dm2)
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• BIOMEDICINE (MAN) - CARDIOVASCULAR,
VESTIBULAR, M USCU LOSKELETAL, ETC
• BIOLOGY HOLDING'UNITS-4 PRIMATES,
2 SM. VERTS, 2 CELLSMSSUES
• INFLIGHT ANALYSIS- BLOOD, URINE
CHEMISTRIES, SURGERY, MICRO$COPIC,
PHOTOGRAPHIC





COMMUR EOMT WEIGHT - ISM KG
TOTAL P/L WEIGHT -3314 KG
AVERAGE POWER -1500 WATTS
USES ENTIRE S/L LONG MODULE
YIS.'RECORDS, MAINTENANCE,
SIL WORK	 MICROSCOPY,	 REPAIR,	 PRIMATE	 PROLATE	 11010EDKAL
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LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH REQUIREMENTS
The tabular information presented in this appendix is the condensation of data from
various input data sourves, pertinent information from past studies, and summaries
of life sciences research objectives. All these data were used to support the evalua-
tion and recommendation of life sciences research requirements discussed in Volume
II, Section 2. The data are organized as follows:
Pago
Time-Phased Life Sciences Research for Consideration on:




Baseline LS Research Requirements for Spacelab Extracted
from NASA/MSFC Report NAS8-30288, August 1974
Typical Spacelab Experiment Requirements prepared by
NASA/ARC, July 1975












iTIME-PHASED LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH
FOR CONSIDERATION ON US/ESA FIRST SPACELAB MISSION	 r
Prellmbwry Intograted Life Aciances Payloads
for shuttle/Friacclah through IOAS,
preparcvl fnr Dr. Wider, 7 February 10 75
EFFECTS OF SPACE FLIGIIT ON MAN
Evaluation of thu Gauer-henry ruflax in IRr ge mammals
Animal studies of sh[lts in body fluid & blaoil ilintrlbutim
Ituman input/output water balnnm studies with respect to
cardiovascular performance
Anthropomulrlr measures of cardiuvosuular fluid shifts
Testing of inflight spava nuusua counturmuasumn
Evaluate pre- M11 pxtsl-Eltghl "Nlrtt'U nauN9a" s, • raunmg tuNlli
to daWrinlnu prodlcilva vnluu
Hormonal & alecWutyw ussuys to measure minulxl & Ilum
balance
Fullox-up studiuo M Skylab renal function obxurvallons
SludIeN on Nine marmu euppnmslnn In %ulghltu"vnoss
Evaluate Iho Wit, JvunusN of lypcs of uxurclsu mahtnlning
I cardiovascular and muscular tone
Invasl+u antma ) s mudius tit 	 factors tsmtrnlling
postflight mrdlac output
liclenllfie Vitus of the spscu Shuttle, Space Science Board
NnOanal Itesooreh Council, Nations& Academy of Solartrms,
Washington, D.C.. 1974
BIOMEDICINE
CartUavascular s slum tExpts in both mitosis and humsns needed)
Exorcise effect on cardiovascular regulntory roxponaoa
,yi d ri; of Ixuly fluid comportment Volumes
Soody rKmIldu atrophy of earillac & other muscles
Itna' aliryl




Be& fuld coniparlmunt Volume munsurement
Ilona formation in 7.ero-g ibona repair In animalsl
liematolos:v
Itud bleat cull mass nitlaAarummlt
Itmv nn rmu fnullonal res{wnsu to xuro-g
NuurolaaY
Study veslilxdar ftmrtlmrs In man «nnlmnls
-	 Nmirophysiological dysfunetian P'I ghuing ruAuxus -
rardtovascular{
BIOLOGY pksignntod as " Itescarch" In abuvu sourt ' c)	 1111' fdlGY
i
Bmalt vertubrato studies on ilia relationships of onok,crine
	 Physiological uffucts td zero-g on sum 11 mammals
control of mammalian physinlolly
Animal sludlua on the moehanisms involve&[ in Nimce nau Nun
y	 and vusilimlar adaptation to xore-g
Test Suhlccls: humans, Non-Iluman pvlmntcs. Snm11
Mamnmis, Calls At








Life VUences Payload Schedulo,
H. 1lurming, OM9F/MMS
Thu Proceedings of the Skylab Ufa Sciences Symposium, Avjat 21-28, 1874,
Vol. 11, Report No. TM X-118164, JEC-08275, NASA-JSC. 	 Comments from:
"SkyW. A Beginning". Lawrence F. Dfatlela, M.D.. NASA/JSC
MEDICINE BIOMEDICINE JCANDIDATE FUTURE f rUDIES)
Supt. 1980 - DR/ERHO Ulu Gelw .dN f.at+.	 First major Life 8ulunces Cardiovascular	 ntam
uborotory to but Haan in Shuttle. 	 flonuaruh capitalizes on prollmi- -	 W-depth, noninvasiVC cardiovascular dynamics monitoring
nary ucporlmenls finua oarRur. -	 Invastva preasura/volUme/Bow ettangos In early fight fanimal)
-	
Domi Motrela presence or absence of Usuar-lfonry reflect
Mnlor niMmul ig: Inuluslnn of nmu-ssrrogutaN for rexummb bi duplh. -	 To W1 body exercise regimen to maintain Integrity of anilgravlty
as well as ms)or muscle groups
Posslhlu tneicslon of fumlamontai W..1%,,;zl rusuarch. -	 Assess role of venous (capacitance) vessels in obsorvod
dneondldoning process
ala)or Research Aru,s: vusnihnlar function, ranitnrascular feardnn,
-	 Assess role of fatigue
hamntopntiv function 0ulne nutl• md ,mdy)• MuacalaskelatnI System
-	
Absolute catabolic in-flight changes (here, muscles) in animals









Renal hamodynamics in zoro-g
-	
Renal response to water/salt loads, dehydration In zero-g
-	
Humortl inmrarlial,n Intolved in above
Vestibular System
-	
Role of altered cuent visual, kinaalhatic, other sensory
-	
Effect of ovarhydratlon, dohldnlion and Increased venous
pressure on motion steknoss threnhold
-	 Predictive test for 1ero-9 epacu sickness suscaptibiltly
(7 parabolic nights)
-	 Basic studios rogarftg aliology
-	 Sulu of one-g trahiing In prevention
-	 Improved medications for prevention/control
Tcxt RubJecls: humans, Nun-Eluroab PrEmatus, Rmu1I Mammals,	 T+'st Rubjects: humans, Non-iluman Primates, Small Mammals,





TIME-PHASED LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH
FOR CONSIDERATION ON CARRY-ON LABORATORIES/MINT LABORATORIES
Prollminary Intuarn4xl life sciences Payloads t4iuxl,)flu Usua of the Npacc Venda, glace f(cionce hoard,
for 11butdc/lipwalub through (BsS, National Research Counell, National Academy of Wanton,
Pro prod for Or Winter  T FahruarY 1976 ^^
_	
Wnahtnztm, 1) •C. 4 1yx;•
kFFkcT$ OF HPACE FUGPU'r ON MAN 1110=11rt:INE
Atuaaurumonl of cardlopWnionury functions durbW spaaaAlghi, CardlavaNeular Avxtom IExpts In Inch animals at, humane aawled)
using the cardiopulmonary analyror -	 Puriphurol blood flow (LANP).
. -	 Exurciso offuet on eardluvaxcnMr regulatory respfatxun
Anthro)uomutrla muai inln Of cardlutati velar Auld shifts -	 Sludy at body fluid vompar4nunt volumes
-	 Study possible strophy of cardiac Cr allwr musalus
Bvalaatilm of new lochniquux to xludy cardiovascular fluid ehitta no	 ralinn
-	 study ma:hanlcal function at lungs In raro-if
Eviduatu pro and pautilight "s1mv naumn 1l
 acrewUng davlcea -	 Study pulmonary vascular maiaWnea
W duturmine praflclivo value Kidney A Ma balram
-	 Aitiomarma, lnauiln, 6 growth hormone soeration
TOM in-flight "spurn onumn" tmmtarmeamu rox -	 Alal}• oioetralytea 4 now compartment volume muanuremunL
-	 Ilona formation in zora-, (bow repair In anlmalxl
Perform hormonal and ulocirolyto annoys to measure minornl -	 Effect of zuro-g at
	
mutulnlic rata
and Auld balance Itematolasy
-	 ftud blood call mass )noasuremlunt
Ebtdv, at nder(dllol acroxol preplgntllm in opaw -	 I1ona marrow (uncNmN response to xuro-g
-	 lfhod xramtnaylic rompanxe to Inflammatory xlBuulI
Nuurolury
-	 Study vuxliladnr fumaUons in men 4 anlmais
-	 Noumphyxiologivol dysfunction (righting rcllexus -unrdlo%mpcular
%lb-niblolegY
-	 Ntudy OF cultubu immunity functlune minlivu to host mslstanco
rx)luctfiv Immiam runponxu rnanitarinA 0 rocanl of heal
hlreations)
I1101.0tlYlllOUklY tPuxignaled an "HOSQ41vb" In above xaerw)
Cardievp acular stuthex of ,ndrul: the role at venais vasse)s in Animal flinloo,
deconrlfti[ning: heart r,altravldlty i ((;war-It%N%ry ruflux -	 Ylp'niologlotl uffucls of xcru ,: on small mammals
MuLtllollc• Nwdlun of Mild & mineral Inlnuou: total Ixnty cpm-
poslllon: ebangas In (line's. 11111xrlen d heart: IneWb,ll lc l•IWrI:,(' 1
uxix:ndlle ro ahiftN.
Flulll/uluctroi •rte xaidwN i,f rued remiss,
Nenmtalagf.Al B11111ex er 1a1111tinu mximnse, marron vk%ngam,
rod cull mama JOHN.
(Through utilization pf it Notf- rmtolnwl m11ntil holding I1
fauilHy (Mmkuy-loin))
hIAN/SYSTEMS INTEORATI(1N stA:v/swaE i,ts m-I• EGI41 CEOs
Evaluntlnn of Advanced [Almirs) C1lneunts alun>;uru Ikr('romenlx a tmrfornlaneo
Eva)uation of ad(smrud crow roslrn Ml cocc i •x I	 Study lnlurperNonO ronudon pattums
Slmulntlon tr trniniag nptimlxntlon xiudi cs far nian-mnehine Muntal alurmuxx and ( a!rfornl.inve it sleep pntiorn rolailonx
task n
F yorimont Support f"l lul mlllalk t)uNllm F vnlunbung
!fight test of man-machine Interface dunign cr)(urin dovelo(mni
From Skylab ruxultn.
Axsosoannt of flee Imfuty, arfirlelley, to offecuvenexx of
laloratory 4rchn4tr Run and procclkerux






I Thu proceedings cr the moat Llfu &,lances Symposium, August 2740, 107.1,
Lira Scloncos Payload Sclrudulo 	 Vol, 11, Report No. TM X-381Gi, .IW-00 :75, NASA-JSC, Comments fromr
MHVICINE
CY - . 1989 IEarlyj -Lila Sciences C l Mlnl Laboratory. $mail 42x.0 kg)
laboratory ussembled from Skylnb & 1MRLM$ equipment plus a mnjor
chumleal maiyslu unit now undur development.
Vestibular FtncUon , Man only
Elietralyu & Body Fluid Distribution 'roet- Man only
clot. 1080 - IJfo Sulonces Ca Mlni Laboratory. $mull inborafory 123.7 kgl
as described above (Cl).
Slaatralyte & body fluid distribution, cartllotiascular function, Ind
vestibular hmatiom elan only
Starch 1081 - Msdieal Carry-on Category D Expu' Imenta lAh. Small
(42,8 14t) modular tab assemblad from Skylab and IMRLMS equipment
Items.
Follow up results from 88/8880 Lila Sciences Lab & Life Sciences
Dedicated Lab
Vestibular function, oluclrnlylo 9 . rndy, null) dlxtrllalaan, :std
cardlovasctilar runetlen: man only
Acct. 1081 - Medical Curry-on CnWaory It Exporimenls Inh. Small 41 2.3) kg
modular tab auoumblud from Skylab d, [M ILLS Uqupnnent ilumx 
FalLow up results from L'S/ESHO life Sclamux Nab & Lifu Stdootws
mclicalud lab
Vestibular function, electrolyte & Indr tlultt dlxlribuatm.:nd
cardlovascutar function; man only
Feb, Ius2 - Medlent Category It Carryon Yxperlmenl ] ab. 4mall 1,12.4 kite
j	 malular Inb assembled from gytAb & IMPI.MS equipment Items.
Vullnw up rcuulto from L r5/rNIIU fife SeiuneoY I-th A Life $rioncox
Iledlcaled tali
Vestihular function, uleelrolyle & hotly field d1W rillullnn, and
cardiovascular Ittnctlon: man only
Aug.. 1992 - Lita Sciences Cam-Aury A Mudleal / ISolog lcal Varrv-nn
Experiments Lab, Medium size laloratu ry module cluster 1.81 kqt,
1..I4ma ) capable of accomplishing n wide range of nwd.r r^; ruxoa wk
I	




! Auk. 1982 - Life Sciuncou Category A Medical /9lniogicai Carry-alt
Exlxerimrnts lab. Medium xiza lafximtory macula ebmter 12111 kit)
1. alma ) capably of accomplishing a wile range of biological rehunrvh
mane of interest to modernlu depth to 11 xerlus or Bights.
Tust Specimens: Small verluhcllus, cutix & lrxsuen
MAN/SYSTEMS INTEGILATIONi
Feb. 1985 - Life Sclaneax Category A hlnn-5yntum Intogm0un Carryon
Exportpcnt lab. Medium sine laloraory module eiuslor 187.7 kg,
e.85rrt I capable of accomplishin g n1l priority research artma of Interest
in MSt to medomm depth over n series of nlghtx.
BIOMEDICINE (CANDIDATE FUTURE STUVIESI
Cardiovascular ftsturm	 -
-	
In-depth, honinvaetva cardiovascular dynamics monitoring
-	 Inyaelvo preasura/volume/flow changes In early nlitbt (animal)
-	
Demonstrato presence or absence of Gauer-Ilonry reflex
-	
Total body exercise regimen to malntafn integrity of anUgravlty
as well as major muscle groups
Assess role of vanaus [capacilanco] vessole in observed
deconditioning process
Aisu is role of fatiguo
Musculoskoldlal Syalom








Bcnal response to walor /sult loads, dehydration a xoro-1r
limuural interactions Intnlved In above
Vestibular astern
Ilola of altered coca: vlsunl, Itfnaathetle, other sensory
Effout of ovurhydrntian, dehydration and Increased vtnws
prexsuro im motion slelmoss thraslold
Pret4l;tiva toot for zuro-g spaca ihclaose susceptibility
(? garalmlic Rights)
ilaofe sludles rogar+ling etiology
Role of onoyt training In prevention
Improved medications for provonllon/oontral
IJFE 5u pPoia/p ftoTEC'mr SYSTEMS
Aug. 1988 - Life Sciences Calegery A Life Support & Protective Systems
Carry-on Erp. lab. Medium site laboratory modulo cluster (IDS kg,
1. GRO? curable of accomplishing a wide variety of Llfo Support and
Protective Systems testa of protat)pe and night hardwo ro components
and subsystems an well as sclantlflc and engineering principles.




_.^ _..,.^	 iwaae.warRpatvrlrallflaNl L.Irl
E.r.
'a
TIME-PHASED LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH
FOR CONSIDERATION ON 7-DAY DEDICATED LABORATORY
PRELIMINARY INTEARAT61y MR SCIENCES BAYL Ml18 NEIE.NTIr 1 l' UNE9 OF TOE: 8PAC6MIIfTTL£, APACE: SCIENCE:
FOR MIUTTLWSPACElAR THROUGH 1980, PIICPA14ED BOARD, NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL. NATIONAL ACADEMY
Fog nfq. !=t& 7 FEBRUARY 1976 	 ,. 	 ...  OF SCIENCES W^.	 AIQUNVJ.Y0. 1).C. . .1974
EFFECTS OF SPACE F11U11T ON MAN BIOMEDICINE
Evaluation of the (lmer -Itoltry reflex in Sam mammals Cardinvavealar System
!Aalmsd
Experiments N loth snlmatm 6 huma y x neatlodt
shakos of Rldits W body fluid k bloat distribution
-	 Peripheral blood Row ILUNP)
-	 Ntorc p so uffudt on eardinvexcular r=lstory responses
l ltuman Input/output water balance studies with rospo p l to -	 study or holy nuiht compartment volumes
leerdicvaandar periermasen
I
-	 8sody pesalblo atrophy of cardiac L other muscles
M 	 manures of rardloyaaculor fluid atufte Rosplralluu
-	 Study mochanlcst funoton of lungs in zaro-g
Testing of inflfaht spats mouses cmmtormuasures -	 Study pulmonary vascular resistance
-	 Shady tuna raelstanuu to inroctien (olllary trmspart, lymphato
Evaluate rte- and punt-flight "space mausom" screwing drainngo, phsaooytc lunation)
toots to datermino prodi9tve value
1	 1Cldnuy 4 htunslnitmm
Rorntma k electrolyte amasso to moasuro Minna 6 Ahlmsturone secretion
fluid balance liody nlectropytea
Insullm socreden
Follow -up studios In hkylab rout funclim obsurvaton n Ornwth hormone secretion
Body fluid aempurtmunt volume monsurentont
Studies on bone marrow nlppross m In w lghdumanusm nano formation in som -g ptatu repair In mlmalsl
Eflact of zarn-g m bald mombalic rate
Evalumle the erWutivunoss of typos of mrorclnu mainiabUrtt
cardiovascular ant muecular Imo Hematnlpsv
Itol hload cull masa muasurumenl
tuvosivu anlmats studios in muanuru Inators controlling Data marrow functional raep>onnsu to aoro-g
I
postalght Curd lac aulinl stood grunuloeytc rualonsu W Inflammatory stimuli
trirolo
Study vostibulnr functions in mat L animals
Ntadrephy'slulogicu l
 dysAmctlon (v'ightigf reflexes - vanyiotnacular)
Norvanm ayatum duvelapmcnt in anlmdR In zuru.g
(lunianstrntu dysfunction In I-S)
M lordddnlaey
Study of cellular Immunity functions rotative to hunt reetstwtoo
(q oclftc Immuna rorlomm momleoring b second of boel infect,
IAR1d%7Y
Small wrtubmw stu&uF an the relationships of wdorrWi
control of mmumallan physioloo
Animal stutllon on thu meobsnloms invalvud In mpacv nnunua
and vestibular adaptation to taro-g
•Uuall7intud as "Itesearea" W above Source.
IdAN/SS' M318 INTECd1ATION
Flight lost of ltlsaetary momple return handling procedarom
rest of teloopteranor perfori moo in Simulated payload
mairt—o nce and survicing testa
Simulation and tretntng optimisation Studies for ad,w vo l
man-machlaa laaim
Bxlnrlmwl Hapourl Eeufticlo nt Oma ign Evaluntims
Flight tent of man-maohlae Interface dantan criteria
duveloped from Skylab results
LIFE SUPPORT/PHOTECTIV £ SYSTEMS
Evaluation or gravity-lanuenoed phwtomwit In regenerative
till support systems
r Baht ovaluatin n of ad"mood EYA life support and crew
traneporiation concepts.
Test Subjects- Ilumma, Nan'11umm Prtm&WJ1. SMSII
Wmmnts, Calls N Two**
Physiotogtcal alfouts of rurn-g on sn till mammals
1Whavloral lattorns in aoro-11
Crllular soot lnlracollular ntavamonl in roro-il
Plan  growth and d ovalopmunl
MAN/SY.WEMS INTY.ORAT1oN
Mcawlre docremenud in performancu
Sandy intarpsrnenai runedon PROO oa
hlu ital atertnnas awl porrormanco and sloop pattern rolations




Tual Subjeeta! Humana, Nmh Ibeman Primates, Small






LI!'t t[CINNC&'f 4^A3'lR)AU Nf+.11tt)t1l.li,
,,..	 ^`_ , it. 1. 1tsIVNlj3i1, [M1,91'/A1M18	 ,
MtU1GIN6
Ilse, lltan - Liln WiEnL*a DOtUCalud UlloraWry. Mott I IMtxlteol
tmphaale maalm)
Modte4let All Itowrch Alma of tnlorest IIIAIt
,WX 1981- Life Nclmece Named Leh, Mmk 11011oloo an;f AtMm•%+l
Toalnolea Mlsalonl
StlnUulnar All luaearch Arad Of tntumat (MI)
,Imr. IU88 - I,Ifu Munred Dolliculod tall, Mail li (Wology and Adtwtcud
Teelnolo tly MHstdanl
Modlolna3 All IYoaorrtl%Arm of Mlorast 41tAIA
The 1'raruudh,ga of IN 04401 Wit Sclv'areN Fy1npuslum, A9tnuk 4744, fi l l 1.
Vol, 11, Ilelwtrl Nu. TM \-(111181, .ISC-00273,	 O,atmMill Ireull
111OMWIMN6 tCANDIIIAU l'UTt11tl: tTl'U1.ARM
CC tnklovNicnlnnKyutam
11tIn .,g , uoninvasivu cartGotuauulsr tlytlamle n monikorim
Invwalw litwouro/volumo /now chnitmas In uarly night lanlurr111
llo,nmslraln prusom^t or owtvica of ilauur -Itonvy romw
Total lsp(y moruisa rcgimmi a, mm4llah, bttkVr1ty of altthlravlty
Ps wo11 as n,al,vr Inuac.lu 1l,ntlIM
Assoas ruld or v vvo (ealmutvm%:Ql veaaoln itt dbaartv,l
dopm Atumillil prucoas
Aeaoas Veto of Wi8ua
dustWlaaknlnkal t aW n






Namotmio (iauur -noory Vonm
ttmoll tlemotbnamlea In sera-Il
-	 RalPt re0lrO110 to +vdor/0411011111l, eluhydratlal in taro-g
thtnlo,xl hiWraallnla InV1111V1t b1 dMln
Vdaffivinr fl'slM
1Wlo of alltu 'otl v11aa: vWviml, Idnasthollo, othor wtvwnry
Fffeot nr otvrhi%ivotim, tkah)rlratlm and weroawi vmmun
prassure tm matlm ahllmo p P thr+oshold
prmlloli m lock for torn-it alnuu demoso aumvidihlllty
ty Immilatlo IUphis)
1las10 0011011 MR111 1119 0110109)'
note er mw-v trshrtng In pt+rwAll rt
Impmod ma ,licntlnlls file flrwvmtlnr/eoutmt
PIOLMi1'
Dot, WHO - i.Elm `.Manua MMUcahod lakx,ratary, Mal I IModieal Emphasis
NUPn1nn1
nl0IFW: rriMAtaP, %Ahlf Vortobratua, snit Cults k TkPStwe - All
ltum,nruh Araaa or tnlardot (RAI)
,Inty t9H1 - Ulu SeWCOn Ikdlrntod [rah, Mud it d1lnlog ,/' wp l Adrance,l
'1leuhwdogy Mlselou)
AInl9a: rrlluawa. Small Vortuhnttus, Calls C Tittaues, r lants,
bwortobrul"r Ail ItAI
Jnit, 11,181 - Liru 560111fo11 t7+,lleAted 1.8b, Mrn1 R 1111altw and AiNalwod
Toclt,alally Mlslciml)
Moloily )'rtmatna, Stivall Vorwbraius, Cults A'I'Issuos, 111MUt,
Ntvriahrtllonr All RAT
I	 1
I	 MWN/ti1';Cl'tYMlB tNTF;[lI ;A1'N,N
' f ,, ku8a - We 401,01cua Mk Ilealmi l lal-imlory, Mml k 1M wilefil tmphaala
I	 hllaalon)
Itahaviort All RAI
July 1981 - Llro Selmwiv Ilndlcalod lots, hlt%i 11 Itllalovv and Ad%wi+d
TaolnnMlgy Mtaakml
Itehavlan All 1W
,rWr. Will - LIN Scam " Ilulacatai fah, KAI Il Illlalogy and Advanard	 +Todnology M1n1dotli
	 1
I4,havior, All RAI
j	 MIM ;1V1`i'l1EiT/1']lt3'CFCTEV£ 9Y:iT>uMfTi
11 July IDMt - IAN Wimcus lletlloatml rah, MI ni it MOM Pali A,hwcad
Taatnnlowl, hiiaaionl
r	 Urtt Soli rrk 0 rruWCtlta fryetsmc All RAI
s 1	 - Life aklautvs l"caled Late, KM 11 (Iltok+ttl' uwi A&onced
ToolnoloSy Mivmien)
UN Soniorl k VrOmadvv 8yelomol All RAI
Trst A1h)sola: 11umans. Nan-llumen l +rintatns. 9m611 Mammals.Colin 4 Tlamwxn, lUnta, InwWbratso
I




TIME-PHASED LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH 	 y
FOR CONSIDERATION ON 30-DAY DEDICATED LABORATORY









for ehubtle/sbacelsb 14ottgh f pee, Heroes! Iieenraib CatmcU, NeperaY Academy d BCImoM,
w
EFFLCF6 OF grAC4 VLMIIT ON MAN UIOMEUICINS
limit mammal avpmlmenta m eneeeare the daeiwte rata- Ca dlehsmlar	 stem {FSpte to Iwh adoal n A hueusa tgodsdj
tietrhfp lsrRem length of agposaro to welghUessnva& and Rrlpkeeel W	 flow imp)
fluid volume shifts -	 Larose eflock m wrdlevutular ivguleLry reepaeasv
BMWy of Iwft hold aamparmmt Volumes
W0 0 M%MRW stadte& on saro-9 mated Muaoulwkeletel -	 Smdy posaihla htraphy of aar4M A otMr mwalee
'berm n tea ntian
-	 Poly mochaaloel fentim at lump In taro-g
timall mammd studies on ErylhrlpoWSks -	 Study puivemory vucu s? r"lotaft
-	 So* Itself resistance b Infection teillary transport, lympbatte
Etfec n of rat4etd gravi ty a aaainm Iwo from buses drsins". pksgoertie AinaNeR)
ndnoy_A Memb>}iam
Monitoring of Lpu/output water Wance to Brady cardia - -	 AldOetor s. Insulin. A growth bormote Wmtian
vaacuter Iluld shlRa -	 Gatir al&cltdytaa A llukd eamparmtenl roluoee Inaaeytammt
-	 ikmo formatlm in lava-g tbuw rolair In aalmalsl
LYSluailan of In-flight slue sddmes n wintermeaaarea -	 rlicut at uera-S an basal metabolic rate
•matol
in-Might hormonal and slecirolyto name to measure •	 fret! brood cell Maas meseuremat
mineral and fluid balance -	 Tote" marrow Mwetfmaf reepe pse m soroyj{Hood grenwooyti p response b tallsmmntary atimulf
Fosloo-up studies an t9tylab real hmedw obmrvn qi-n- -error
-	 Sltrdlr wslNulu fvtatims In mat A aNtnala
Human A rrdMd stapes an botw marrow wmrassion Nwrep"lologiaJ dyelmatlm IF1 ghUng lwllesm -cardWvs.c.dari
-	 faerwua system development ko antmda In wre•g
LYtlhab effectiveness of Was of exercise in main ithLng Idaina straw, dyaNncUen ka 1-0
cardlovenaatar A muscular lane kllutbI.Iny
-	 Study of eollalar immunity sanctions rots ve to but redstance
L'valuatlm of connwrmvnurev lot foaaa at mlharda ispacifto linmme response monitoring 7 record of bar
dttrbpi spaea0lghl tntealAme)
ltadloldalcay
Lvalwdon of crew sclutien criteria tretr ciary to Study biological aGooL of 111.14-itartlolo for proof`at-prmciplal
wabulip bllumces of spieatligbtl for prolonged missions -	 Study molarukat bash of wo-g porturla Ian of ce11 dlvislm
Ian vtia a In vitro cell jxbaimg)
' GIGWGV {I)mkowted as "NawercM' in above source! MOIDGY
Anlmsl nlWba oe effects of welghtieumos& ran sgfng Cellular A klpiaenWr ltldoa
Small wrtabritte A lawrbk roid studios. at cullular divdsfat Htufiaa d the kinetics of cull gruwth L cell tlivmlon !nt p3ent A{
A difforeaUdon during epacallight animd slaw cultures. bu w ,wtrtw m vlve, akin th visa,
swatuatia of bloladcd rhythms during abacoLL tghl Vltfmd ofshhetlum In v1w, rebatr rate of damagml skin Ace
WWI wrtebrata stutlim ter (Ka cellutar moehholumm injured bane marrow, vmhr}rxtic nlvmWpment
vwnlralling bahaylor -	 4enetia vtu,li ps, call dtvloinn, ekremasotas ruplioauan
holly of nwMIMIJ s. rantM IIM 90iA aphic rwpnnvue In plant. -	 Collutar A tnrrecallular nmvomwl in raro-g 	 1
tvaloata effects of walghdesanean na plant growth, d..vhnn- A^nIenR_l_I,Un1 n^ t
anent, mautra". ropr"ejan (' pru,luctivlty --	 physiolojflcd effaols of tarn-g on email memmalo
human A animal ebntlas m mechanisms int'lived in slnvro I	 -	 llorphvpnlc ebnreeturbtltry N slmpla mefurasw - protnoo -
nsusea A vestiWar adaptation to mro-g dictums
etody of uffecls or rodicad greedy nst %vri breta repro- -	 Small mammal last-na tal growth A tluvalopmml m core-%t
doctive protwnsus, ombLiwatosia, snrturlUon, giuwm, cardtae deconbtSonW. mineral mutobohPm, musculosk'aleW
development, maturation, nuiritkm A Inn gavtb' cMvelaemont
i kfOenro e(fe[L of tctiaeed gravity en x bro.td ran ge 01 rMlmd -	 EGocts d hacllaul it 	 {vnrabin r.	 trifuna)




Sonhoe ill the 'heel system eeoloo of hl,., ptanln W11 1112101y




Guilroplem at atom A cant tfesw hrdrform m grated le elmaNal
• to mimic welghuwanos. a verify in suro-g en Varies" centrth"
)tAN/Swrnis GtrEGNATION hiAN/SYSTEILM 11v MULMON
Eydustial a Advantmd n-six t Coe,ceptn Measure dauromonte fn purtarmanau
Evaluation of ialeo pirMar eyotoms ttroe-flybm) L nbpluyin g . Study mten7wrs.rnal reacdw twlleme
retrieving, 4 sarvfchet twtoklttn. tvmuL from tie+ Mental alartnees wvi perwinwim A sloop twllcm relations
shuttle MM/maehbts tnkgratWn testing of ldeopomtar• romuta menkpdamr
Taxing of mam4rawnca A refalr tcchnlyues M4 o,ols nyatum
511"u1an,m A tMiA ng aptiMUalfan .ladles lnr man-michlnm
Lr,1nril^inekrti Btmnrt Eeu fnmwtr heater t1•sbmumr
lllghl sent of man-mackma tnterrace dosilm vrlNrla
developed from Skylab raeultA
A..wameal at the safely, cdiclency, A *M,rdvavws p ter
wouratery tockniques A pro0a4trm
TA alto mmauremmt of EVA performanuu rspahGiUna.
valldatlon of awn-muhloe Vain slktcullan rules, A
weLficatim of k'VA support hard"re {saute.
rwlnfeL, tigha, dte.1 wwptablllty
UV9 $UPPOUT/pNOTECTIVE flynrWis
	 1 UVE SUPPORT TECIINOUXly
Eyalaatim nI A
	 yedot Con.mo Component toethgc
Evaluatlan of time-defamlont, gravity-Lduoncal phonnmeta
m r ftmorstive life sup1 	 t oystema
Wnpariment Fuvwrt tAufenent Okm!et Evaluation
LYduat$m of k1me-depndmt, gravity-lanwaloed processes
A cetmpoetnta in sib Stienme support tpgetpmmt
i
	TdtkfabtaeL< uumses, Han-Numsnrrimatsa. Nutatl
	
Teatmtb)eclat NLLMera. Nan-flue"." prlMNm, smell
	




11s Proceedings of ttq hltylab Lila ltclmcu 6yrnPemlum, Avastmra/ all.".-^, 014,
We Nowaoa Pryleed	 0.	 WI. 11, ngnrl Na. TM X-66151. iFC-07ri, 1iA8A-iAC, catnmreYtrNt
YEOIC3ll	 11	 MerNE ICAN bIbATE FUTURE N7V[NES)M
Jul 1112 - Y1a Idfaow 10 .Oey I e"Ind Lb. Mad R fI1QIqp/	 CerrEevucolar Nvstem
AdYaeead sgo6wlQp	 !	 i-depth, anflhYaalvo al ydlotagaolar ^'saafes salloringYW1e.
lsgdohn All Rae^rM Aran of Itteseal (MI! 	 >rvsskvstss Prwwre/voiotes/new dwcw in TarIy"omasal)
-	 Oewat"Is presence or abeaoes at Caur-Iwwr re3e1
tae.. 121- Life 8WORMOedtnled Itl+. 14d R t83eWq/ AdMtlW	 Total body—miss roglmew to asaintaY shanty of awlktaHEl
TOCNOlgy MINIM)	 as well as motor movieovi  ETOAN
61edlelesi All RAI 	 Aauss role of vase" (capsoliah") vessels W observeddocoodidwing process




Madl glaet A3 RAI	 -	 Absolute cafabO	 faLc to-nnght enpa 0=4o muselse) in salmats
- ' Cootarmfuure evaluatimt






-	 Oemaulrsio Dauer-Ilamy rgnm
-	 Rmud bea or^eamlco is saw-1
-	 Repot rupmeo to water/salt Iowis, 40"4uon In aer"
-	 llumassi meractlms lavolvad is shove
Hemalolualc_system
-	 Greed-baaad marrow-sufproestnd ("tars
-	 vandals Skylab resul ts
 w Longer EartAmtdrtd	 nights
Wittibtlar [;edam
-	 Rated altered coast visual, kmeatftetta, other eeuary
-	 EReol al overh)*aU". dahydratWw mad lacressod vanws
Praaaum on motion aclmess threaheld
-	 Pr$Wcuvt tart lot sorayl sPWO sldmaes auaceptlbkllty
ly Foraballa flytbts)
^	 Buie studies reordbtg euelgy
^	 Role of mo-1 tralnln8 In prev"lldK
-	 bwprowd madicAtiues for prevaeDep/Control
WOLOOY
q 1012 - fife ReWncom 30- Day Uudlcalad IAb, Mod R tDIGIap /AdYwoed
TwW,otgy MleatmF
Rlologyt All RAI




p	 Blolot All RAI
1 July 1769 - Ufn Scletcva Mfcated lab. MOd III lalOtgb'/Tvcleotgy
Nmphssls Mlaslonl'
fliology,	 av'
• First 1^' ; 	 -., r,Ienq ^	 Rosearch Cmtrlruge
MAN/9VRTEMS C,TFGINTRIN
July IyO 2 - Ufa &1c	 cem 70 .Oay Dedicated tad,. Mod [i IblcloU /Advwcod
lyT-hoolo	 Mission)
Dahavion All INI
Jaa. 1093 - L1fo SrLmcos Dadicarml 14,,?Iel a (Rlology/Adraacad
Toetmologv Mleslmi
DobAviari All RAI
July 19&7 - We kiesees LX411.ted W), Mod in t n lntegy/Technelegy
Emphasis Hasten)-
behavtorr All TW
• Flrst vlighl of Wra F idocea Rawarch CmMfaga
LIFE SUPPORT/PnfrrECTi V E %VbTEM1




Life atpport 8 Ptvw4Uw Systi m g t Ali FAIL
Jmk 1963 - tllo Solmmcas Dedicated tab, bbd A (ntolnq/Advsnoud
Tocheelogir Mlsslan)
	 t{{tUfa Support a Protective lystemat An RAI	 y
July 1983 - Ure9cffnoea Dedicated tab. Mod IR {Illalogy/sse#vlap 	 I3
LmPdaals Mlsetenlr
1Jta Support 4 Prowettro Systemet An RAI







Tact suhywtat ltunwo. Nca
	
ss Pr•Ilumires"o, Stan Mammds,	 Tate wublocta, llotaaaa, Nm-Mmm	 te riaua Pritaso,	 alt Mammals,




Baseline Life Sciences Research Requirements for Spacelab, Extracted From NASA/
MSFC Report NAS8-30288, August 1974.





























*VERTEBRATE *CELLS & TISSUES
CARDIAC FUNCTION 1 1 2 1 CARDIAC FUNCTION BIOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES
PULMONARY FUNCTION 2 2 3 2 PULMONARY FUNCTION BIOPHYSICAL PROPER'T'IES
HEMODYNAMICS 3 3 4 3 HEMODYNAMICS RADIATION EFFECTS







PROTEINS 0 E-CREATISTRIES W A CHEMISTRIES
G.I. FUNCTIONS 4 6 - S O G . I. FUNCTIONS
E•
EXCRETORY FUNCTIONS LO 5 7 4 4 EXCRETORY FUNCTIONS
METABOLIC STUDIES 6 5 4 6 METABOLIC STUDIES
MICROBIOLOGY STUDIES 6 - 5 6 MICROBIOLOGY STUDIES
NEUROLOGICAL FUNCTIONS 7 8 1 7 NEUROLOGICAL FUNCTIONS
VESTIBULAR FUNCTIONS '	 7 4 6 6
1
VESTIBULAR FUNCTIONS
*PARALLEL BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH OBJECTIVES TO STUDY BASIC MECHANISMS OF MAN'S ADAPTATION TO THE SPACE ENVIRONMEKT.
VERTEBRATE
S CELLS & TISSUES PLANT'S INVERTEBRA'T'ES
GROWTH GROWTH	 I GROWTH GROWTH
DEVELOPMENT DEVELOPMENT DEVELOPMENT DEVELOPMENT
REPRODUCTION METABOLIC STUDIES METABOLIC STUDIES METABOLIC STUDIES
EMBRYOGENESI6S HOST-PARASITE RELATIONS BIOCHEMICAL PROPER'T'IES BIOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES
SENESCENCE & AGING GENETICS MORPHOLOGY MORPHOLOGY
GENETICS RADIATION/ITZE EMBRYOGENESIS EMBRYOGENESIS
PARTICLE EFFECTS
RADIATION/IIZE HOST-PARASITE RELATIONS ITADLATION/IIZE







M1:- Representative Plant Research Functions List
4 ^.
I	 /
Basic Science Research Area for Vertebrate, Cell
and Tissue, Plant and Invertebrate Missions
GROWTII & DEVELOPMENT. COMMON OPERATIONS
GROWTH RA'Z'E SPECIMEN STATUS OBWWATTON
SEEDING CELL ORCANIZA'1ION AHT SAMPLING
ROOT DEVELOPMENT MICHO,SCOPY
FLOWER SYMMETRY MASS MEASUREMENTS
LEAF SYMMETRY BIOSAAIPLING
POLLEN MATURATION OXYGEN MONITORING
GERMINATION TIME CO2 MONITORING
GEOTROPISM/P110TOTROMSM WATER VAPOR MONITORING
SEED MORPHOGENEMS RADIATION MONITORING
CYTOLOGIC STAINING
STOMAL OPENING BIOCHEMISTRY
PHYSIOLOGY TOTAL NITROGENCARBOHYDRATE CONTENT
ClILOROPLAST METABOLISM WATER-MINE ILA L T RANSPORT


















USING F. P. E. is
CELLS
010- VERTE- d INVERTE-
£gU1PMENT ITEMS MEDICINE BRATS TOMES PLANTS DRAT£S
SPECDREN AOQUISTTION
AIR PARTICLE SAMPLER X X X X X
AICORGLSWABS X X X x X
ANENH1'IIZER, INVERTEBRATE x
BMBACKPACK, MICRO X
BLADES, SURGICAL 125 PK) X X X X X
CHLORAL HYDRATE X
CUFF, BLOOD PRESSURE X
ELECTRODES, EEO, EXG, DISPOSABLE X x
FLOWMET£R, DOPPLER, BLOOD X X
FORCEPS, GILBERT X X X X
FORCEP,NEEDLE, METZ£NSAUM X X X
FORCEPS, SPLINTER X X X X X
FORCEPS, TISSUE (RATTOOTH), MICHEL x X X X
HARNESS, ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY X
HARNESS, ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY, MICRO X
KNIFE HOLDER, BARD PARKER X X X X
LANCETS (20KIT) X X
LOOP,	 INOCULATING X X X X X
MEDIA, BL00D AGAR, PLATED x X X X
MEDIA, EMB AGAR, PLATED X X X x
MEDIA, FLUID, EXP. SPECIFIC X X x X X
MEDIA, PHENYLETI[YL ALCOHOL AGAR X X X X
MEDIA, SOLID, =P. SPECIFIC X X
MEDIA, TSA AGAR, PLATED x X X X
MICROSURGERY SET X X I	 X X
NEEDLE, INOCULATING X x X X X
NEEDLES, VACUTAINER, 21 GA., 2C GA. x X
NEMBUTAL x
ORGANISM TRANSFER/RESTRAINT CAPSULE X t
PIPETTES, oXFOIU) SAMPLER X X X X X
RESPIROM£T£R, STRAIN GAGE X x
RETRACTOR, WEITLANER x I x
SCISSORS, BABY OPERATING X x X X
SCISSORS, MAYO-NOBEL, DISSECTION X x I	 X X
SCISSORS, OPERATING X X
SPIROMETER MOUTHPIECES X
SYRINGES, 1 CC (20/KIT) x X X X X
SYRINGE, BLOOD COLLECTING {EA) X x
SYRINGE, VACUTAINER, PED SIZE (25/(C r) X X
TIIERAHSTOR, DEEP BODY TEMP. X X X
XDCR, VENOUS PRESSURE, IMPLANTABLE X
ZERO G JWTRAINING DEVICE. EQUIPMENT X X x x X
SPECIMEN PREPARATION
ANIMAL DISSECTION BOARD, UNIVERSAL X
CENTRIFUGE, MICROCHEMI-AL/HCT X X X X
COUNTER, DIFFERENTIAL X X x
COUNTER,TALLY X X X X X
COUPLER, DOPPLER FLWbITR. X X
COUPLER,EEO X X
COUPLER,EMO X X
COUPLER, PRESSURE XDCR X X X
COUPLER, STRAIN GAGE X X X
COUPLER. THERMISTOR X X x
COUPLER, VECTORCARDIOGRAM X x
COVER SLIP (COUNTING C_ MBR) X X X X X
CRTTGS£AL X x X x
DL9SECTION BOARD CLIPS (PACKAGE) x
GAUZE, 2x2, SPONGES (200) X X X X
GLOVE pmt x x x X
HOMOGENIZER, .2 TO 50 ML X X X X
LYOM=ZER, SPACE VACUUM (MANIFOLD) X X X X
MICROSCOPE, DISSECTING X X X x
NEEDLES,_ASSORTED SIZES X X X X X
NEEDLES, SUTURE, ASSORTED SIZES X
ORGANISM/SPECFMEN MASS MEAS. DEVICE X X X
PIPET'T'ES, OXFORD SAMPLER X X x X x
R•ADIOBIOLOGICAIS, IMECTA DLE _	 _ X X X X




































































































































BQURIBS ( PLANT GROWTH ARRESTER) (76/PKI
SQUIBB FIRING MECHANISM
STAIM. ASSORRED , HISTOLOGICAL
SUTURE MATERIAL, MONOFILAMEln'
SWABS. Comm (4/'TUBE)
TEMPERATURE BLOCK fd DEO,C






BAGS, PLASTIC, SEALABLE, LARGE
BAGS, PLASTIC, SEALABLE, SMALL
DRY STORAGE CoNfAINEn (ROOM TEMPI
FIXATIVE, LTIUNOL
FIXATIVE, FORMA LIN
FIXATIVE, TISSUE, EXPERIMENT SPECIFIC
FIXATIVE, Y.ENKERB SOLUTION
FREEZER, CKYOUENIC (LN2) (OPTIONAL)

















































ON BOARD SPECIAL ANALYMN, HEQ'D EQUIP.







MErABGL1C GAS ANALY % ER, CELLULAR
METABOLICGASANAINZF[t, PULMONARY
MICROSCOPE, Comm)
SPIROMt;rFA (PAI1T OF nI171 -AB. ANALYZER)
Pit MtrEn. crw./'1'I&41 cs MEOm
MAINTENANCE/CLRINUP
DISINFECTING SWABS 1PREPACKED TOWELS)
LINENS, DISSECTING BOARD ISO/PKGi
LINERS, GLOVE BOX i50/111(G)
PGIITABLE AIRFLOW WORK SURFACE
STF,RILInn, 'roof, mAcrEcim. RATER)
'1'OWNI„9, fitly , UISPOSADLE
TOWEL. PREntO1SrKNED, ZEPIURANCL
VACUUM CLEANER (PART or ECS Alit RETURNI
WASrE NrORAGE CONTAINER
ENVIRONMENTAL CONrROi.A .Irr St) PPGIrr n'YSTEnt
VCR PACKAGE





OXYGEN MANIFOLD AND METERING SYSTEM












PLANT WATERING SYSTEM, AUTO
MEDIA, TISSUE CULTURE
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TYPICAL SPACELAB EXPERIMENT REQUIREMVNTS
Prepared by NASA Ames Research Center
July 1975
BASELINE MINILAB PACKAGE FOR HUMAN VESTIBULAR EXPERIMENTS
OTOLITH FUNCTION EXPERIMENTS
I. Vestibulo-Spinal Reflex -- Examination of otolith-originating reflex during OG
habituation by measuring EMG response in gastroonemios muscle resulting from
unexpected acceleration in head to foot detection.
IL. Linear Acceleration Threshold Examination of sensitivity changes in otolith
iVut channels during habituation to OG.
III. H-Reflex -- Examination of otolith modulation of motoneuron excitability during
habituation to OG and in response to sinusoidal head to foot acceleration.
VISUALNESTIBULAR EXPERIMENTS
IV, Visual Accommodation --- Determine status of otolith system by monitoring changes
in visual accommodation during habituation to OG (otolith-accommodation reflex).
V, Tilt Illusion -- Examine effects of habituation to OG on illusions of tilt produced
by random pattern rotating in frontal plane (illusion normally constrained by IG
otolith input).
VI. Linear Vection Threshold --- Examine sensitivity to illusion of linear acceleration
in X, Y, and Z directions produced by moving visual stimulation of peripheral



























Function r i G
1a.	 Otolith Stimulation — I.inear Acceleration in X X
1b.	 Otolith Stimulation — Linear Acceleration in Y X
1c.	 Otolith Stimulation — "Linear Acceleration in Z X X X
2a.	 Visual Stimulation — Axially Rotating Display X
2b.	 Visual Stimulation — Peripheral Linearly Moving Display X
3.	 H-Reflex Stimulation X
4a..	 Response Measurement — Visual Accommodation X
4b.	 Response Measurement — EMG X X
4c.	 Response Measurement - Subjective X X X
5.,
	
Data Handling X X X X	 X X
G.	 Experiment Sequencing and Control X X X X	 X X
7.	 Space Sickness Episode Documentation X X X X	 X X
GT "V
n	 m m ro
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Linear acceleration sled as per ERNO
Linear acceleration sled with chair
tilted for acceleration head to foot
X C. Lame frontal display field with randompattern rotating around subjects line of sight
D. Viewing box with ratidom figure display
moving in X, Y, or Z direction presented
to peripheral visual fields
E. Pleutric stimulator (Grass S-4)
F. Surface	 stimul ating electrodes
G. Hartinger coincidence refractometer
H. EMG electrodes




Analog time recorder (76 nan. )
Voice recorder	 —	 -
-	 -	 -M. Log book
k N.
O.
Pre minary data analysis logic
Chart recorder -- 2 + Chan.k
P. Digital result	 isplay
^C Q. On-line control logic for stimuli
^C R. Control logic for sequencing
S. 5 ace sickness questionnaire
T. Fixed chair with bite board (may be
linear acceleration chair in fixed mode











Essential Apparatus and Procedures fi g
'Q^Q^
X —Required G	y 	 ^^g	 o^ti
0— Desirable	 aoa^^^ oGO	 ,y
0
W	 ^	 V
Monkey Pod and ECS X X X X X X X X X X
Analog Recording X X K 0 X X X
Food & Water Intake X X X X 0
Urine Sample X O X X X 0
Urine Volume X X X 0 X X X
EKG X X X
EOG X
Mass Spectrometer X
Fecal Collection X X X
Body Temperature X X
EEG X X
Blood Samples X X Q d X
LBNP X
Biotelemetry X X X X X
X-Ray, T.V., and Digital Recorders Q X
"Minimum" Exposure - 2 Days X X X X X
5 Days X X
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a	 ^'	 ^^ '	 aJ,'W
Blood Pressure X
Monkey Pod and ECS X
Analog Recording X X





























^'^Q — Desirable ^,	 G	 ^^' Qa. aw° V S,
V
to
Function ^'	 ^'	 ' ►^ 	 rg ^'	 `3' p	 G^' P$	 ^ti4 4
1. Animal Holding &ECS X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
2. Food & Water Intake X X X X X
3. Biological Samples X X X X X X X X XXX X X
4. Remote Monitoring O X X O O O X X X
5. Surgery X X X X X X X X ? X
6. Sample Processing
6a.	 Chemical O X X X X X? O
6b.	 Histological O O X? X X X X X O X
6c.	 Microbioi. /Culture X
6d.	 "Fixing 11 (Freezer, X X X X ? X X X X X X X X
Chem. , Fixative)
7. Radioisotope Drug Study X X X X X? X
s. Control Animal 0 0 0 0 O O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Centrifugation
9. "Minimum " Effective
Exposure-
	 Ida X X X X X X X X X X X X
14da X X X X X X




MINIMAL EXPERIMENT PACKAGE CONCEPT FOR SMALL ANIMAL RESEARCH
A-25
i>
MINIMAL EXPERIMENT PACKAGE CONCEPT








Respiration Samples X X
Urine Sample X X X X X
Fecal Sample X X X X X
Freezer Preservation X X X X
Chemical Preservation X X
Blood Sample X X X ? ?
Centrifugation X X X ? ?
Refrig/Freezer X X ? ?
Tissue Samples (Surgery) X X X X X X X X X ? X X
Fixation X X X X X X X ? X X
Sectioning X X X X X X X X X
Embedding X X X X X X X X
Histology X X X X X X X X X
Homogenization O X X X X? X,
Chemical Determination O X X X X X
Refrig-Freezer X X X X X X X X
Microbiol. Culture X
Tissue Culture X
Mass Determination X X X X X X X X X X X
X Ray or Bone Densitometry X X
Electron Microscope O O O O O O O O O.
Photography X O X X X X X ? X X
Isotope Counting O X X X
Mass Spectrometer ? X X





Life Sciences Research Requirements
The following tables .represent a, oandensation of information given in the input data
relative to establishing the research requirements for a life sciences space program.
The tables are organized into the four main categoriesm Biomedicine, Biology, We
Supporl;/Protective Systems and Man Systems Integration. These are further sub-
divided into functional areas and specific research topics. Specific research functions
and/or measurements are described. Finally, descriptive data used to establish the
priority determinations, in most Gases excerpted from the data sources, are presented.
The superscript numeral following each entry refers to a citation given in the following
table of references.
1. Scientific Uses of the Space Shuttle, National Academy of Sciences, Space
Science Board, National Research Council, Washington, D. C. , 1974.
31 - p. 173, 46 - p. 158, 47 - p. 158, 48 - p. 158, 49 - p. 168.
2. Physiology in the Space Environment: Volume I - Circulation, National
Academy of Sciences, Space Science Board, National Research Council,
Washington, D. C., 1968.
10 - p. 7.
3. HZE - Particle Effects in Manned Spaceflight, National Academy of Sciences,
Space Science Board, National Research Council, Washington, D. C., 1973.
37 - p. 7.
4. Aviation, Space and Environmental Medicine, April 1975.
36 - p. 466.
5. Skylab Medical Experiments Altitude Test (SMEAT), NA -13A TMX-58115, NASA-
Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas, October 1973.
35 - "Foreword".
6. The Proceedings of the Skylab Life Sciences Symposium, August 27-29, 1974,
Vols. I & IL NASA TMX-58154, JSC-09275, NASA-Johnson Space Center,
Houston, Texas, November 1974.
2 - p. 592, 3 - p. 629, 4 - p. 804, 5 - p. 26, 6 - p. 68, 7 - p. 403, 8 - p. 545,
9 - p. 619, 11 -p. 813, 12 -p. 541, 13 -p. 370, 14 -p. 854, 15 -p. 813, 16 -p. 841,
17 - p. 802, 18 - p. 856, 19 - p. 634, 20 - p. 637, 21 - p. 436, 22 - p. 387,
23 - p. 450, 24 - p. 347, 25 - p. 66, 26 -- p. 126, 27 - p. 855, 28 - p. 812,
29 - p. 495, 30 - p. 541, 32 - p. 853, 33 - p. 341, 34 - p. 339, 39 - p. 18







7. infectious Disease in Manned Spaceflight - Probabilities and Countermeasures,
National Academy of Sciences, Space Science Board, National Research Council,
Washington, D. C., 1970. 	 1
44 - p. 7, 45 - p. 8.
8. The Biosatellite: Results of the Experiment, NASA -TT-F-15863, Technical
Translation of Article in Pravda, No. 68, 1 March 1974, NASA, Washington,
D. C., July 1974.






LIFE SCIENCES SPACE RESEARCH REQUMEMENT 	 .,
FUNCTIONS/MEASUREMENTS
RESEARCH DISCIPLINE RE UIRED PRIORITY DETERNMIZANTS
BIOMEDICINE
Cardiovascular System
Altered vascular flow, Pulmonary capillary blood volume +pace flight furnishes an environment for cardiovascular study which can be produced in no other way.
	 It is difficult to imagine
volume & pressure rela- Pulmonary capillary blood flow that hnereased understanding of cardiovascular function and control mechanisms, as they are altered in weightlessness, will
tfonships in zero-gravity. Venous capacitance not in the future become relevant to the cardlovascular problems that face us on earth.1
Venous compliance
Arterial flow in limbs Skylab studies have clearly shown that changes in fluid volume distribution during the first few hours of flight creates profound
Body fluid component volumes alteration.; In cardiotascular functions which In turn impair orthostatic mechanisms to a marked degree as early as four or
- total body water volume five days after entering the weightless environment.
- extracellular volume 1
- plasma volume It should be noted in all crewmen there seas an Increase in compliance that required 10 days or more to reach a maximum 3
Renal blood flow
Demonstrate presence fntrathamcic blood volume The Catuer -Henry reflex has yet to be demonstrated.	 This will not be easy to demonstrate in man, since the critical time- 	
_{
! or absence of Gauer- A DH period to be investigated is thought to coincide with the early operationally exacting first day of the ralfisicn 4 	 -
Henry-Reflex. Renln






Cardiovascular regula- Electrocardiogram/voctor- The increased quantity and quality, of exercise available to the crew was important in maintaining crew health of Skylab i B
O tory responses to cardiogram
t	 r-- exercise In zero gtsv , ,- . - pulse raw: vnd rhythm
t--t ►`tl (Man) - cardiac axis Future research efforts should focus on optimum methods of exercise with respect to crew time and crew acceptance, Inter-
Echocardlogrp m relationship of musculoskeletal fitness with cardiovascular fitness, and design of practical, efficient, total body exercisers. 7C - sttoke volume
- card'.ac output
r C - cardiac compliance
Systolic blood pressure
Diastolic blood pressureWi -pulse pressure
t~- - mean art=r,al pressure
t^ f C Calibrated exercise Ievel
C!a
:.,; . 
LIFE SCIENCES SPACE RESEARCH REQUIRE\l£NT
RESEARCH DISCIPLINE
FUNCTI OH 5 /9l EA SUR E ME NT S






- Altered vascular flow Intracranial pressure Changed relan . x :hips in the anatomical distribution of blood volume and extravascuIar fluids, altered patbs= of blood flow, and
volume and pressure Brain blood flow reduced total u. cufating blood volume induced by the weightless environment are offered as partial explanations for the changes
relationship In zero- Intracardiac catheterization in cardiovascular responses to lower body negative pressure. 8
gravity Coronary flow
Animal maintenance These finding. have, in a predictable fashion, opened new questions which will direct future ground-based and in flight researches -






- Demonstrate absence Histological preparation (post-





Altered pulmonary vrC	 Vital capacity The effects of gravity are so profound in altering the distribution of blood and gas within the lungs that many problems in basic
volume/flow relation- FVC	 Forced vital capacity pulmonary physiology can be studied more effectively under weightlessness than in a normal gravitational field. 	 One of the divi-
ships in zero-g FEY-i	 Forced expiratory dends of space flight will be the opportunity to carry out experiments on the lungs that faze impossible en Earth. 10
volume - one second
CV	 Closing volume No untoward physiological responses have beea noted that would preclude Ionger duration space Rights, but more research is




TLC	 Total lung capacity
RV	 Residual volume
Pulmonary capillary blood volume
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tiusculoskeletal System Calibrated exercise level
02 consumption
Derangement basis and C% production
,rnmtermeasures in bl'- -c volume
zero-gravity Bogy temperature
ECG/VCG
- exercise effect upon Systolic blood pressure









- diet and pharma- Food/fluid Input records
cological control of Continuous 24-hr urfnu collection
musculoskeletal Total feral collection
derangement Vomitus collection
Storage of urine, feces, vomitus
for analysis of--







- an thropometric measurements
Premedication
Plasma thyroxin level
...bone Ioss definitely occurs under zero-g conditions. It is certain that this foss continues for al least sixty days, and it is
almost certain that it continues for as long as 84 days. There has been no evidence that this phenomenon shows the type of adapta-
tion to zero-g which has been exhibited in the other systems which have been the subject of this symposium. 12
Finally, these observations may have significance for Earth medicine. In reminding us of the deleterious effects of disuse on bone
mass, they reemphasize the importance of direct physical longitudinal stress (weight bearing) to the integrity of bone, is research
on osteoporosis, greater attention than heretofore might be glvrn to this factor for the possible value of increased weight-bearing
stress as a deterrent to or even as aid to correction of this extremely prevalent bone disorder. 13
It would seem advisable in any case to search for means by which an astronaut in space might not only maintain his leg muscle
mass, but also exercise his postural equilibrium systems. 14
Dally in-flight personal exercise regimens coupled with appropriate dietary intake and programed adequate sleep, work and
recreation periods essential for maintaining crew health and well-being. is
the continued high values for urine calcium through the attire Ier of the Skylab Y study gives us no reason to believe that
any kind of adaptation occurred during the 84 days of that mission. I
LIFE SCIENCES SPACE RESEARCH REQUIREMENT
FUNCTIONS/AIEASUREAIEYTS






-	 absolute catabolic Restrained experimental animals Clearly, man Is not vegetating in space, but is actually doing his utmost to maintain a high level of physical fitness and per-
efiiects of zero-g as Unrestrained control animals formance. Thus the absolute detrimental effects ofnull gravity will. In moat cases, have to be determined In subhumm




Urine & fecal collection & storage
> Blood sample collection & storage
I Histological preparations of:
W
1V - muscle tissue
- hone
-bone marrow
Basle and Control of ZYme related record of crew nu- However, taking -ar ovemiew of the program as a whole, two outstanding features have emerged. First, 31an can adapt to, and
Biochemical Reactions tritio n and exposure to stress and live In, the zero-gravity space environment for extended periods of time. But seeand, and therefore above all, none of the
to Stresses in Space exercise. measured changes so far seen in missions extending up to 84 days have proved irreversible after return to Earth. 18
Environment Radionuclide body compartment
studies: Venous compliance changes were demonstrated which, with blood volume changes. should provide an initial and primary point of
Fluid & electrolyte - total body water departure for Investigation of the complete response to lower body negative pressure- Time course of the compliance changes
balance - extracellular volume should be considered by mission planners.	 Shuttle reentry, for example, will fall within the zone of Increased sensitivity to
- plasma volume orthostatic stress.l3
Calcium regulation
Obtain fractionated urine samples By the time of the earliest in-flight measurement on mission day 9, all crewmen had lost more than two liters of en:travascular
Adrenal ftmetion and plasma and serum samples fluid from the calf and thigh. The puffy faces, the "bird Iegs" effect, the engorgement of upper body vekka. and the reduced
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Basis and Control of
Biochemical Reactions

















Total 17-Hydrmtyco rti co s to roi ds
Total 17-Ke tos tera ids
Uric Acid
Significant Increases in urinary antidluretic hormone occurred ear$' in -flight in all mat. Due to buzbility to refrigerate the urine
sample obtained on the first day in -flight, it could not be analyzed for this hormone.2I
Urine analyses from 9r31ab missions. 40
z	 ,
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LIFE SCIENCES SPACE RESEARCH REQUIRE\lEir'T
FUNCTIONS/MEASUREMENTS -
RESEARCH DISCIPLINE !	 REQUIRED PRIORITY DETEMMV..NTS
BIOMEDICINE ft
Basis and Control of plasma & Serum Analvses:
Biochemical Reactions Sodium•




Phorphorus • It is concluded that mineral losses do occur from the bones of the lower extremities during missions of up to 84 days and that in
Osmolality general, they follow the loss patterns of the bedrested situation. 	 The levels of lass observed In the Skylab crews have been of no
Carbon dioxide clinical concern but it was fortuitous that all of the Skylab 4 crewmen had high prediction terms.--
' Cholesterol





WInsulin, The in-flight decreases observed in both glucose and insulin have also been observed in bedrest, although it did not become
d

























iUFE SCIENCES SPACE RESEARCH REQUIREMENT
FUNCTIONS/MEASUMEN M71
RESEARCH DISCIPLINE REQUIRED PRIORITY DETERMMkNTS
BIOMEDICINE
VestihuIar System It appears that a relatively modest amount of crew time may have bem lost due to motion sickness on Skylab missions 3 and 4
but that each crew's performance was never substantially impaired for mote than oneone day.24
Study the mechanical and Apply calibrated stimulus to
neural responses of the otollths- In Skylab 4 the Scientist Pilot did not experience motion sic-'mess. The Commander had minimal malaise for three days. The
otolith organs to stimuli - linear acceleration Pilot had significant nausea with vamiting for one day and then malaise for two more days.25
in the space environment. - angular acceleration
Record ocular reflex motions Under operational conditions seven of the nine crewmen experienced motion sickness, live of the seven while In orbit. The ad-
Measure ocular muscle potentials minlstratton of antimotion sickness drugs made it difficult or impossible accurately to determine the level of susceptibility at all
times. The Skylab 2 crewmen did not experience clear-cut symptoms aloft and only the Scientist pilot experienced seasickness; i
investigate role of visual Repeat Skylab M131 experiment indeed, the Conm antder and Pilot did not take drugs, yet remained symptom free throughout the mission. 	 Amonx the Skylab 3
cues in space nausea. with eyes open. crew the Pilot experienced motion sickness shortly after transition into orbit, the earliest diagnosis on record. The two remain-
Relate crew/spacelab orlenta- kng crewmen first experienced motion sickness shortly after eaiering the workshop. 	 For a period of three days symptoms were
tier to signs and symptoms of controlled by drugs and by restricting activity. Recovery was complete by mission day seven. TToe Skylab 4 crewmen were
spatial disorientation _ scheduled to take andmotion sickness medication but only the Scientist Pilot avoided symptoms. 26 n3
I Pharmacological pre- Relate pharmacological adanbnls- First, with the background supplied by ll1-131, advisably carried out in Skylab without vi sion, it would be of great interest to v
CA vention and treatment tratio. to signs and symptoms of employ the same methodology to further explore the tole of vision. 27
of space nausea. space nausea.
Role of altered body Body fluid compartment volumes:
fluid volume, pressure - trial body water
and distribution to - extracellular volume







symptoms of space nausea.
n Invasive studies on Animal subject with implanted Among these findings, the occurrence of motion (space) sickness symptoms during the first few days of space flight is of paramount28animals. sensors and stimulation devices. operational importance for the fortheaming Shuttle flights.
.-^ Apply calibrated stimulus to
Study mechanical and -vestibular organs:
1-+	 r neural responses of the - linear acceleration
vestibular system to - angular acceleration
stimuli in the space - electrical stimulation
environment - pressure stimuladon
.
Record endar reflexes, righting re-
t flexes & muscle potentials. Record
y







LIFE SCIENCES SPACE RESEARCH REQUIREMENT
FUNCTIONS/MEASUREMENTS
RESEARCH DISCIPLINE	 REQUIRED	 PRIORITY DETERMINANTS
BIOMEDICINE
Hematoloay
Man	 Collect, prepare & preserve	 Analyses of data from the red cell mass determinations indicate that the red cell mesa drops occurred in the first 90 days of
blood samples
Measure red blood cell mass
Obtain reticulocyte counts




Collect, prepare, & preserve
blood samples
Measure red blood cell mass
Obtain reticulocyte counts
Perform bone marrow biopsies
Measure total blood volume





- acute blood loss
- tissue hypwda
flight and that a gradual recovery of the red call mass deficits began appratdmately 00 days aft Ir Iwmcl!•29
The loss of circulating red cells was also maximal at 20 to 40 days and decreased after that rime. However, the recovery of red
















- spacelab surface swabs
Microbial mutationalW
- Attimals	 Experimentally Induced infection
(non-pathogenic strain for man(
Xainnten:mce of animals
lljcrobial mutation
Sleasure specific immune response:
- macropbage activity
- lympbocytic response
- thymus gland response
- immune globulin synthesis
Blood sample collection and
preservation
Incubate microbial cultures
FL N C TI ON S / 51 EASURF M ENT 5
RESEARCH DISCIPLINE i	 REQLMtED
	 !	 PRIORITY DETERMINANTS
These data show that, while gross contamination of the Skylab environment was demonstrated and there were several In-fight
disease events [presumably of microbial origin), such events were not shown to be limiting hazards for long-term apace flight.42
The question of In-[light autaiafectiaa remains wnanswered because none of the in-flight disease events were a viaumed
microblologically.49
Examination of the effects of the space nigbt envirorment on latent and slow virus Infections experimentally induced In animals.'
Studies, both animal and human, of the effects of Isolation on susceptibility to infection, particularly as related to the re-entry
problem and microbial shock. 45
, ..^$311i14YEtlEilanu ::.l.^'ss{1:eM1	 -.-..	 4w.	 J	 ^— k Ne,

















Effects of Training Upon
Space Crew Elflciarc^
Conduct time and motion studies
on a non-interference basis with
scheduIed, repetitive mission
or training tasks and observe
and reoord:
- work space layout and lighting
- crew restraints
- equipment operation task
efficiency
- experimental task efficiency




measures with daily activity





Spacelab missions with per-
formance efficiency measured
on the same task(r) wbon con-
(Iucted previously in ground-
based simulators or Spacelab
flight training activities.
A second feature. baring directly on the Shuttle program is the protracted period of space sickness malaise and loss of appetite
encountered by a sizeable proportion of Skylab astronauts. Bearing in mind the short duration of the average Shuttle mission, it
seems inevitable that effectively novice personnel engaged in research or other activlties will be penalised by retittciag work po-
tenda( fatless some form of successful preconditioning regimen is discoverod_92
it was found that on only two of the total of nine full or partial activation days was the crew work output sipffica ntly reduced. On
the day of Invest efficiency, mission day 2 of the Skylab 3 mission, it appears that the crewmen were wooing at approximately
75 percent of their "normal" efficiency and may have lost approximately 7 man-bours of work. overall, a nearly coaxt:mt level
of work was achieved on these activation days. However, as crew proficiency Improved later In the missions, the daily crew work
output in these same categories increased from approximately a 26 man-tour /day to at Ieast a 34 man-bwr/day.33
Behavioral performance continued to improve from beginning to and of all Skylab missions. 34
The Skylab lrkedicad Experiments Altitude Test JS&MAT) w 	 part ofan Integral  of the 37Iab Program_ SMEAT served both to gather





LIFE SCIENCES SPACE RESEARCH REQUIR£_IfENT
FUti CTIONS/i1EEASUREMENTS
RESEARCH DLSCIPLINE




Density dependant Cell turnover times








a	 Genetic alterations Cell division





Higher vertebrate Described under biomedical
Biology (non-human requirements.
primates)
WworVertebrate ~Maintenance of instrumented
14oloizy Brats	 ea animals





- urine, feces, blood collection
tion. growth, de-
- circadian cycles
velopment and repro- Physiological monitoring
duction In zero g. - cat•dforespiratory
- vestibular adaptation to caIi-
brated stimulation
- behavioa ; ratterns
Histological preparations
- bone marrow crythuopoleses
- wound healing
- genetic changes
While certain of the projected experiments in the life sciences can be accomplished within the span of 7
-day missions, others, such
as these concerned with embryonic and fetal development, wound Reuling, and other aspects of cellular proliferation le.g. , marrow,
skin, and gut), %till require the full capability of the 30-day mission. 31
Enables invasive studies and critical control of experimental parameters of basic importance to understanding of human responses
In space stresses.
The non-human primates„ due to anatomical, physiological, and biochemical characteristics of man, can provide research data
transferable to matt.
30-day ext-,osure= of small mammals to zero-g effects should provide important information regarding basic factarb which also affect
man.
Changes In activity of enzymes in heart, skeletal muscle, endocrine glands, and changes In bone marrow hematopoieses have been
demonstra Lod in rats exposed to 22 days of zero g.
LIFE SCIENCES SPACE RESEARCH REQUIRFM OU
FUNCTIO\S/MEASURENI ENT 
RESEARCH DMCIPLINE I 	 REQUMEO	 MORITY DO MRIIINANTS 	 _-
BIOLOGY
Lower Vertebrate





















Basic mechanisms of Specimen maintenance through
physiological adapta- entire life cycles
tion, growth, develop- Monitor behavior patterns
meet d reproduction Monitor activity cycles














Statistical numbers of experimental subjects can be maintained in space with less weight, volume, and power penalties than
encountered for large primates.
Enable complete life cycle studies which could provide important basic understanding of effects of prolonged zero g exposures
on genetic, growth, development and reproduction factors.
y
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LIFE SCIENCES SPACE RESEARCH RBQUIR&MENT
FUNCTIONS/Int EASUREM ENTS
RESEARCH DISCIPLINE a








































Equal attention should be directed toward growth and development of plant cells in 0 g For example, does the absence of gravity
influence the morphogenesis of plant cells and affect chromosome replication to alter the mechaalsmof call div4sion?46
... the obvious question, derived from extrapolation of the possible effects of weightlessness on chromosome replications, is
whether plants can grow and develop normally in long-duratio n spaceflight. For example, can a microalgae population continue
in a normal fashion after several generations at o g? Such information would be essential if one were to propose plant systems
as secondary Ilfe-support systems in long-durstim spa mn%bts.47
Long-duratlon growth and development experiments might also provide important evidence for the possible evolutionary
mechanisms of terrestrial plants. 48
Thus, among the fungi raised under conditions of weightlessness there was much poorer development of the supporting tissues,
while the pedicel supporting the spore was much thicker and in area the fungus exceeds that of the " terrestrial vaariet!-'.so
kF
LIFE SCIENCES SPACE RESEARCH REQUIREMEA'T
FUNCTIONS/MEASUREMENTS
RESEARCH MSC1PLWE R	 UIIIED PRIORITY DETER31INANTS
BIOLOGY
... one of the most neglected problems In biology -- the vulnerabfllty of themammalian tissues to cosmis ray partieles. 36 +,
RadioblaM
Biological effects of HZE particle detector Enables study of molecular Basis of zero -g effects upon cell division.
HZE particle Maintenance of:
irradiation - smalI animals
- plants Missions In low-inclination ( 11 30') near-earth orbits do not present an HZE-particle hazard. Therefore, the urgency of
- tissue cultures securing the needed data depends an the schedule for long-duration (z2 year) [lights outside the earth 's magnetosphere or
(described under vertebrates. in earth orbits inclined more than about 30' to the equator. 37
invertebrates & plant biology)
Histological preparations for: Ground-based studies with accelerator-produced heavy ions are thus the first requirement. NASA has the operational problem
- genetic changes of assessing the potential hazard of HZE particles to than during long-duration space misafons and should therefore take full
- structural changes advantage of the ground -based facilities that are becoming available_	 Flight studies can then be designed for proof-cf-prinefple.36 $
-organ development "t
knviroomental monitoring: All Shuttle flights should contain dosimetric devices and materials positioned to accumulate data an the flux and energy of the
9
- atmosphere several radiations in space and the shielding effect of spacecraft components on their Intensity and scattering. 49
44.
- radiation
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LIFE SCIENCES ,iPAC £ RESEARCH REQUIREMENT
FUNCTIONS/MEASUREMENTS
RESEARCH DISCIPLINE REQUIRED PRIORITY DETERMINANTS
LIFE SUPPORT &
PROTECTIVE SYSTEMS
Life Support Hardware Analyze gas mixtures Determine the feasibiliiv of using vapor compression refrigeration systems in the space environm0nt.
Testing In Zero G Fluid sample transfer
a. g., Condensers Vacuum supply management Develop advanced ISS hardware for water reclamation, waste management, atmospheric conditioning and purification. oxygen
Vapor Cycle Units Fluid supply management regeneration. feeding, and personal hygiene.
Sterilizers Electrical power measurements
CO2 Reduction Coolant supply management Develop pressure suits and biopacks for mire efficient EVA activity.
Hlapacks Low temperature specimen
Pressure Suits storage Develop efficient air sterilization methods.
Isolation of process loops
from cabin atmosphere
Pressure suit testing
Effects of Seace Inertial Measure:
Forces on Gravity - fluid temperature
W	 Sensitive Processes - fluid pressure
- fluid flow
•	 Mixed Phase Fluid Flow - fluid quality Determine gravity Influences on flow regimes and flow regimes influences on pressure drop, thereby providing a basis for
•	 Liquid/Gas/Solid Phase - fluid energy rates engineering optimization of fluid systems for space applications.
Separation and/or - color motion pictures of
Mixing Characteristics phase mixing Develop design parameters for minimum energy separation over spectrum of liquid /gas ratios from near zero to near inffafty.
• Heat Transfer - g level Develop design parameters for minimum energy phase mixing.
Characteristics
Determine single phase and phase change heat transfer parameters.
MAN-SYSTEM
INTEGRATION
?,fan-Arachlna Testing of	 Provide craw inputs to oper- Skylab medical experim ent equipment functioned without problems throughout the three flights. 
M
edical data of high quality were
Advanced Designs
	
ate, service and control obtained for all experiments. 39
hardware test Items in zero g.











RESEARCH CAPABILITY OF DEFINED PAYLOADS
APPENDIX B
i
RESEARCH CAPABILITY OF DEFINED PAYLOADS
The research capability for each of the 16 candidate payload defined in this study is
shown in the following pages. There are two tables for each payload. The first Indi-
cates the main research requirements, the specific capability, and the major equip-
ment used.	 The second, and immediately following table, is the total common
equipment listing for the payload.	 The following table indicates the complement of
payloads and their order.
e
Tempe




Col-2A Biomedicine - Blood Sampling
Col-3A Biomedicine - Urine, Electrolytes
Mini-Laic	 ML-1A (first Biomedicine - OFO, Vestibular, Urine, Single
'	 S/L mission) Cell Studies
ML-2A Biomedicine/Biology - Small Vertebrates
ML-3A Biomedicine - Man
ML--4A Life Support/Protective Systems
ML-5A Man Systems Integration
ML-2B Biomedicine/Biology - Primates
ML-2C Biomedicine/Biology - Small Vertebrates/
Cells & Tissues
ML-2D Biology - Small Verts. , Plants, C&T, Invertebrates
Dedicated	 MOD IA Biomedicine - Man, Vertebrates, Cells &, Tissues
MOD IIA Biomedicine/Biology/A."'r. Technology
MOD IIIA Biomedicine/Biology/Adv. Technology - Centrifuge
MOD IIB Biology/Biomedicine
MOD IIC Biology/Biomedicine
MOD RM Biology/Biomedicine - Centrifuge
B-1
r	_










Research Requirements	 Specific Capability U	x
Biomedicine
Cardiovascular
Grauer Henry reflex Obtain first-day on--orbit biochemical measure- x x x
Biochemical response to stress ments defining enzyme/endocrine concentrations
relating to plasma volume regulation (ADH,
aldosterone, renin, angiotensin).
Method — draw blood, prepare, freeze,
return for ground analysis.
Note: If simultaneous blood and urine samples are required for correlative studies, this payload
can be combined with COL-3A. However, 23 kg limit is exceeded.
T^
1
PAYLOAD BLOOD SAMPLING CARRY-ON
NO,	 COIr2A










40A Centrifuge, Blood Sample Processor 1 12.7 100 25
81 Freezer, Low Temp 1 8 10 30.5
106 Kit, Hematology & Urology 1 0.2 0 0.5
116 Log Boobs 1 0.5 0 0.4





















Research Requirements Specific Capability ^^', p Q
Biomedicine
Cardiovascular Obtain first-day, fractionated urine samples, 24 hour x x x
Body fluid/electrolytes urine volumes, prepare, freeze & store for general
and renal fimetion analysis.
adaptations to weight- Perform anthropomorphic measurements to define body x
lessness fluid shifts in zero-g.
Delayed body fluid compartment changes, pre- & post-fit.
Assumes use of urine Volume Measurement System in
I	 I HShuttle Orbiter.
Note: If simultaneous blood and urine samples are required for correlative studies, this payload
can be combined with COL-2A. However, 23 kg limit is exceeded.
}f'
j	 3
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PAYLOAD URINE SAMPLING CARRY-ON
NO.	 COL- 3A








44A Chemicals, Radioisotope Tracers 1 0.3 0 0.5
81 Freezer, Low Temp 1 8 10 30.5
106 Kit, Hematology & Urology 1 5 0 9
1100 Kit, Human Physiology 1 3 0 8



















11asearch Requirements Sp2cific Ca	 bill O x w U x 4 3
Biomedicine
Vestibular Mechanical & neural responses of otolith organs to zero-g. x
Role of visual cues to space nausea. x
Role of altered body fluid volume, pressure & distkibudon x x x
to space nausea.
Cardiovascular Gauer-Henry reflex. x x x
ECG, VCG x
Anthropomorphic measurements of fluid shifts, x
Altered vascular flow, volume & pressure relationships. x x x
Biochemical Reactions Measure stress hormone, enzyme, fluid /electrolye & x
fluid volume changes.







Elf FA NAME Q kg w dm3
6A Airflow Work Surface 1 5 75 6
7A Auto. Poten. Elec. Analyzer 1 12.7 100 57
31 Calculator, Pocket 1 0.47 0 0.4
36 Camara, 35 mm & Strobe 1 2 0 2
37 Camera, Video, B/W 1 4.4 15 3
40A Centrifuge, Blood Sample 1 12.7 100 25
51F Coolant Loop, Liquid 1 30 50 25
63C Display, Numeric 1 2 2 4
70C Equipment Restraint Device 1 0.5 0 1 j
76C Film, 35 mm 3 0.13 0 0.05
80 Freezer 1 15 200 61.4
81 Freezer, Low Temp. 1 8 10 30.5
106 Kit, Hematology & Urology 1 5 0 9
106A Kit, Cleanup 1 1.5 0 4
110 Kit, Microbiology 1 2 0 3
110C Kit, Human Physiology 1 3 0 8
114E Lamp, Portable Hi Int. Photo 1 6.3 150 6
116 Log Books 1 0.5 0 0.4
126 Microscope, Compound 1 11 15 27.4
126J Microscope Accessory Kit, Compd. 1 10 15 25
1311 OFO Experiment Packages 2 45 20 80
132 Oscilloscope & Camera 1 11.7 75 28.9
153 Recorder, Voice 1 1 0 1
153A Rotating Litter Chair/Console 1 100.2 127 239
156 Signal Conditioners (Couplers) 6 0.2 2 0.5
182E Urine Volume Measurement System In Or Lter















	 i 40! ^,	 o
;^ mf mI ^: p ^^ i ice` ^,
j W C'^ d U, x 91^ x
Cardiovascular	 ; Altered vascular flow/volume/pressure relationships. ' x
 
.x i x ^x Ix
Pulmonary
Internal blood flows, pressures; urine & blood col- 	 k
lection, freeze & store; food & fluid intake, biochem.	 s	 ;
analysis.
	 i
ECG/pulse, Doppler flowmeter. 	 f x ? x i
f Demonstrate myocardial degeneration resulting from 	 j ; x , Ix
'	 zero-g.
i Absolute catabolic effects of zero-g. Food & fluid 	 I	 ,	 x	 i x i
intake; histological preparations of bone, bane 	 ,	 1 #
marrow, muscle. 	 1	 ;	 !
rnvasive studies — measure total blood volume, red	 x	 x x x
blood cell mass, blood .72 teMioai; obtain reticulo-
cyte counts; collect, prepare & store blood samples.
Fluid & electrolyte bahLuce, Ca regulation, adrenal	 x ix
function. Urine collection, preservation & analysis.
On-board & ground analysis.








PAYLOAD BIOMEDICINE/BIOLOGY - SMALL VERTEBRATES MINI-LAB
NO.	 M-L 2A










6 Air Particle Sampler 1 2.7 50 0.85
6A Airflow Work Surface 1 5 75 6
7A Auto. Poten. Electrolyte Anal. 1 12.7 100 57
30A Cage, Rat, Hamster,
	
Std. 16 2.3 9 11
36 Camera, 35 mm & Strobe 1 2 0 2
38 Camera, Video, Color 1 7.7 69 6.2
40A Centrifuge, Blood Sample Proc. 1 12.7 100 25
44A Chemicals, Radioisotope Tracers 1 0.3 0 0.5
48 CIeaner, Vacuum 1 2.3 100 10
51 r+ Coolant Loop, Liquid 1 30 50 25
63C Display, Numeric 1 2 2 4
70C Equipment Restraint Device 1 0.5 0 1
76C Film, 35 mm 5 0.13 0 0. 0G
80 Freezer, General 1 15 200 61.4
81 Freezer, Low Temp. 1 8 10 30.5
83 Frig.	 (Refrigerator) 1 18 50 120
91 Gas Analyzer, Mass Spec. 1 25 50 20
96 Glove Box, Portable 1 4.5 0 25
96C Glove Box Liners 10 0.5 0 1
103 Holding Unit, mall Vert. 2 13.6 0 188
103B Incubator 1 5 5 8
106 Kit, Hematology & Urology 1 5 0 9
106A Kit, Cleanup 1 1.5 0 4
108 Kit, Histology 1 1 0 1
110 hit, Microbiology 1 2 0 3
110C Kit, Human Physiology 1 3 0 8
114A Kit, Dissection 1 1 0 2
114E Kit, Vertebrate Mgmt. 1 3 0 6
114C Kit, Vertebrate Physiology 1 3 0 6
114E Lamp, Portable Hi Int. Photo 1 6.3 150 6
116 Log Books 2 0.5 0 0,4
126 Microscope, Compd. 1 11 15 27.4
126A Microscope, Dissecting 1 9 100 28
126J Microscope Access. Kit, Compound 1 10 15 25
132 Oscilloscope & Camera 1 11.7 75 28.9
153 Recorder, Voice 1 1 0 1
156 Signal Conditioners (Couplers) 12 1	 0.2 2 1	 0.5




PAYLOAD BIOMEDICINE/BIOLOGY - SMALL VERTEBRATES MINI-LAB (Cont'd)
NO.	 M-L 2A










165 Sterilizer, Tool 1 1 110 1
174 Tank, Vertebrate Water 1 8.5- 5 28.3
180 Timor, Event 1 0.2 0 0.2
182P Ventilation Unit, Vert. 1 19 40 32.7




Altered vascular flow/volume/pressure relationships. x ,x x x x
Internal blood flows, pressures, Doppler Flowmeter;
urine & blood collection, freeze	 & store; food & fluid t
intake, biochemical analysis.
ECG, VCG pressures, pulse; Use of echocardiogram for Ix.
determinations of stroke volume, cardiac output, cardiac
compliance.
Body fluid compartment studies — total body water volume, x
plasma volume, renal blood flow.
Role of altered body fluid volume, pressure and distribution (	 x
to space nausea.
Pharmacological prevention and treatment of space nausea. !	 x
Fluid & electrolyte balance, Ca regulation, adrenal x	 1 x : x x
function.	 Urine collection, preservation & analysis. +	 3
On-board & ground analysis.
Collect, prepare & preserve blood samples. Measure x x x x !X ;	 ?
red cell mass (Cr5l), plasma volume (11-25), blood i
granulocyte response to inflammatory stimuli.
IxExercise effect upon musculoskeleta disarrangement. I	 ixtx
Calibrated exercise level, respiratory parameters,
ECG/VCG, pressures, muscle mass, strength, reflexes.
Altered pulmonary volume/flow relationships in zero-g — x
Measurements of respiratory gas partial pressures,










BIOMEDICINE MINI-LAB - M--L 3A
Major Equipment
i	_





NO .	 M-L 3A
/










6A Airflow Work Surface 1 5 75 6
7A Auto. Poten. Electro..`4Wyzer 1 12.7' 100 57
36 Camera, 35 mm & Strobe 1 2 0 2
37 Camera, Video B/W 1 4.4 15 3
38F Cardiopulmonary Anal. 1 90.7 200 172
40A Centrifuge, Blood Sample Processor 1 12.7 100 25
44A Chemicals, Radioisotope Tracers 1 0.3 0 0.5
51F Coolant Loop, Liquid 1 30 50 25
63C Display, Numeric 1 2 2 4
70C Equipment Restraint Device 1 0.5 0 1
70E Exercise Eqmt. , Physio. 1 96 18 992
76C Film, 35 mm 3 0.13 0 0.05
80 Freezer, General 1 15 200 61.4
81 Freezer, Low Temp. 1 8 10 30.5
83 Frig.	 (Refrigerator) 1 18 50 120
106 Kit, Hematology & Urology 1 5 0 9
110C Kit, Human Physiology 1 3 0 8
114E Lamp, Portable Hi Int. Photo 1 6.3 150 6
116 Log Books 3 0.5 0 0.4
132 Oscilloscope & Camera 1 11.7 75 28.9
153 Recorder, Voice 1 1 0 1
156 Signal Conditioners (Couplers) 6 0.2 2 0.5
180 Timer, Event 1 0.2 0 0.2











x }x ix Ix
x 	 Ix i[X
.._.	 k-





i Life support hardware testing in zero g
Provide gas, liquid, electrical, thermal require-
` ments. Analyze gas mixtures, temperatures,
!	 flows, voltages, powers, etc. Record data.
Gravity-sensitive processes study
Study ftmdamental fluid dynamic and thermo-
dynamic phenomena. Interface with experimental







jPAYLOAD LIFE SUPPORT/PROTECTIVE SYSTEMS MINI-LAB
NO.	 M-L 4A










31	 C alculator, Pocket 1 0.47 0 0.4
32	 Camem, Cine 1 5 13 5
36	 Camera, 35 mm & Strobe 1 2 0 2
37	 Camera, Video B/W 1 4.4 15 3
48	 Cleaner, Vacuum 1 2.3 100 10
63C
	
Display, Numeric 1 2 2 4
70C	 Equipment Restraint Device 1 0.5 0 1
750	 Film, Cine 8 0.54 0 0.54
76C	 Film, 35 mm 3 0.13 0 0.05
76J	 Flowmeter a 4 0.5 1 0.5
83	 Frig.	 (Refrigerator) 1 18 50 120
87	 Gas Analyzer, Infrared 1 11.3 50 42.6
91	 Gas Analyzer, Mass Spec. 1 25 50 20
93A	 Gas Supplies 2 5.75 0 •18
105	 Kit, Chemical 1 1.5 0 5
106A	 Kit, Cleanup 1 1.5 0 4
114E	 Lamp, Portable Hi Int. Photo 1 6.3 150 6
114G
	
Liquid Storage & Disp. Sys. 1 13 0 18
115F
	 LSS Test Console 1 15 0 560
116	 Log Books 1 0.5 0 0.4
1181	 Manifold, Vacuum 1 9.1 0 28.3
122
	 Mass Meas. Device, Micro 1 12 15 25
134B	 Paper, Recording 3 0.6 0 1.2
141A	 Phunbing 1 20 2 115
150A	 Recorder, Strip Chart 1 11.8 0 16.9
153	 Recorder, Voice 1 1 0 1
180	 Timer, Event 1 0.2 0 0.2









Man- Systems fntegra.tion	 Audio-visual measurements
Cargo-handling studies; assembly, deployment,
maintenance and repair studies; group dynamics










PAYLOAD MAN-SYSTEMS INTEGRATION NM*TI-LAS
NO.	 M- A










36	 Camera, 35 mm & Strobe 1 2 0 2
38	 Camera, Video, Color 1 7.7 69 6.2
38B	 Camera. Mounts 1 3 0 3
38D	 Camera Timer, Video 1 4 10 3
70C	 Equipment Restraint Device 1 0.5 0 1
76C	 Film, 35 mm 2 0.13 0 0.05
114E
	 Lamp, Portable Photo Hi Intensity 1 6.3 150 6
116	 Log Books 1 0.5 0 0.4
153	 Recorder, Voice 1 1 0 1
180
	








Research Requirements Specific Capability x: a:
^°










Invasive studies on animals.
Implanted sensors/stimulation devices.
	 XI X
Calibrated stimuli to vestibular organs, record	 F	 (x
ocular reflexes, signs & symptoms, EOG 	 i
Respiratory gas analysis, 02 uptake, CO2 discharge	 Ix ix x	 Ik
I
using metabolic unit.	 ;	 E





Altered vascular flow/volume/pressure relationships.
internal blood flows, pressures; urine & blood col
lection, freeze & store; food & fluid intake, biochem.
analysis.
EGG/VCG/pulse Do Ier II wmeterPEA	o	 x x^
tI
,tf
PAYLOAD BIOMEDICINE/BIOLOGY PRIMATES MINI-LAB
NO.	 M-L 2B










6 Air Particle Sampler 1 2.7 50 0.85
6A Airflow, Work Surface 1 5 75 .6
7A Auto. Poten. Electrolyte Anal.. 1 12.7 100 57
36 Camera, 35 mm & Strobe 1 2 0 2.0
38 Camera, Video, Color 1 7.7 69 6.2
40A Centrifuge, Blood Sample Proc. 1 12.7 100 25
44A Chemicals, Radioisotope Tracers 1 0.3 0 0.5
48 Cleaner, Vacuum 1 2.3 100 10
51F Coolant Loop, Liquid 1 30 50 25
63C Display, Numeric 1 2 2 4
70C Equipment Restraint Device 1 0.5 6 1
76C Film, 35 mm 5 0.13 0 0.05
80 Freezer, General 1 15 200 61.4
81 Freezer, Low Temp. 1 8 10 30.5
83 Frig. (Refrigerator) 1 18 50 '120
91 Gas Analyzer, Mass Spec. 1 25 50 20
101B Holding Unit, Monkey Pod 2 53 100 425
103B Incubator 1 5 5 8
106 Kit, Hematology & Urology 1 5 0 9
106A Kit, Cleanup 1 1.5 0 4
110 Kit, Microbiology 1 2 0 3
110C Kit, Human Physiology 1 3 0 8
114B Kit, Vertebrate Mgmt. 1 3 0 6
114C Kit, Vertebrate Physiology 1 3 0 6
1.14E Lamp, Portable Hi Int. Photo 1 6.3 150 6
116 Log Books 2 0.5 0 0.4
126 Microscope, Compd. 1 11 15 27.4
126J Microscope Access Kit, Compd. 1 10 15 25
132 Oscilloscope & Camera. 1 11.7 75 23.9
138E Physiol. Multichannel Sens. SSTs. 1 0.2 0 1.4
150B Receiver 1 0.5 10 1
153 Recorder, Voice 1 1 0 1
156 Signal Conditioners 6 0.2 2 0.5
165 Sterilizer, Tool 1 1 110 1
174 Tank, Vertebrate Water 1 8.5 5 28.3
184 Timer, Event 1 0.2 0 0.2
182P
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Research Requirements Specific Capabllltq:	 l	 j v P x v
Biomedicine
Cardiovascular Altered vascular flow/volume/pressure rela- x x x x x
lationships. Internal blood flows. pressures;
- urine & blood collection, freeze & store; food
& fluid Intake, biochemical analysts.
ECG/pulse, Doppler flowmeter. x x
Demonstrate myocardial degeneration resulting x x
from zero-g.
Musculoskeletal Absolute catabolic effects of zero -g. Food & x x
fluid intake; histological preparations of
' bone, bone marrow, muscle.
Hematology Invasive studies — measure total blood volume, x x x x
'red blood cell mass, blood 02 tension; obtain
reticulocyte counts; collect, prepare & store
blood samples.
Biocbemical . Rettctiaas Fluid & electrolyte balance. Ca regulation. x x
adrenal fimetion. Urine collection, pre- 	 {
servation & analysis. Cnboard & ground
analysis.
JPulmonary Respiratory gas analysis. x x
Microbiology	 z Experimentally induced infection, measuret x
specific immune response. incubate micro-t
bial cultures.	 ! -
Bio
Cellular & Molecular	 i Density dependent growth & development
processes.	 Cell turnover rates, wound re-.
' pair. Tissue cultures of bone marrow, in- 





PAYLOAD BIOMEDICINE/BIOLOGY-SMALL VERTEBRATES/CELLS & TISSUES MINI-LAB
NO.	 M










6 Air Particle Sampler 1 2.7 50 0.85
6A Airflow Work Surface 1 5 75 6
7A Auto. Poten. Electrolyte Anal. 1 12.7 100 57
25B Colony Chamber, Sealable 10 0.2 0 0.1
30A Cage, Rat, Hamster, 	 Std. 16 2.3 9 11
36 Camera, 35 mm & Strobe 1 2 0 2.0
38 Camera, Video, Color 1 7 . 7 69 6.2
40A Centrifuge, Blood Sample Proc. 1 12.7 100 25
44A Chemical, Radioisotope Tracers 1 0.3 0 0.5
48 Cleaner, Vacuum 1 2.3 ' 100 10
50A Clinostat, C/T 1 2 10 4
51F Coolant Loop, Liquid 1 30 50 25
54 Counter, Colony,Manual 1 1 . 5 50 1.5
63C Display, Numeric 1 2 2 4
70C Equipment Restraint Device 1 0.5 0 1
76C Film, 35 mm 5 0.13 0 0.5
80 Freezer, General 1 15 200 61.4
81 Freezer, Low Temp. 1 8 10 30.5
83 Frig. (Refrigerator) 1 18 50 120
91 Gas Analyzer, Mass Spec. 1 25 50 20
96 Glove Box, Portable 1 4.5 0 25
96C Glove Box Liners 10 0.5 0 1
98A Holding Unit, C/T 1 23 30 188
103 Holding Unit, Small Vert. 2 13.6 0 188
103B Incubator 1 5 5 8
106 Kit, Hematology & Urology 1 5 0 9
106A Kit, Cleanup 1 1.5 0 4
i08 Kit, Histology 1 1 0 1
110 Kit, Microbiology 1 2 0 3
110C Kit, Human Physiology 1 3 0 8
114A Kit, Dissection 1 1 0 2
114B Kit, Vertebrate Mgmt. 1 3 0 6
114C Kit, Vertebrate Physiology 1 3 0 6
114E Lamp, Portable Hi Int. Photo 1 6.3 150 6
116 Log Books 2 0.5 0 0.4
124 Media, Prepared 1 0.45 0 0.5
126
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126A Microscope, Dissecting 1 9 100 28
126J Microscope Access. Kit, Compound 1 10 18 25
132 Oscilloscope & Camera 1 11.7 75 28.9
138 PH Meter 1 1 . 8 20 5.2
153 . Recorder, Voice 1 1 0 1
156 Signal Conditioners (Couplers) 12 0.2 2 0.5
165 !Sterilizer, Tool 1 1 110 1
174 Tank, Vertebrate Water 1 8 . 5 5 28.8
180 Timer, Event 1 0.2 0 0.2
182P Ventilation Unit, Vert. 1 19 40 32.7
187C Woodlawn Wanderer 1 10 15 12.9
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Research Re utrements cific Capability a^n
a
v 3
Lower Vertebrate Biology Maintenance of Instrumented animals, metabolic [noel- x x
(Huts, guinea pigs, frogs, air..) monitoring, physiological monitoring.
Histological preparation, incubation, examination x x x




Plant Biology Specimen maintenance through entire life cycles. x
Basic moctcudems of growth, Monitor gontropism, growth rate, morphology. x x
development and repro- circadina cycles. etc.
production in zero-g Histological preparations - genetic changes, x x
replication
Environmental monitoring x
Invertchrate Biology Specimen maintenance through entiro life cycles. x
(Insects, spiders, nematodes) Monitor behnvior patterns, activity cycles, morphdogy. x x
Basic meebantsms of growth, Histological prop. for genetic chaa6ros, organ develop- x x
development and reproduction ment. structural changes - Fix a preserve.
In zero-g Environmenttu monitoring.
Cellular & Molecular Biology Specimen and culture maintenance, environment can- x
Density dependent growth and trot/monitoring.
development processes Call turnover timow, wound repair rates, electrolyte x
transport.
histological preparations. x x



















6 Air Particle Sampler 1	 2.7 60 0.85
6A Airflow Work Surface 1	 5 75 6
7A Auto. Poten. Electrolyte Anal. 1	 12.7 100 57
14 Anesthetizer, Invert. 1	 0.2 0 1
25 Cage, invertebrates 20	 0.3 0 0.2
25D Colony Chamber, Sealable 10	 0.2 0 0.1
29 Cage, Plant 1	 4.5 0 56.6
3.0A Cage, Rat, Hamster,	 Std. 1.6	 2.3 9 11
36 Camera, 35 mm & Strobe 1	 2 0 2.0
38 Camera, Video, Color 1	 7.7 69 6.2
40A Centrifuge, Blood Sample Proc. 1	 12.7 100 25
44A Chemical, Radioisotope Tracers 1	 0.3 0 0.5
48 Cleaner, Vacuum 1	 2.3 100 10
50A Clinostat, C/T 1	 2 10 4
51F Coolant Loop, Liquid 1	 30 50 25
54 Counter, Colony Manual 1	 1.5 50 1.5
63C Display, Numeric 1	 2 2 4
70C Equipment Restraint Device 1	 0.5 0 1
76C Film, 35 man 5	 0.13 0 0.05
80 Freezer, General 1	 15 200 61.4
81 Freezer, Low Temp. 1	 8 10 30.5
83 Frig. (Refrigerator) 1	 18 50 120
91 Gas Analyzer, Mass Spec. 1	 25 50 20
93 Gas Analyzer, RH 1	 5.2 6 13
96 Glove Box, Portable 1	 4.5 0 25
96C Glove Box, Liners 15	 0.5 0 1
98A Holding Unit, C/T 1	 23 30 188
98C Holding Unit, -invertebrates 1	 23 50 188
101 Holding Unit, Plant 1	 25 500 188
103 Holding Unit, Small Vert. 2	 13.6 0 188
103B Incubator 1	 5 5 8
106 Kit, Hematology & Urology 1	 5 0 9
106A Kit, Cleanup 1	 1.5 0 4
108 Kit, Histology . 1	 1 0 1
110 Kit, Microbiology 1	 2 0 3
111 Kit, Plant Mgmt. 1	 1 0 1














114A Kit, Dissection 1 1 0 2
114B Kit, Vertebrate Mgmt. 1 3 0 6
114C Kit, Vertebrate Physiology 1 3 0 6
114E Lamp, Portable Hi Int. 1 6.3 150 6
116 Log Books 2 0,5 0 0.4
124 Media, Prepared 2 0.45 0 0,5
126 Microscope, Compd. 1 11 15 27.4
126A Microscope, Dissecting 1 9 100 28
126J Microscope Access. Kit, Compound 1 10 15 25
132 Oscilloscope & Camera 1 11.7 75 28.9
138 pH Meter 1 1.8 20 5.2
153 Recorder, Voice 1 1 0 1
156 Signal Conditioners (Co ptiAers) 12 0.2 2 0.5
165 Sterilizer, Tool 1 1 110 1
174 Tank, Vertebrate Water 1 8.5 5 28.3
175 Tank, Plant/Invert. Water 2 1.7 0 3
180 Timer, Event 1 0.2 0 0.2
182P Ventilation Unit, Vert. 1 19 40 32.7
187C Woodlawn Wanderer 1 10 15 12.9
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Life Support Hardware Test
Zero--a Effects
*Indicates number of animal
 aboard.
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iDEDICATED LABORATORY MOD IA
SCIENCE RATIONALE & RESEARCH CAPABILITY
f
SCIENCE RATIONALE
Dedicated Lab MOD IA is a 7-day, biomedical emphasis mission for the Shuttle/
Spacelab. Man-related studies will be undertaken from two distinct, though .,elated,
orientations:
A. As a human organism requiring scientific investigation and measurement:
To understand the mechanisms of man's responses to space flight and his
capability to adapt to the space environment. Special emphasis will be placed
on those organ systems which have been found from previous flights to be in-
fluenced by gravity, e.g., cardiovascular, vestibular, and musculo -skeletal
systems. Biological periodicities will be examined within the limits of mis-
sion profiles .
Animal models will provide information concerning basic mechanisms not
easily determined in man. Such animal models would provide information in
areas where measurements have not been developed for use in humans or
would carry a significant hazard if utilized in man.
B. As an important (human) element of a flight system whose total performance
capability is reflected in the performance level of that (human) system, and
who:.j safety is of primary concern in any manned system:
To acquire, analyze, and interject data relevant to the problems of human
performance, capability and behavior in space. This includes both group and
Individual behavior, attitudes, motivational levels, anxieties, etc.
To establish operator capabilities and requirements as they impact total
system performance and crew safety.
To collect high fidelity, high quality data on the new population of space flight
participants in order to substantiate and improve on the original medical se-




RESEARCH CAPABILITY SYNOPSIS - Area /Functions/Measurements/Major Equipment
A. BIOMEDICAL -Man
1. Vep.Ubular
Investipito role of v1suA cues in space nausea. Repeat of Skylab M131 	 F^-
exporimewk Rotating sitter Chair.
Role of 91ten-4 bFD^ctr fluid volume, pressure and distribution to space
nausea. Urtas 6ample collection and analysis.
2. Cardiovascular
Altered vascular flow, volume & pressure relationships in zero-g.
LBNP,VCG.
Demonstrate presence or absence of Gauer-Henry reflex. Early
mission urine/blood sample collection and analysis. APE, freezers.
Regulation responses to exercise in zero-g. VCG, Human Phys. Kit,
Exercise Egmt.
3. Pulmonary
Altered pulmonary volume/flow/relationships in zero-g. Cardiopul-
monay Analyzer, Exercise Eqmt.
4. Musculoskeletal
Exercise effect upon musculoskeletal derangement. Exercise physiology
equipment, human physiology kit, ECG/VCG .
Diet and pharmacological control of musculoskelet€il derangement. Food/
fluid input records, feces/urine/vomitus collection./storage.
I .	 5.	 Hematology
Collect, prepare & preserve blood samples. Determine red cell mass,
recitulocyte counts, PCC2 0 P02 9 PH, enzymes, Proteins, etc.
6	 Microbiology
Effects of space environment upon host defense mechanisms. Microbial












.---------.~. - ... ········--------·---------__ 1 
Crew Performance in Space 
TIme and motion studies, training tasks. TIme relate performance 
measures with daily activity schedules, sleep patterns, environmental 
conditions and biomedical measurements. 
8. Effects of Training Upon Crew Efficiency 
Correlate crew performance efficiency measurements with same tasks 
conducted in grotmd based simulators or prior missions . 
B. BIOMEDICAL - Man Surrogate 
To permit detailed invasive and statistical studies in the biomedical areas 
'. , mentioned above, this laboratory contains the holding facilities, support equip-
ment and mCllitoring instrumentation for the following populations: 
Prirm tes - 4 Holding units (1 primate each) 
Small vertebrates - 2 Holding units (16 rats, hamsters, etc.) 
Cells/Tissues - 2 Holding units 
C. SUPPORTIVE SERVICES 
Microscopy - Compound microscope for dark field, bright field, phase contrast. 
Dissecting microscope. Microscope accessory kit includes polarizing 
equipment, filters, photographic and video attachments. 
Photography - Cine film, 35 mm, polarOid. 
Visual Records - Strip chart recorder (2-channel), digital display, oscilloscope, 
CR T / camera. 
Preservation - Cryogenic freezer (quick-freeze), -70° & -20°C freezers, 4°C 
refrigerator. 
Mass Measurement - Human mass device, macro mass measurement device 
(5 g to 2 kg) and micro mass measurement device (1 mg to 5 g). 
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DEDICATED LABORATORY MOD IIA
SCIENCE RATIONALE & RESEARCH CAPABILITY
SCIENCE RATIONALE
Dedicated Lab MOD ItA is a 7-day biomedical/biology/advanced techmlogy em-
phasis mission for Shuttle/Spacelab.
A. Man-related studies will be undertaken from two distinct, though related,
orientations:
I..	 As a huAnan organism requiring scientific investigation and measurement:
To understand the mechanisms of man's responses to space flight and
his capability to adapt to the space environment. Special emphasis will
be placed on those organ systems which have been found from previous
flights to be influenced by gravity, e.g., cardiovascular, vestibular,
and musculo -skeletal systems. Biological periodicities will be .ex-
amined within the limits of mission profiles. Animal models will pro-
vide information concerning basic mechanisms not easily determined in
man. Such animal models would provide information in areas where
measurements have not been developed for use in humans or would carry
a significant hazard if utilized in man.
2.	 As an Important (human element of a flight system whose total perform-
mice capability is reflected in the performance level of that (human)
system, and whose safety is of primary conceim in any manned system:
To acquire, analyze, and interject data relevant to the problems of
human performance, capability and behavior in space. This includes
both group and individual behavior, attitudes, motivational levels,
anxieties, etc.
To establish operator capabilities and requirements as they impact
total system performance and crew safety.
To collect high fidelity, high quality data on the new population of space
flight participants in order to substantiate and improve on the original
medical selection criteria for Shuttle passengers and crews.
B. Although animals, as biological species, will be used as models for man-
related studies, the term Space Biology encompasses research on a wide
variety of biological materials ranging from cells to complex multi-cellular
animals. Major objectives of the Space Biology program are:
A
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lTo advance our knowledge of the role of gravity in the life processes
and the capability of terrestrial organisms to adapt to gravitational
changes.
To understand the basic nature of biological rhythms in terrestrial or- 3
ganisms and their influence on 1116 processes.'.
To determine and assess the biological implications of galactic cosmic
HZE particles for developing realistic radiation exposure'guidelines
and providing protective and/or preventive measures against particle
radiation hazards for long duration space missions . 3
To determine the potential applications and to develop the techniques to
-	 utilize new advances in biological theories and space technology gained
from research in the unique environment of space for space exploration
and for the benefit of mankind. This includes cross-utilization of in-
formation between scientific disciplines, especially by means of flight
experiments of mutual interest and/or applicability to different disciplines.
f
To assess the possible synergistic effects of gravity, magnetism and
T `	radiation on life-s origin and evolutionary processes.
C.	 Advanced technology research goals and objectives to be accomplished include
but are not limited to:
Continuing advanced technology research on life support, protective systems,
and work aids to provide as near an Earth atmospheric environment for man as.
possible; to provide him with protection from hazards of the space environment,
optimize his ability to work in space and to maintain his health. 	 Special em-
phasis will be placed on areas such as;
Development of regenerative life support systems including bioregenera-
tive systems and new principles of membrane transport and related
phenomena, development of advanced protective devices for manned
space flight.
Measurement of man's performance in EVA, evaluation and validation
of principles of system design and man-machine integration. i
Demonstration and flight evaluation of teleoperator technology, e. g. C
visual environment sensors and displays, man-machine capabilities v
and acquisition of an experience and engineering data base.
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Investigate role of visual cues in space nausea. Repeat of Skylab M131
experiment. Rotating Litter Chair.
Role of altered body fluid volume, pressure and distribution to space
nausea. Urine sample collection and analysis.
2. Cardiovascular
Altered vascular flow, volume and pressure relationships in zero-g.
LBNP, VCG .
Demonstrate presence or absence of Gauer-Henry reflex. Early mission
urine/blood sample ^ollection and analysis. APE, Freezers.
Regulator responses to exercise in zero-g. VCG, Human Phys. Kit,
Exercise Eqmt.
3. Pulmonary
Altered pulmonary volume/fl.ow/relationships in zero-g. Cardiopulmonary
Analyzer, Exercise Eqmt.
4.	 Musculoskeletal
Exercise effect upon musculoskeletal derangement. Exercise physiology
equipment, human physiology kit, ECG/VCG.
Diet and pharmacological control of museuioskeletal derangement.
Food/fluid input records, feces/urine/vomitus collection/storage..
5. Hematology
Collect, prepare and preserve blood samples . Determine red cell mass,
retioulocyte counts, pCO2 , p02 , pH, enzymes, proteins, etc.
6. Microbiology
Effects of space environment upon host defense mechanisms. Microbial












Correlate crew performance efficiency measurements with same tasks
conducted in groond based simulators or prior missions.
B. BIOMEDICAi, - Man-Surrogate
To permit detailed Invasive and statistical studies in the biomedical areas
mentioned above. This laboratory contains the holding facilities, support
equipment and monitoring instrumentation for the following populations:
Primates
	 - 5 Holding units (1 primate each)
Small vertebrates - 2 Holding units (16 rats, hamsters, ate.)
Cells/Tissues	 - 2 Holding units
C. SPACE BIOLOGY
The holding units mentioned in "B" above, besides supporting man-surrogate
research, will support space biology research. Additional holding units are:
Plants	 - 2 Holding units
Invr.rtebrates	 - 2 Holding units
L	 Cellular & Molecular Biology
Density dependent growth/developmeait processes. Wound repair rates,
membrain electrolyte transport.
Generic alterations in zero-g. Cell metosis, chromosome aberrations,
cell divisions.
Dower Vertebrate Biology
Basic mechanisms of physiological adaptation, growth, development
and reproduction in zero-g. Circadian rhythm studies. Metabolic




Basic mechanisms of physiological adaptation, growth, development
reproduction In zero-g. Complete life cycle studies.
	 Monitor behavior
patterns, activity cycles, growth rates, morphology. Histological
preparations.
5. Plant Biology
Study basic mechanisms of growth, development and reproduction in
zero-g. Geotropism, morphology, photosynthetic activity, productivity.
6. Radioblology
Biological effects of HZE particle irradiation.	 HZE particle detection.
Exposure of small animals, plants, tissue cultures to HZE radiation.
D.	 ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
1 Iffe Support Hardware Testing in Zero G
Test condensers, vapor cycle units, sterilizers, CO2 reduction units,
blopacks, pressure suits.
Life Support Test Console.
2. Effects of Space Inertial Forces on Gravity Sensitive Processes
Examine mixed phased flows, mixing, heat transfer characteristics.
Use PI developed hardware test apparatus.
3. Man-Machine Testing of Advanced Designs
Measure man's performance In EVA, systems design, etc. Use psycho-
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~i	 E. SUPPORTIVE SERVICES
Microscopy - Compound microscope for dark Held, brightfield, please contrast.
Dissecting microscope. Microscope accessory kit includes polarizing
equipment, filters, photographic and video attachments.
r.
Photography - Cine film, 85 mm, polarold.
Visual Records - Strip chart recorder (2-channel), digital display oscilloscope,
CRT/camera.
Preservation - Cryogenic freezer (quick-freezer), -70 0 & -20T geezers,
4°C refrigerator.
Mass Measurement - Human mass device, macro mass measurement device
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DEDICATED LABORATORY MOD MA
SCIENCE RATIONALE & RESEARCH CAPABILITY
SCIENCE RATIONALE
Dedicated Lab MOD MA is a 30-day biomedical/biology/advanced technology em-
phasis mission for Shuttle/Spaaelab.
A. Man-related studies will be undertaken from two distinct, though related,
orientations :
1. As a human organism requiring scientific investigation aad measurement:
To understand the mechanisms of man's responses to space flight and
his capability to adapt to the space environment. Special emphasis will
be placed on those organ systems which have been found from previous
flights to be influenced by gravity, e.g., cardiovascular, vestibular,
and musculo -skeletal systems. Biological periodicities will be ex-
amined within the limits of mission profiles. Animal models will pro-
vide information concerning basic mechanisms not easily determined in
man. Such animal models would provide information in areas where
measurements have not been developed for use in humans or would carry
a significant hazard if utilized in man.
2. As an important (human element of a flight system whose total perform-
ance capability is reflected in the performance level of that (human)
system, and whose safety is of primary concern in any manned system:
To acquire, analyze, and interject data relevant to the problems of
human performance, capability and behavior in space. This includes
both group and individual behavior, attitudes, motivational levels,
anxieties, etc.
h
To establish operator capabilities and requirements as they impact
total system performance and crew safety.
a
To collect high fidelity, high quality data on the new population of space
flight participants In order to substantiate and improve on the original
medical selection criteria for Shuttle passengers and crews. 	 "4
B. Although animals, as biological species, will be used as models for man-
related studies, the term Space Biology encompasses research on a wide
variety of biological materials ranging from cells to complex multi-cellular
animals. Major objectives of the Space Biology program are:
B-40




	 To advance our knowledge of the role of gravity in the life processes
and the capability of terrestrial organisms to adapt to gravitational
changes.
To understand the basic nature of biological rhythms in terrestrial or-
ganisms and their influence on Iife processes.
To determine and assess the biological implications of galactic cosmic
HZE particles for developing realistic radiation exposure guidelines
and providing protective and/or preventive measures against particle 	 r
radiation hazards for long duration space missions.
To determine the potential applications and to develop the techniques to
utilize new advances in biological theories and space technology gained
from research in the unique environment of.space for space exploration 	 ;l
and for the benefit of mankind. This includes cross-utilization of in-
formation between scientific disciplines, especially by means of flight
experiments of mutual interest and/or applicability to different disciplines.
To assess the possible synergistic effects of gravity, magnetism and
radiation on life-s origin and evolutionary processes.
C. Advanced technology research goals and objectives to be accomplished include
but are not limited to:
Continuing advanced technology research oii life support, protective systems,
and work aids to provide as near an Earth atmospheric environment for man as
possible; to provide him with protection from hazards of the space environment,
optimize his ability to work in space and to maintain his health. Special em-
phasis will be placed on areas such as:
Development of regenerative life support systems including bioregenera-
tive systems and new principles of membrane transport and related
phenomena, development of advanced protective devices for manned
space flight.
Measurement of man's performance in EVA, evaluation and validation
of principles of system design and man--machine integration.
Demonstration and . flight evaluation of teleoperator technology; e.g.,
visual environment sensors and displays, mm-machine capabilities
and acquisition of an experience and engineering data base.
RESEARCH CAPABILITY SYNOPSIS - Area/Functiona/Measuremetits/Major Equipment




Investigate role of visual cues in space nausea. Repeat of Skylab M131
experiment. Rotating Litter Chair.
Role of altered body fluid volume, pressure and distribution to space
nausea. Urine sample collection and analysis.
2. Cardiovascular
Altered vascular flow, volume and pressure relationships In zero-g.
LBNP,VCG.
Demonstrate presence or absence of Gauer-Henry reflex. Early mission
urine/blood sample collection and analysis. APE, Freezers.
Regulator responses to exercise In zero-g. VCG, Human Phys. Kit,
Exercise Eqmt.
3. Pulmonary
Altered pulmonary volume/flow/relationships in zero-g- Cardiopulmonary
Analyzer, Exercise Eqmt.
4. Musculoskeletal
Exercise effect upon musculoskeletal derangement. Exercise physiology
equipment, human physiology kit, ECG/VCG.
Diet and pharmacological control of mu"uloakeletal derangement.
Food/fluid input records, feces/urine/vomitus collection/storage.
5. Hematology
Collect, prepare and preserve blood samples - Determine red cell mass,
reticulocyte counts, PCO 2
*
 P02f pH, enzymes, proteins, etc.
6. Microbiology
Effects of space environment upon host defense mechanisms. Microbial




Time and motion studies, training tasks. Time-relate performance
measures with daily activity schedules, sleep patterns, environmental
conditions and biomedical measurements.
S.	 Effects of ':: raining Upon Crew Efficiency
Correlate crew performance efficiency measurements with same tasks
conducted in ground based simulators or prier missions.
B. BIOMEDICAL - Man-Surrogate
To.permit de. ailed invasive and statistical studies in the biomedical areas
mentioneO above. This laboratory contains the holding facilities, support
equipment and monitoring instrumentation for the following populations:
Primates	 - 2 Holding units (1 primate each)
Small vertebrates - 2 Holding units (16 rats, hamsters, etc.)
Cells/Tissues
	
- 2 Holding units
C. SPACE BIOLOGY
The holding units mentioned in "B" above, besidas supporting man-surrogate
research, will support space biology research. Additional holding units are:
Plants	 - 2 Holding units
Invertebrates	 - 2 Holding units
1. Cellular & Molecular Biology
Density dependent growth/development processes. %und repair rates,
membrain electrolyte transport.
Generic alterations in zero-g. Cell metosis, chromosome aberrations,
cell divisions.
2. Lower Vertebrate Biology
Basic mechanisms of physiological adaptation, growth, development
and reproduction In zero-g. Circadian rhythm studies. Metabolic




3.	 Higher Vertebrate Biology
Invasive studies of the physiological systems as described under "All
above.
40	 invertebrate Biology
Basic mechanisms of physiological adaptation, growth, development &
reproduction in zero-g. Complete life cycle studies. Monitor behavior
patterns, activity cycles, growth rates, morphology. Histological
preparations.
5. Plant Biology
Study basic mechanisms of growth, development and reproduction in
zero-g. Geotropism, morphology, photosynthetic activity, productivity.
6. Radiobiology
Biological effects of HZE particle irradiation. HZE particle detection.
Exposure of small animals, plants, tissue cultures to HZE radiation.
7. Bioresearch Centrifuge
A 3.88 m diameter centrifuge permits 1-g control organisms on-board
to compare with zero-g test organism. Capability of 16 small animal
holding units .
D. ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
1. Life Support Hardware Testing in Zero G
Test condensers, vapor cycle units, sterilizers, CO2 reduction units,
biopacks, pressure suits.
Life Support Test Console.
2. . Effects of Space Inertial Forces on Gravity Sensitive Processes.
Examine mixed phased flows, mixing, heat transfer characteristics.
Use PI developed hardware test apparatus.
i
r	 3.	 Man-Machine Testing of Advanced Designs
Measure man's performance in EVA, systems design, etc. Use psycho-
_	
motor performance console, Spaoelab CRT/keyboard, etc.
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Dedicated Lab MOD JIB is a 7-day space biology emphasis mission far Shuttle/
Spaoelab. Research will be performed to advance our knowledge of the role of gravw.^y,
magnetism and radiation in the life processes of a wide variety of biological material
ranging from cells to multicellular animals .
Major objectives of the research are:
To advance our knowledge of the role of gravity in the life processes and the
capability of terrestrial organisms to adapt Wgravitational changes.
To understand the basic nature of biological rhythms in terrestrial organisms
and their influence on life processes.
To determine and assess the biological implications of galactic cosmic HZE
particles for developing realistic radiation exposure guidelines and providing
protective and/or preventive measures against particle radiation hazards for
long duration space missions.
To determine the potential applications and to develop the techniques to utilize
new advances in biological theories and space technology gained from research
in the unique envircament of space for space exploration and for the benefit of
mankind. This includes cross-utilization of information between scientific
disciplines, especially by means of flight experiments of mutual interest and/or
applicability to different disciplines.
To assess the possible synergistic effects of gravity, magnetism and radiation
on life's origin and evolutionary processes.
RESEARCH CAPABILITY SYNOPSIS - Area/Functions/Measurements/Major Equipment
A. SPACE BIOLOGY
To permit detailed invasive and statistical studies in the various biological areas
of interest, this laboratory contains the bolding facilities support equipment and
monitoring instrumentation for the following populations :
"Primates ,	 - 2 Holding units (1 primate each)
Small Vertebrates - 2 Holding units (16 rats, hamsters, fowl, etc.)









invertebrates	 2 Holding units
Cells/Tissues	 - 2 Holding Emits
1. Cellular & Molecular Biology
Density dependent growth/development processes. Wound repair rates,
membrane electrolyte transport.
Genetic alterations in zero-g. Cell mutosis, chromosome aberrations,
cell divisions.
2. bower Vertebrate Biology
Basic mechanisms of physiological adaptation, growth, development and
reproduction in zero-g. Circadian rhythm studies. Metabolic monitoring,
physiological monitoring, histological preparations, surgery, environ-
mental monitoring.
3. Higher Vertebrate Biology
Invasive studies in altered vascular flow volume and pressure relation-
ships, absence or presence of myocardial degeneration, absolute catabolic
effects of zero-g on musculoskeletal system, mechanical and neural
responses of the vestibular system to space environment stimuli and
hematological collect, preservation and analysis.
Use of work and surgery bench.
4. Invertebrate Biology
Basic mechanisms of physiological adaptation, growth, development and
reproduction in zero-g. Complete Ii€e cycle studies. Monitor behavior
patterns, activity cycles, growth rates, morphology. Histological
preparations.
5. Plant Biology
Study basic mechanisms of growth, development and reproduction in
zero-g. Geotropism, morphology, photosynthetic activity, productivity.
6.	 Radiobiology
Biological effects of HZE particle irradiation. HZE particle detection.





Microscopy - Compound microscope for dark field, bright field, phase contrast.
Dissecting microscope. Microscope accessory kit includes polarizing
equipment, filters, pbotograpbtc and video attachments.
Photography - One film, 35 mm, polaroid.
Visual Records - Strip chart recorder (2-channel), digital display oscilloscope,
CRT/camera.
Preservation - Cryogenic freezer (quick-freezer), -70 0 & -20°C freezers,
4°C refrigerator.
Mass Measurement - Macro mass measurement device (5 g to 2 kg)
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tFDEDICATED LABORATORY MOD TICSCIENCE RATIONALE & RESEARCH CAPABILITY
SCIENCE RATIONALE
Dedicated lab MOD IIC is a 30-day space biology emphasis mission for Shuttle/
Spacelab. Research will be performed to advance our knowledge of the role of gravity,
' 	 magnetism and radiation in the life processes of a wide variety of biological material
ranging from cells to multicellular animals.
Major objectives of the research are:
To advance our knowledge of the role of gravity in the life processes and the
capability of terrestrial organisms to adapt to gravitational changes.
To understand the basic nature of biological rhythms in terrestrial organisms
and their influence on life processes.
To determine and assess the biological implications of galactic cosmic HZE
particles for developing realistic radiation exposure guidelines and providing
protective and/or preventive measures against particle radiation hazards for
long duration space missions.
To determine the potential applications and to develop the techniques to utilize
new advances in biological theories and space technology gained from research
in the unique environment of space for space exploration and for the benefit of
mankind. This includes cross-utilization of information between scientific
disciplines, especially by means of flight experiments of mutual interest and/or
applicabiIity to different disciplines.
To assess the possible synergistic effects of gravity, magnetism and radiation
on life's origin and evolutionary processes.




To permit detailed invasive and statistical studies in the various biological areas
of interest, this laboratory contains the holding facilities support equipment and
monitoring instrumentation for the following populations:
Primates	 - 2 Holding units (1 primate each)




mom. ....., ...	 _..	 .._..._:._._.._._„^, _^..'_.,	 k ... -,...._^.--.-.	 ,	 .•
Cellular & Molecular Biology
Density dependent growth/development processes. wound repair rates,
membrane electrolyte transport.
Genetic alterations in zero-g. Cell mutosis, chromosome aberrations,
cell divisions.
Lower Vertebrate Biology
Basic mechanisms of physiological adaptation, growth, development and
reproduction in zero-g. Circadian rhythm studies. Metabolic monitoring,












Invasive studies in altered vascular flow volur.,e and pressure relation-
ships, absence or presence of myocardial degeneration, absolute catabolic
effects of zero -g on musculoskeletal system, mechanical and neural
responses of the vestibular system to space environment stimuli and
hematological collect, preservation and analysis.
Use of work and surgery bench.
4.	 Radiobiology
Biological effects of HZE particle irradiation. HZE particle detection.
Exposure of small animals to HZE radiation.
B. SUPPORTIVE SERVICES
Microscopy - Compound microscope for dark field, bright field, phase contrast.
Dissecting microscope. Microscope accessory kit includes polarizing
equipment, filters, photographic and video attachments.
Photography - Cine film, 35 mm, polaroid.
Visual Records - Strip chart recorder (2-channel), digital display oscilloscope,
CRT/camera.
Preservation - Cryogenic freezer (quick-freezer), - 700 & -20°C freezers,
4°C refrigerator.
Mass Measurement - Macro mass measurement device
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DEDICATED LABORATORY MOD IIIB
SCIENCE RATIONALE & RESEARCH CAPABILITY
SCIENCE RATIONALE
Dedicated Lab MOD IIIB is a 30-day space biology emphasis mission for Shuttle/
Spacelab. Research will be performed to advance our knowledge of the chronic
effects of gravity, magnetism and radiation in the life processes of multicellular
animals. A Bioresearch Centrifuge in the laboratory permits 1-g control organisms
to be studied along with their zero-g counterparts.
Major objectives of the research are:
To advance our knowledge of the role of gravity in the life processes and the
capability of terrestrial organisms to adapt to gravitational changes.
To understand the basic nature of biological rhythms in terrestrial organisms
and their influence on life processes.
To determine and assess the biological implications of galactic cosmic HZE
particles for developing realistic radiation exposure guidelines and providing
protective and/or preventive measures against particle radiation hazards for
long duration space missions.
To determine the potential applications and to develop the techniques to utilize
new advances in biological theories and space technology gained from research
in the unique environment of space for space exploration and for the benefit of
mankind. This includes cross-utilization of information between scientific
disciplines, especially by means of flight experiments of mutual interest and/or
applicability to different disciplines.
To assess the possible synergistic effects of gravity, magnetism and radiation
on life's origin and evolutionary processes.
RESEARCH CAPABILITY SYNOPSIS - Area/Functions/Measurements/Major Equipaneit
A. SPACE BIOLOGY
To permit detailed invasive and statistical studies in the various biological
areas of interest, this laboratory contains the holding facilities, support
equipment and monitoring instrumentation for the following populations:
Small Vertebrates - 2 holding units (16 rats, hamsters, . fowl, etc.)




Invasive studies in altered vascular flow volume and pressure relation-
ships, absence or presence of myocardial degeneration, absolute cata-
bolic effects of zero-g on musculoskeletal system, mechanical and
neural responses of the vestibular system to space environment stimuli
and hematological collect, preservation and analysis.
Basic mechanisms of physiological adaptation, growth, development and
reproduction in zero-g. Circadian rhythm studies. Metabolic monitor-
ing, physiological monitoring, histological preparations, surgery,
environmental monitoring.
BioreeeRrch Centrifuge
A 3.88 m diameter centrifuge permits 1-g control organisms on-board
to compare with zero-g test organisms. Capability of 16 small animal
holding units.
IPPORTIVE SERVICES
icroscopy - Compound microscope for dark field, bright field, phase contrast.
Dissecting microscope. Microscope accessory kit includes polarizing
equipment, filters, photographic and video attachments.
Photography - Cine film, 35 mm, polaroid.
Visual Records - Strip chakrt recorder (2-channel), digital display oscilloscope,
CRT/camera.
Preservation - Cryogenic freezer (quick-freeze), -70° & -20°C freezers,
4°C refrigerator.
Mass Measurement - Macro mass measurement device (5 g to 2 kg) and
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LABORATORY AND BIORESEARCH CENTRIFUGE LAYOUT DRAWINGS
'This appendix contains the major drawings produced in the study.


























The numbers given in the laboratory drawings refer to the equipment item (EI) number.
The identification and characteristics of each El are found in the respective laboratory
equipment listing in Appendix B. The units labeled 11 1, }' 119, "and 11 10, "however,
are Spacelab hardware -- electrical power switch panel, de-converter and remote
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BIORESEARCH CENTRIFUGE ACCOMMODATION CONCEPT A
_	 UP. SEGMENT_
154> ^CEV ItFUGE ACCOMMODA T EM W I TH IN AFT UAY OF Exis iVG
EXP. SEGMENT' AXIAL LENCTH ¢ESTICTED TO APPIZU, ZO `
o ePrO N THIS ZO' SECTION ALA. RPCKS FLOOR !SEAMS AND
CEILING ST¢UC'r AZF 2EMOVEZ. ALL SYSTEMS ARE RE-
ROUTED OR RELOCATED,
• LOSS OF RACK S PACE	 C%
LOSS OF CRE W SPACE
	 1C '/e
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•	 $4 VA CENMIFUGE ACCOiSMOI)ATm W ITFfA EXI STING EXRSEGI`IENT
• NO IMPACT ON EXISTING EXA SEGMEIV 1 S`RUCTUZE AND SYSTEMS
• NO LOSS OF ZACK SPACE
• LOSS OF CREW SPACE
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BIORESEARCH CENTRIFUGE ACCOMMODATION CONCEPT D
L	 EXP. SEi;MENT
• I04"DA CEWTrZIFUGE ACCOMMOUTEL WITHIN EXISTING EXP. SEGMENT
• CEILING STI?UCT. MODIFIEM TO CLEAR CENTfZiP.1GE, OTHERWISE NO
IMPf3CT ON EX)SnNG EXP_ SEGmS NT Sr aUCTUIZE ANt7 SYSTEMS.
• LOSS OF UIE W SPACE — 13 °/a
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• IZ6 CRTRIF06E ACCOMMOMATED WITHIN EXISTING EXP 3ES"EM"
AXIAL LENGTH RESTRICTED TO APPPAX. ZY Rr 'NT'ElkJ l lL STf2iJCTURE
• MINIMAL JMPACrW STRUCTURE AND SYSTEMS
• M IMPACT ON EXISTING TLACK r-APACITr














BIORESEARCH CENTRIFUGE ACCOMMODATION CONCEPT F
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LABORATORY POWER AND ENERGY REQUIREMENTS
APPENDIX D
LABORATORY POWER AND ENERGY REQUIREMENTS
The power and energy requirements for the 16 life sciences laboratory concepts are






















POWER AND ENERGY REQUIREMENT SUMMARY






Dn Time :On Duty Peak- Power ^ Consumption
Us Ing Power
	
Power (NVatts)	 Hrs/Day I Power	 IContribution W.aft-hrsA3ay	 Watts	 Walls
40A	 Cent. - Blood Sample
	
100	 .10	 . 42	 100	 10	 0	 0
81	 Freezer (-70°C)	 10	 24	 10	 10	 240	 10	 10
110	 10.42	 110	 250	 10	 10
i
. 1^ .
POWER AND ENERGY REQUIREMENT SUMMARY, CONTD
i^%. i,. com: COL 3A	 01? BIT OPLIUt-PIONS	 ASC'EN'T'
Average	 Energy
Equipm.;nt items	 01"erating	 an Time :On Duty Peak- Power Consunirtloni
Us in- Power	 Puwvr O.Vatts) Frs/My Power Contribution W-.tt4irsjl)n .,;	 %Vatt-z	Watts



























6A Airflow, Work Surface
7A Auto. Poten. Eiee. Analy.
37 Camera, Video B/W
40A Cent. Blood Sample
51F Coolant Loop, Liquid
63C Display Numeric
80 Freezer
81 Freezer (Low Temp.)
114E Lamp. Port. HI Int. Photo.
126 Microscope
126J Microscope Ass. Kit
-131J OFO Exp. Pack (2)
132 Oscilloscope
153A RLC/Console

























POWER AND ENERGY REQUIREMENT SUMMARY, CONTD
ORBIT OPERATIONS
Average I	 • Energy
10nTime Duty JPeak Power Consum;tion
s/Day Power	 Contribution Watt-hrsMay
.2 1.25 15
1 8.33 100






8 66.67 200 1600
24 10 10 240
.5 6.25 150 75
.5 .63 7.5
.5 .63 7.5
24 40 40 960
1 6.25 75
.4 4.23 127 50.8
24 12 12 280
24 15 15 360
224.87 621 5022.3
:r = 50223-224.67 x 12 - 193 7
12
Estimated Crew Involvement
x2 man-hrs/day during a 12-hour period
1	 6 Air Part. Sampler	 11 50 .2 .83 r	 10.0 0f	 6A Work Surface, Air Flow 75 1	 '.2 1.25 15 0
7A Auto. Poten. Elect. Anal. 100 1.0 8.33 100 100 0
30A Cage - Rat (16) 144 12 144 144 1728 0
38 Camera, Video Color
	
! 69 .5 2 . 88 69 34.5 0
40A Cent. Blood Samp. 100 .2 1.67 20 0
48 Vacuum Cleaner 100 .1 .83 10 0
51F Coolant, Loop Liq. 50 1	 24 50 50 1700 50
63C Display, Numeric
	 i 2 12 2 2 24 0
80 Freezer, Gen.
	
i 200 8 66.67 200 1600 0
81 Freezer, Low Temp.
	 i 10 24 10 10 240 10
83 Refrigerator
	 F 50 8 I6.67 50 400 0
91 Mass Spec.
t 50 1 4.17 30 0103B Incubator 5 24 5 5 120 0
114E Lamp, Port. Hi Int. 150 .5 6.25 150 75 0126 Microscope, Comp.
	 1 15 .5 .63 7.5 0
126A Microscope, Dissect. 100 1.0 8.33 100 100 0
12GJ Microscope, Ace. Kit 15 .S .63 7.5 0
132 Oscilloscope 75 1.0 6.25 75 0
156 Signal Cond. (12) 24 24 124 24 576 0
165 Sterilizer Tool 110 .2 1 1.83 22 0
182P Vent. Unit, Sm. Vert.
	 i 40 1	 24 140 40 960 40
188 Work and Surgical Bench lOtiO C	 1	 1 83.33 1000 i IOOG 0	 i
2534 486.95 1944 8374.5 50 Off Powerr - 8374.5 - 486.05 x 12 = 211.83
Payload Spec. - 8 man/hrs/day available	 ; ; 12	 1
























POWER AND ENERGY REQUIREMENT SUMMARY, CONTD
LAD COI, .- AIL-2A - - 
	
ORBIT OPERATIONS	 1SCEN'T TWSO: -:.l
Average	 Energy	 €	 !
`i	 Equipment Items
	
! OperaingOn Time On Duty :Peak Power Consumi*ion;
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dPOWER AND ENERGY REQUIREMENT SUMMARY, CONTD















6A	 Work Surface Air Flow 75 . 2 1.25 15 0 0
7A	 Auto. Pot. Elec. Analy. 100 1.0 8.33 100 100 0 0
37	 Video, Camera B/W 15 .5 .63 7.5 0 0
38F	 Cardlopul. Anal. 200 1 16 . 67 200 200 0 0
40A	 Cent. Blood Sampler 100 .2 1.67 100 20 0 0
51F	 Coolant, Loop Liq. 50 24 50 50 2200 0 0
63C	 Display, Numeric 2 12 2.0 2 24 0 0
70E	 Physio, Exer. Equiment 18 4 6 18 72 0 0
80	 Freezer, Gen. 200 8 66.67 200 1600 0 0
81	 Freezer, Low Temp. 10 24 10 10 240 10 10
83	 Refrigerator 50 8 16. 67 50 400 0 0
132	 Oscilloscope 75 1.0 6,25 75 0 0
156	 Signal Conditioners (6) 12 24 12.0 12 288 0 0
182	 V.C.G. Coupler 2 4 .67 8 0 0
859	 199.81	 742	 4249.5	 10	 10
Off Duty Power - 4244. 5 - 198. J1 x 12 = 155.
Payload Specialist - 8 man/ars/day available	 12






Off Dd v Power +864 . 5-54.93x  12 = 1 17.11
POWER AND ENERGY REG UIREMENT SUMMARY, CONTD
i _lis (A)DE'.	 hIL-4A OR BIT OPE.HATIONS	 !ASCI:A:'I' 'DES(FNr;
lAverage^ Energy
Equipment items Operating .On Time On Duty 'Peal- Power Consumption I t[
Using Power Power (Walls) Hrs/Day (Power	 IContrihutionWntwtrsA)ay Watts Watts
32 Camera, Cine i	 13 5 .54 i	 S. 5 rY 0	 i
37 Camera, Video BAV 15 .5 .63 15 7.5 0	 1 0
48 Cleaner, Vacuum 100 . 2 1.67 100 20.0 1 0
63C Display, Numeric I	 2 8 1.33 2 16 0 0
761 Flowmeter (4) 4 8 2.67 4 32
83 Refrigerator 50 8 16 . 67 50 400 0 0
187 Gas Analyzer, Infra. 50 4 16.67 50 200 0 0
91 Mass Spectrometer 50 .5 2.0 25.0 0 0
114E Lamp, Port. Photo I50 1 12.5 150 150 0 0
122 Mass Meas. Device
^
.2





Payload Spec. 8 man/hrs /day available
On Duty = 12 hours
I
dPayload Spec. - 8 man /hrs/day available












POWER AND ENERGY REQUIREMENT SUMMARY, CONTD
I-A G CODE:	 111,-5   
	
OPERATIONS	 r1tiCi ti'C	 !)::till:\i
--	 _.^._._	 _ORBIT
^--_	 ^average 	 Eaergy	 t
Equipm at sterns 	 ( 1.cralirg 	On Time :On Duty	 Peak Power	 Consum[* ion,	 i
Lrsin- power	 Power (Watts)	 } Hrs/Day ;Power	 Contribution W-ttfirsA)ay 1 	 Waits	 Watts
r 38	 Camera, Video Color	 69	 1	 2 11.5 69	 138 0	 0
38D	 Camera, Video Timer	 10	 j	 .2 1.67 10	 '	 20 0	 0
114E	 lamp, Portable Photo	 i	 154	 I!I	 2 25 150	 304 0	 0





ORBIT OPERATIONS ASCL.NT IDESCENT
(Average Energy I -^
Equipment items Operating a Time !On Duty Peak Power ' Consumption
Using Power Power (Watts) Hrs/Day Power Contribution WattrhrsJDay Watts Watts
6	 Air Part. Samp. Collector 50 , 2 .83 10 0 0
6A	 Work Surface, Air Flow 75 .2 1.25 15 0 0
7A	 Auto. Poten. Elec. Anal. 100 1 . 0 8.33 100 100 0 0
38	 Camera, Video Color 69 .5 2.88 69 34.5 0 0
40A	 Cent. Blood Samp. Proc. 100 . 2 1.67 20 0 0
48	 Vacuum Cleaner 100 .1 . 83 10 0 0
51F	 Coolant Loop, Liq. 50 50 50 1200 0 0
63C	 Display, Numeric 2 12 2 2 24 0 0
80	 Freezer, Gen. 200 B 66.67 200 1600 0 0
81	 Freezer, Low Temp. 10 24 10 10 240 10 10
83	 Refrigerator 50 8 16 . 67 50 400 0 0
91	 Mass Spectrometer 50 1.0 4.17 50 50 0 0
101B	 Holding Unit, Monkey Pod (2) 200/60 12/12 200 200 3120 60 60
103B	 Incubator 5 24 5 5 120 0 0
114E	 Lamp, Port. Hi Int. 150 .5 6.25 150 75 0 0
126
	
Microscope, Compound 15 .5 .63 7.5 0 0
1263	 Microscope, Acc. Kit 15 .5 .63 7.5 0 0
132	 Oscilloscope 75 1.0 6.25 75 0 0
150E	 Receiver 10 24 10 10 240 0 0
156	 Signal Conditioners (6) 12 24 12 12 288 0 0
165	 Sterilizer, Tool 110 .2 1.83 22 0 0
182P	 Ventilation Unit (2) 80 24 80 80 1920 80 80
1528 487.89 988 1-578.5 150150
Off Duty Power - 9 578.5 - 487. E19 x 12 = 310.
12Payload Spec. - 8 man /hrs/day available







POWER AND ENERGY REQUIMMENT SUMMARY, CONTD
k
ORBIT OPERATIONS 	 - ^ASt F. I= i'
Energy tf
leak Power Consumllion; i
:ontribution Wlt-hr$/Day Watts watts
JLU
_
15 0 E	 0	 i
100 100 0 !	 0
144 1728 0 0	 1
69 34.5 0 0
20 0 0
10 0 0	 h
10 240 0 0
50 1200 0 0
25 0 0
2 24 0 0
200 1600 0 0
10 240 10 10
5v 400 0 0
50 0 0
50 600 0 0
5 120 0 0
150 ?5 0 0
7.5 0 0




24 576 0 0
22 0 0
40 960 40 40
Average
































- LAO CG:).;: ML-2C
Equipment items
Using Power
6 Air Part. Sampler -	 -
6A Work Surface Air Flow
7A Auto. Potea. Elect. Analy.
30A Cage, Rat (16)
38 Camera, Video Color
40A Cent. Stood Samp.
48 Vacuum, Cleaner
50 Clinostat




81 Freezer, Low Temp.
83 Refrigerator
91 Mass Spectrometer
98A Holding Unit C/T
103B Incubator 3790
114E Lamp, Port. Ai Int.





156 Signal Conditions (12)
165 Sterilizer, Tool
182P Ventilation Unit, Sm. Vt.
b
0
187A	 Woodlawn Wanderer ! S 24 15 15 360 15 15
188	 Work and Surgical Bench 1000 1 83.33 1000 1000 0 0
2609 562.80 2019 9601.5 65 65
Off Dirty Power =9 301.5 - 562. E 0 x 12 = 237. 2 -
12 k
Payload Spec. - 8 man/hra/day availability E
On Duty - 12 hours
^ I
li
.:	 .. 	, e _4 _A^	 Ft.a...^ .A	 ^4 - s	 ^..:	 ..+ ..H	 :e:ay.S,. rs.:dl.Lx..raLedti:a3i^l$L9^i^.'i.^l's YWIF4YiLMa^.< w7frv-^...u`'arAe.:df,...:^ 	 '3 'y.^-s-	 ^ __ a-S. _ a4:r^
€.A ES l'i.flf:: ML-2D ORBIT OPEI:LkT]ONS A5C'l-:C:•T 11t:ti(i:ti!'
Average Energy
Equipment Items Operating On Time On Duty Peak Power Consuniltion
Using Power Power (Watts) Hrs/Day Power Contribution ff It-hrOay Watts Watts
6	 Air Part. Sampler 50 .2 .83 10 0 0 Y
6A	 Air Flow, Work Surface 75 -.2 1, 25 • 15 0 0
7A	 Auto. Poten. E lec. Analy. 100 1.0 8.33 100 100 0 0
30A	 Cage, fiat (16) 144 12 144 144 1728 0 0
38	 Camera, Video Color 69 .5 2.88 69 34.5 0 0
40A	 Cent. Blood Samp. Proc. 100 .2 1.67 20 0 0
48	 Cleaner, Vacuum 100 .1 .83 10 0 0
50	 Clinostat 10 24 10 10 240 0 0
51F	 Coolant Loop, Liq. 50 24 50 50 1200 0 0
54	 Colony Counter 50 .5 2.08 25 0 0
63C	 Display, Numeric 2 12 2 2 24 0 0
80	 Freezer, Gen. 200 8 66.67 200 1600 0 0
81	 Freezer, Low Temp. 10 24 10 10 240 10 10
83	 Refrigerator 50 8 16.67 50 400 0 0
r 91	 Spectrometer, Mass 50 1.0 4.17 50 0 0
93	 Gas Analyzer, H2O Vapor 6 24 6 6 144 0 0
98A	 Holding Unit C/T 50 12 50 50 600 0 0
98C	 Holding Unit Invert. 50 12 50 5o 600 0 0
101	 Holding Unit, Plants 500 12 500 500 6000 187 187
103E	 Incubator 37°C 5 24 5 5 120 0 0
114E	 Lamp, Port., Hi Int. 150 .5 6.25 150 7.5 0 0
126
	
Microscope Acc. Kit. 15 .5 .63 7.5 0 0
126A	 Microscope, Dissect. 100 1.0 8.33 100 100 0 0
126J	 Microscope Comp. 15 .5 .63 7.5 0 0
132	 Oscilloscope 75 1.0 6.25 75 0 0
138
	
pH Meter 20 .1 .17 2 0 0
156	 Signal Conditions (12) 24 24 24 24 576 0 0
165	 Sterilizer, Tool 110 .2 1.83 22 0 0
182P	 Ventilation Unit, Vertical 40 2,4 40 40 960 40 40
187A	 Woodland Wanderer 15 24 15 15 360 15 15
188	 Work & Surgical Bench 1000 1 83.33 1000 1000 0 0
TOTALS 3235 1118.80 2625 16345.5 252 252
i	 Payload Specialist --8 man/hrs/day available O f Duty Po er = 16345. 5 - 1118.8 x 12 = 243.








1A	 Accelerometer Coupler (3) 3 24 3 3 72
6	 Air Particle Sampler 50 .4 1. 71: 20
6A	 Airflow Work Surface 75 .5 3 . 12 37.5
7	 Autoanalyzer 200 1.0 16.66 200 200
7A	 Auto Potentiometer Elec. Analysis 100 1 . 0 8.34 100
16F	 BaIlistocardiogram Coupler 1 1.0 .08 1
19D	 Body Mass Measuring Device 15 .2 .26 3
30A . Cage, Rat (16) 144 12 144 144 1728
31	 Calculator, Pocket 5 1.0 .42 5
32	 Camera, Cine 13 .5 .54 6.5
32A	 Camera, Controller 100 12 100 100 1200
37	 Camera, Video B/W 15 12 15 15 180
38	 Camera, Video, Color 69 .5 2.88 69 34.5
38D	 Camera Timer, Video 10 .5 .42 10 5
38F	 Cardiopulmonary Analyzer 200 1 . 0 16.66 200
40A	 Centrifuge, Blood Sample Processor 100 .4 3.34 40
48	 Cleaner, Vacuum 100 .4 3.34 40
50A	 Clinostat C/T 10 24 10 10 240
50B	 Compactor (Solids) 100 .05 .42 5
51F	 Coolant Loop, Liquid 50 24 50 50 1200
54	 Colony Counter (Manual) 50 .5 2.08 25
63B	 Display Keyboard Portable 60 1.0 5.0 60
63C	 Display, Numeric (2) 4 12 4.0 4 48
64	 ECG Coupler (12) 24 24 24 24 576 12 12
65	 EEG Coupler (4) 8 24 8 8 192 4 4
66C	 Electrophys. Receiver 5 1.0 .42 5
66	 EMG Coupler (6) 12 24 12 12 288 6 6
70E	 Exercise Equip., Physiol. 38 4 6 72
76J	 Flowmeter, Gas (4) 16 .5 .66 8
77B	 Freezer, Cryo 10 24 10 10 240 10 10
80	 Freezer, General 200 8 66.67 200 1600
81	 Freezer, Low Temp. 10 24 10 10 240 10 10
83	 Refrigerator 50 8 16.67 50 400
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POWER AND ENERGY REQUIREMENT SUMMARY, CONTD






Operating	 n Time jOn Duty Peak Power Consumption
Usine Power	 Power (Watts; Hrs/Dav j Power (Contribution Watt-brs)Day Watts	 Watts
rPOWER AND ENERGY REQUIREMENT SUMMARY, CONTI)





Operating	 )On Time !On Duty ,Peak Power ConsumItion
i	 Using Power	 Power (%Vatts) ^Hrs /Day 'Power Contribution«:tt-hrsJDay Watts Watts
93 Gas Analyzer, RH	 b	 24	 6	 6	 144,
98A Holding Unit C 8:T (2) 	 60	 24	 60	 60	 1440	 60
101C Holding Unit - Primate (4)	 400/120	 12/12	 400	 400
	 6240	 120	 120 i
103E Incubator
	 5	 24	 5	 5	 120
114E Lamp, Portable Hi. Int. Photo,	 150	 .5	 6.16	 150	 75	 i117 LBNP	 26	 , 4	 .86	 10.4 I121 Mass Meas. Device (Macro)	 15	 .3	 ,38	 4.5
122 Mass Meas. Device (Ahern)	 15	 .3	 .38	 4.5
126 Microscope, Comp,	 15	 .5	 .62	 7.5
126A Microscope, Dissecting 	 100	 1.0	 8,34	 100	 100
126J Microscope, Access. Kit
	 15	 .5	 .62	 7.5
132 Oscilloscope	 75	 1.0	 6.26	 75
138 PH Meter	 20	 .3	 .50	 6
138E Photocell Coupler (12)	 24	 24	 24	 24	 576	 3
w	 139 Plethysmograph, Limb 	 5	 .5	 .20	 2.5
143G Pressure Coupler (4)	 8	 24	 8	 8	 192	 j147 Radiation Count - Biochemical 	 90	 .5	 3.76	 45
150B Receiver, Biotelemetry	 10	 24	 10	 10	 240
153A Rotating Litter Chair/Console	 127	 . 4	 4.24	 50.8
156 Signal Conditioners (12)	 24	 24	 24	 24	 576	 '
156F Sonocardiogram	 12	 1.0	 1.0	 12
162 Sterilizer, Autoclave	 300	 1.5	 37.5	 450
165 Sterilizer, Toot	 110	 .4	 3,66	 44
179 Temperature Black	 200	 1.5	 25	 S90	 300
179D Thermometer (Electronic)	 14	 .2	 .24	 2.8






182P Ventilation Unit - Vertical (5) 	 200	 24	 200	 200	 1 4800	 200	 200	 1188 Work and Surgical Bench	 1000	 1.0 i 83.34	 1000 I 1000	
------^
TOTALS	 4909	 i	 1569.96 r	 3210	 26907	 412	 472
On Duty is considered 12 hours. 	 j	 f	 f
Off Duty Average Power =26,907 - 1569. 96 x IL2 W 671,29	 !
12	 ?	 E
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POWER AND ENERGY REQUIREMENT SUMMARY, CONTI)
LAB CODE: ^IOD iIA ORBIT OPERATIONS :ASCENT ' DESMXIF'
Average	 Energy
Equipment items Operating On Time ! On Duly 1Pea]c Power Consumption
UsIng Power Power (Watts) llrs/Day Power	 ContributionWatt4irs/Day Watts Watts
1A	 Accelerometer Coupler (3) 3 24	 3	 3 72 i
6	 Air Particle Sampler 50 .4	 1.76 20
6A	 Alrfiow Work Surface 75 .5	 3.12 37.5
7	 Autoanalyzer 200 110	 16.66	 200 200
7A.	 Auto Potentiometer Elec. Analysis 100 1.0	 8.34 100
16F	 Ballistocardlogram Coupler 1 1.0	 .08 1
19D	 Body Mass Measuring Device 15 .2	 .26 3
26B	 Cage, Metabolic Pit. (2) 60 24	 60	 60 1440 60
30A	 Cage, Rat (16) 144 12	 144	 144 1728
31
	 Calculator, Pocket 5 1.0	 .42 5
32	 Camera, Clue 13 .5	 .54 6.5
32A	 Camera, Crntroller 100 12	 100	 100 1200
37	 Camera, Video B/W 15 12	 15	 15 180
d 38	 Camera, Video, Color 69 .5	 2.88	 69 34.5
38D Camera Timer, Video 10 .5	 .42	 10 5
38F	 Cardiopulmonary Analyzer 200 1 . 0	 16.66 200
40A	 Centrifuge, Blood Sample Processor 100 .4	 3.34 40
48	 Cleaner, Vacuum 100 . 4	 3.34 40
50A	 Clinostat C/T 10 24	 10	 10 240
50	 Clinostat Plants 10 24	 10	 10 740
50B	 Compactor (Solids) 100 .05	 .42 5
51F	 Coolant Loop, Liquid 50 24	 50	 50 1200
54	 Colony Counter (Manual) 50 .5	 2.08 25
63B	 Display Keyboard Portable 60 1.0	 5.0 60
63C	 Display, Numeric (2) 4 12	 4.0	 4 48
64	 ECG Coupler (16) 32 24	 1	 32	 32 768 12 12.
65	 EEG Coupler (6) 12 24	 12	 12 288 4 4
65C	 Electropbys. Receiver 5 1.0	 .42 5
66	 EXG Coupler (8) 16 24	 16	 16 I	 384 6 6
70E	 Exercise Equip., Pbysiol. 18 4	 6 72
76d	 Flowmeter, Gas (6) 24 .5	 1.0 i	 12
77B	 Freezer, Cryo 10 24	 10	 10
I	
240 10 10
80	 Freezer, General (2j 400 8	 1133.33	 400 3200 I
X 81	 Freezer, Low Temp. 10 E	 24	 10	 10 i	 240 1	 10 10
83	 Refrigerator (2) 100 8	 33.33 ._	 100 800 T- 4
L^--.-... .
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POWER AND ENERGY REQUIREMENT SUMMARY, CONTD
Y:	 Tarsi r::-:"^	 ..
ORBIT OPE.RAT10-NS
!Average Energy
DixTime .On Duty 4Peak Power , Consun






91 Gas Analyzer, Mass Spec. (2)
93 Gas Analyzer, RH
98A Holding Unit C&T (2)
98C Holding Unit lnvt. (2)
101 Holding Unit Pit. (2)
101C Holding Unit - Primate (5)
103B Incubator
114E Lamp, Portable Hi. Int. Photo.
117 LBNP
121 Mass Meas. Device (Macro)
122 Mass Meas. Devici (Micro)
126 Microscope, Comp.
126A Microscope, Dissecting
126J Microscope, Access. Kit
132 Oscilloscope
138 PH Meter
138E Photocell Coupler (12)
139 Plethysmograph, Limb
144 Psychomotor Per. Cons.
143G Pressure Coupler (4)
147 Radiation Count.-Biochemical
150B Receiver, Biotelemetry
153A Rotating Litter Chair/Console






181D Transducer, Pressure (4)
1827 Vectocardiogram Coupler
182P Ventilation Unit - Vertical (6)
188 Work and Surgical Bench
TO'T'ALS





































12	 100	 100	 360	 50	 50,'
24	 6	 6	 144
24	 641	 60	 1440
12 100 100 1200
12 1000 1900 12000 374
12/12 500 500 7800 150
24 5 5 120









24 24 24 576
.5 .20 2.5
.5 1.25 7.5
24 8 8 192
.5 3.76 45
24 10 10 240
.4 4.24 50.8




1.5 25 200 300
.2 .24 2.8
24 4 4 96
1.0 .16 2














LAB CODE; MOD III ORBIT OPERATIONS ASCENT (DESCENT
Average i EnergyEquipment Items Operating On Time On Duty jPeak Power Consumltion
Using Power Power 617atts) Hrs/Day Power lContribution Watt-hrs/Day Watts Watts
JA	 Accelerometer Coupler (3) 3 24 3 3 72
6	 Air Particle Sampler 50 .4 1.76 20
6A	 Airflow Work Surface 75 .5 3.12 37.5
11	 Analyzer, Gen. Spect'phot'r, 250 1 20.5 250 250
7	 Autoanalyzer 200 1.0 16.66 200 200
7A	 Auto Potentiometer Elec, Analysis 100 1 . 0 8.34 100
16F	 Ball istocardlogram Coupler 1 1.0 .03 1
19D	 Body Mass Measuring Device 15 .2 .26 3
26A	 Cage, Metabolic C/T 5 24 5 5 120
26B	 Cage, Metabolic Plt. (2) 60 24 60 60 1440 60
28	 Cage, Metabolic Rat 20 24 20 20 480 20
30A	 Cage, Rat (16) 144 12 144 144 1728
31	 Calculator, Pocket 5 1.0 .42 5
32	 Camera, Cane 13 .5 .54 6.5
32A	 Camera, Controller 100 12 100 100 1200
37	 Camera, Video B/W 15 12 15 15 180
38	 Camera, Video, Color 69 .5 2.88 69 34.5
38D	 Camera Timer, Video 10 .5 .42 10 5
39F	 Cardiopulmonary Analyzer 200 1.0 16.66 200
40A
	
Centrifuge, Blood Sample Processor 100 .4 I	 3.34 40
43A	 Centrifuge - Research 354/210 12/12 354 354 6768
48	 Cleaner, Vacuum 100 .4 3.34 40
50A	 Clinostat C/T 10 24 10 10 240
50	 Clinostat Plants 10 24 10 10 240
50B	 Compactor (Solids) 100 .05 .42 5
51F	 Coolant Loop, Liquid 50 24 50 50 1200
54	 Colony Counter (Manual) 50 .5 2.08 25
63B	 Display Keyboard Portable 60 1.0 5.0 60
63C	 Display, Numeric (3) 6 12 6 6 72
64	 ECG Coupler (24) 48 24 48 48 1152 12 12
65	 EEG Coupler (8) 16 24 16 16 384 4 4
66C	 Electrophys. Receiver 5 1.0 I	 .42 5
66	 £MG Coupler (10) 20 24 1	 20	
1
20 480 6	 I 6
70E	 Exercise Equip., Physiol. 18 4 6	 f
I
72










LAB CODE: NIOD IIIA (Cont'd) ORBIT OPERATIONS ASCENT 1,DESCE\Tj
Average I	 Energy -
Equipment Items Operating On Time ,On Duty -Peak Power
	
Consumption
Using Power Power {Watts) Hrs/Day Power Contribution Wa"rsA)ay Watts Watts
77B	 Freezer, Cryo 10 24	 10	 10 240 10 10
80	 Freezer, General (2) 400 8	 133.33	 400 3200
81	 Freezer, Low Temp. (2) 20 24	 20	 20 480 20 20
83	 Refrigerator
	 (2 ) 100 8	 33.33	 I00 800
87	 Gas Analyzer, Infrared 50 .5	 4.16 25
91	 Gas Analyzer, Iltaes Spec. (2) 100 12	 100	 100 1200 50 50
93	 Gas Analyzer, RR 6 24	 iii	 6	 6 144
98A	 Holding Unit C&T (2) 60 24	 60	 60 1440 60
98C	 Holding Unit, Invt. (2) 100 12	 100	 100 1200 j
101	 Holding Unit, PIt. (2) 1000 12	 1000	 1000 12000 374 374
10IB Holding,Unit, Monkey Pod 100/30 12/12	 100	 100 1560 30 30
IO1C Holding Unit - Primate (1) 100/30 12/12	 100
	 100 1560 30 30
103E Incubator 5 24	 5	 5 120
114E Lamp, Portable Hi. Iat. Photo. 150 .5	 6.16	 ISO 75
117	 LBNP 26 .4	 .86 10,4
121	 Mass Meas. Device (Macro) i5 .3	 .38 4,5
122	 Mass Meas. Device (Micro) 15 .3	 .38 4.5
126
	
Microscope, Comp. 15 .5	 .62 7.5
126A Microscope, Dissecting 100 1.0	 8.34	 100 100
126J Microsoope, Access, Kit 15 .5	 .62 7.5




PH Meter 20 .3	 .50 6
138B Photocell Coupler (12) 24 24	 24	 24 576
139
	 Plethysmograph, Limb 5 .5	 .20 2.5
143G Pressure Coupler (4) 8 24	 8	 8 192
144	 Psychomotor Per. Cons. 15 .5	 1.25 7.5
147	 Radiation Count - Biochemical 90 .5	 3.76 45
150E Receiver, BioteIemetry 10 24	 10 240 {
153A Rotating Litter Chair/Console 127 _4	 4.24 50.8
156	 Signal Conditioners (24) 48 24	 48	 48 1152
156F Sonocardiogram 12 1.0	 1.0 12
162	 Sterilizer, Autoclave 300	 , 1.5
	 37.5 450 IIi
165
	 Sterilizer, Tool 110 .4	 3.66 44 {{
179	 Temperature Block 200 1-5
	 25	 200	 1 300179D Thermometer (Electronic) 14	 I .2 
	 .24
	 _ 2.8 f
POWER AND ENERGY REQUIREMENT SUMMARY, CONTD
9- _.
LAB CODE: IIIA (Cont d) ORBIT OPERATIONS	 !ASCENT iDESCV\Z
Average i Energy M1
Equipment Items Operating On Time 1 O Duty jPeak Power Consumption
Using Power Power (Watts) Hrs/Day Power Contribution Wit-hrsJDay Watts Watts
181D Transducer, Pressure (4) 4 24 4 4 96
.182J Vectocardiogram Coupler 2 1.0 .16 2
182P Ventilation Unit - Vertical (3) 120 24 120 120 2880 120 120
188	 Work and Surgical Bench 1000 1.0 83,34 1000 1000
6896 3034.55 656 696TOTALS 5056 48189.5
On Duty is considered 12 hours.
Off Duty Average Power = 48 189.5 - 3034.55 c 12	 = 981.2
12







POWER AND ENERGY REQUIREMENT SUMMARY, CONTD
a
i
LAB CODE: IVIOD IIB ORBIT OPERATIONS ASCEN3
(Average (	 Energy
Equipment Items Operating On Time jOn Duty iPeak Power . Consumltlon
Casing Power Power ffatts) Hrs/Day Power	 lContribution Wvtt4rs/bay Watts
1A	 Accelerometer Coupler (3) 3 24 3 3 72
6	 Air Particle Sampler 50 .4 1.76 20
6A	 Airflow Work Surface 75 .5 3.12 37.5
7	 Autoanalyzer 200 1.0 16.66 200 200
7A	 Auto Potentiometer Elec. Analysis 100 I.0 8 .34 100
16F	 Ballistocardiogram Coupler 1 1.0 I	 .08 1
19D	 Body Blass Measuring Device 15 .2 .26 3
26B	 Cage, Metabolic PIt. (2) 60 24 60 60 1440
28	 'Cage, Metabolic Rat 20 24 20 20 480
30A	 Cage, Rat (16) 144 12 144 144 1728
31	 Calculator, Pocket 5 1.0 .42 5
32	 Camera, Cine 13 .5 .54 6.5
32A	 Camera, Controller 100 12 100 100 1200
G 37	 Camera, Video B/W 15 12 15 15 180
38	 Camera, 'Video, Color 69 .5 2.88 69 34.5
38D Camera Timer, Video 10 .5 .42 10 5
38F	 Cardiopulmonary Analyzer 200 1.0 16.66 200
40A Centrifuge, Blood Sample Processor 100 .4 3.34 40
48	 Cleaner, Vacuum 100 .4 3.34 40
50A	 C11nostat C/T 10 24 10 10 240
50	 Ciinostat Plants 10 24 10 10 240
50B	 Compactor (Solids) 100 .05 .42 5
511:	 Coolant Loop, Liquid 50 24 50 50 1200
54	 Colony Counter (Manual) 50 .5 2.08 25
63B	 Display Keyboard Portable 60 1.0 5.0 60-
0C	 Display, Numeric (2) 4 12 4.0 4 48
64	 ECG Coupler (12) 24 24 24 24 576 12
65	 EEG Coupler (4) 8 24 8 8 192 4
66	 EMG Coupler (6) 12 24 12 12 288 6
HE	 Exercise Equip., Physiol. 18 4 6 72
76J	 Flowmeter, Gas (4) 16 .5 .66 8
77B	 Freezer, Cryo 10 24 10 10 240 10
80	 Freezer, General 200 8 66.67 200 161%13
81	 Freezer, Low Temp. 10 24 10	 I 10	 ^ 240 10


















Equipment Items Operating 0n Time On Duty Power ' Consumption
Using Power Power (Watts) Hrs/Day Power Contribution Wit-hrs/Day Watts Watts
91	 Gas Analyzer, Mass Spec. (2) 100 12 100 100	 E 1200 5o 5093	 Gas Analyzer, RH 6 24 6 6 144
98A Holding Unit C&T (2) 60 24 60 60 1440 60
98C Holding Unit Iavt. (2) 100 12 100 100 1200
101 Holding Unit PIt. (2) 1000 12 1000 1000 12000 374 374
101CHolding Unit - Primate (4) 200/60 12/12 200 200 3120 60 60
103E Incubator 5 24 5 5 120
114E Lamp, Portable Hi. Iat. Photo. 150 .5 6.16 150 75
117 LBNP 26 .4 .86 10.4
121	 Mass Meas. Device (Macro) 15 .3 .38 4.5
122	 Mass.Meas. Device (Micro) 15 .3 .38 4.5
126
	 Microscope, Comp. 15 .5 .62 7.5
126A Microscope, Dissecting 100 1 . 0 8.34 100 100
120. Microscope, Access; Kit 15 .5 .62 7.5
132	 Oscilloscope 75 1.0 6.26 75
138	 PH Meter 20 .3 .50 6
138B Photocell Coupler (12) 24 24 24 24 576
139	 Plethysmograph, Limb 5 . 5 .20 2.5
143G Pressure Coupler (4) 8 24 8 8 192
150B Receiver, Biotelemetry 10 24 10 10 240
156	 Signal Conditioners (12) 24 24 24 24 576
156F Sonocardiogram 12 1.0 1.0 12
162	 Sterilizer, Autoclave 300 1.5 37.5 450
165	 Sterilizer, Tool 110 .4 3.66 .44
179	 Temperature Block 200 1 : 5 25 200 900
179D Thermometer (Electronic) 14 .2 .24 2.8
181D Transducer, Pressure (4) 4 24 4 4 96
1823	 Vectocardliogram Coupler 2 1.0 .16 2
182P	 Ventilation Unit - Vertical (2) BO 24 80 80 1920 B0 $0
182R	 Vertebrate ECS 320 24 320 390 7680 320 320
188	 Work and Surgical Bench 1000 1.0 83,34 1000 1000
2751.54 926TOTALS 5927 4400 43834 1066
On Duty is considered 12 hours.









POWER AND ENERGY REQUIREMENT SUMMARY, CONTD
LAB CODE: MOD 11C












Contribution WAt-hrsA3ay Watts Watts
1A	 Accelerometer Coupler (3) 3 24	 3 3 72
6	 Air Particle Sampler 5o .4	 1.76 20
6A	 Airflow Work Surface 75 . 5	 3.12 37.5
7	 Autoanalyzer (Minitized) 200 1.0	 16.66 200 200
7A	 Auto Potentiometer Elec. Analysis 100 1 . 0	 8.34 100
16F	 Ballistocardiogram Coupler 1 1.0	 I	 .08 1
19D	 Body Mass Measuring Device 15 .2	 _26 3
30A	 Cage, Rat (16) 144 12	 144 144 1728
31	 Calculator, Pocket 5 1.0	 .42 5
32	 Camera, Cine 13 .5	 .54 6.5
32A	 Camera, Controller 100 12	 100 100 1200
37	 Camera, Video B/W 15 12	 15 15 180
38	 Camara, Video, Color 69 .5	 2 . 88 69 54.5
38D	 Camera Timer, Video 10 .5	 .42 10 5
38F	 Cardiopulmonary Analyzer 200 1. 0	 16.66 200
40A	 Centrifuge, Blood Sample Processor 100 .4	 3.34 40
48	 Cleaner, Vacuum 100 .4	 3.34 40
50B	 Compactor (Solids) 100 .05	 .42 5
51F	 Coolant Loop, Liquid 50 24	 50 50 1200
54	 Colony Counter (Manual) Sa .5	 2.08 25
63B	 Display Keyboard Portable 60 1.0	 5.0 60
63C	 Display, Numeric (2) 2 12	 2 2 24
64	 ECG Coupler (12) 24 24	 24 24 576 12 12
65	 EEG Coupler (4) 8 24	 8 8 192 4 4
66	 EMG Coupler (8) 12 24	 12 12 288 6 6
70E	 Exercise Equip., Physiol. 18 4	 6 72
76J	 Flowmeter, Gas (4) 16 .5	 .66 8
77B	 Freezer. Cryo 10 24	 10 10 240 10 10
80	 Freezer, General(2) 400 8	 133.34 400 3200
81	 Freezer, Low Temp. 10 24	 10 10 240 10 10
83	 Refrigerator (2) 100 8	 33.34 100 800
91	 Gas Analyzer, Mass Spec. (2) 100 12	 100 100 1200 50 50
93	 Gas Analyzer, RS 6 24	 !	 6 6 I	 144
101E	 Holding Unit Monkey Pod 100/30 12 /12	 100 100 1	 1560 30 30
P	 ~I
y.,
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LAB CODE: MOD I1C
Equipment Items
Using Power
101C Holding Unit - Primate (2)
114E Lamp, Portable Hi. Int. Photo.
117 LBNP
121 Mass Meas. Device (Macro)
122 Mass Meas. Device (Micro)
126 Microscope, Comp.
126A Microscope, Dissecting
1266) Microscope, Access. Kit
132 Oscilloscope
138 PH Meter
138B Photocell Coupler (12)
139 Plethysmograph, Limb
143G Pressure Coupler (4)
150E Receiver, Biotelemetry






1811) Transducer, Pressure (4)
182J Vectocardiogram Coupler
182P Ventilation Unit - Vertical (2)
182R Vertebrate ECS
188 Work & Surgical Bench
TOTALS
On Duty is considered 12 hours.
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POWER AND ENERGY REQUIREMENT SUMMARY, CONTD 	 ..
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Operating n Time On Duty !Peak Power Consumption
Power (Na!ts) Hrs/Day I Power Contribution WIthrs)ba_y Watts Watts E
200/60 12/12 200 200 3120 60 60
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POWER AND ENERGY REQUIREMENT SUMMARY, CONTD














1A	 Accelerometer Coupler (3) 3 24 3 3 '	 72
6	 Air Particle Sampler 50 .4 1.76 20
6A	 Airflow Work Surface 75 .5 3,12 37.5
7	 Autoanalyzer 200 1.0 16.66 200 200
7A	 Auto Potentiometer Elec_ Analysis 100 1.0 8.34 100
1 16F	 Ballistocardlogram Coupler 1 1.0 .08 1
19D	 Body Mass Measuring Device -1 5 .2 .26 3
28	 Cage, Metabolic Rats 20 24 24 20 480
'30A
	 Cage, Rat (16) 144 12 144 144 1728
31	 Calculator, Pocket 5 LO .42 5
32	 Camera, Cine 13 .5 .54 6.5
32A
	
Camera, Controller 100 12 100 100 1200
37	 Camera, Video B/W 15 12 15 15 180
38	 Camera. Video, Color 69 .5 2.88 69 34.5
38D	 Camera Timer, Video to .5 .42 10 S
38F	 Cardiopulmonary Analyzer 200 1.0 16.66 200
40A	 Centrifuge, Blood Sample Processor 100 .4 3.34 40
43A
	
Centrifuge L.S. Res. 354/210 1211_2 354 354 6768
48	 Cleaner, Vacuum 100 .4 3.34 40
50B	 Compactor (Solids) 100 .05 .42 5
51F	 Coolant Loop, Liquid 50 24 50 50 1200
54	 Colony Counter (Manual) 50 .5 2.08 25
63B	 Display Keyboard Portable 60 1.0 5.0 60
63C	 Display, Numeric (2) 2 12 2.0 2 24
64	 ECG Coupler (16) 32 24 32 32 768 12 12
65	 EEG Coupler (8) 16 24 16 16 384 4 4
66	 EMG Coupler (8) 16 24 16 16 384 6 6
70E	 Exercise Equip., Physiol. 18 4 6 72
IGj	 Flowmeter, Gas (6) 24 .5 1.0 12 i
77B	 Freezer, Cryo 10 24 10 10 240 10 10
80	 Freezer, General(2) 400 8 133.34 ! 400 3200
81	 Freezer, Low Temp. 10 24 10 IO 240 10 10	 !
83	 Refrigerator (2) 100 8 33,34 100 Soo II

















On Time ;flit Duty iPeak
Hrs/Day Power
Power Consumption
Contribution WatthrsOay Watts Watts
93	 Gas Analyzer, RH 6 24 6 6 144
114E	 Lamp, Portable Hi. Int. Photo. 150 .5 6.16 150 75
117
	
LBNP 26 .4 .86 10.4
121	 Mass Meas. Device (Macro) 15 .3 .38 4.5
122	 Mass Meas. Device (Micro) 15 .3 .38 4.5
1126	 Microscope, Comp. 15 .5 .62 7.5
126A	 Microscope, Dissecting 100 1.0 8.34 100 100
126J	 Microscope, Access. Kit 15 .5 .62 7.5
132	 Oscilloscope 75 1.0 6.26 75
138	 PH Meter 20 .3 .50 6
138B	 Photocell Coupler (12) 24 24 24 24 576
139	 Plethsymograph, Limb 5 .5 .20 2.5
143G - Pressure Coupler (4) S 24 8 8 192
1150E	 Receiver, Biotelemetry 10 24 10 10 240
156	 Signal Conditioners (12) 32 24 32 32 768
156F	 Sonocardlokram 12 1.0 1.0 12
162	 Sterilizer, Autoclave 300 1 . 5 37.5 450
165	 Sterilizer, Tool 110 .4 3.66 44
179	 Temperature Block 200 1.5 25 200 300
179D	 Thermometer (Electronic) 14 .2 .24 2.8
181D	 Transducer, Pressure (4) r	 4 24 4 4 96
182J	 Vectocardiogram Coupler 2 1.0 .16 2
182R	 Vertebrate ECS 320 24 320 320 7680 320 320
188	 Work and Surgical Bench 1000 1 . 0 83.34 1000 1000
_^.
5040 1 690.22 3505 412 412TOTALS 31524
On Duty is considered 12 hours.
Off Duty Average Power = 31,524 - 1690 . 22 x 12 = 936.78
12
For 1821C in Centrifuge 43A 320 320 320 3840
e1
y.^





LABORATORY SAMPLED DATA REQUIREMENTS
The sampled data requirements for the life sciences laboratory concepts are
► given in this appendix. Three of 16 payloads defined In the study, COL 2A,
COL 3A and ML-5A have no Lmpled data requirements. Data for these are
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DURATION CONTINMUS DAILY TFREQ. OF OF DATA RATE. TOTAL
El NAME _^IMEASUREE- T DESCRIP ON O OPERATI C C ^1.  PROCESMNG R	 U]3tED REMARKS
7A Auto. Potent. Elect. Measure pH, pCO2, p03, K, Ca, 2/day 0.5 hr Negl. 5 K x convevnim to cone. values.
Anal. Na, Cl, glucose
80,81 Freezers MGultor temporatures Once/10 - Nee. 3 K x X X Out-of-tolerance determination.
min.
1311 OFO Egmrtn=t S Otoltth slgaals I/day 24 hr. 100 K 8640 M x x .a x x Transmissien to ground. Real-time Otolith channels sampled
Padnges 4 ECG signals or near real-time. at 2000 samples/sec;
Housekeeping ECG at 500 spa.
153A Ratatisg Utter Chair EOG/EMG, Controls 2/mission 0.5 hr 6.5 K M 711 x Transmission to gruond.










XfLATI0\ CV\TLVWIJS DAILY § sue. SOF DATA Rr1TE. TOTAL o G 4 n ^
iP RATION a bit R > PROCESSING	 V1RED REMARKS
0.5 hr Negi. SK x Conversion to cane. values.
Downlink. 1	 s
10 min. 3500j6 Chnl. 302.4 A x x X x X Transmission to gromsd. 6 chatmets - 500 samples
ID mEn_ 700/6 Chem. 15.1 m Possibly soma waveform analysis/ sec.	 6 channels -
318 M oompreasion. I00 samples/sec. z
-- Negi. s K x x x x x Out-cf-tolerance determination. 12 ebamels. 5 hit/chal.
— Negl- 1.5 K x out-cf-tolerance determination. :.
-- Nee. 22 K x x x x x out-of-tolarsues determination.




















pI Ra11O1 [ONTNCdL*5 DAILY
o Q S
I iot
FREQ. OF OF DATA RATE. TOTAL
\4iiE 'rl£A8Lff1	 iEV Y D	 'IPTiO OPERATIM OPERA TMIGiK 9!r 0.t PROCESSAG	 UMED REMARKS
7A Auto. Potan . 06C.AnA Mossure pH, pCO2, pO2, K. Ca, Na. 2/day 0. 5 tom. Negl. 5K x Caaverafea m ewe. values.
C!, glucose Dowallnk.
156 mpal Cmditfmsrs Monitor electropbyafoIogipi outputs 3/day 1 . 0 hr 3540/9 CUnI. 115, 43i X Downlink, Poastble m-board lmalWem VCG ooapler.(5} such as ECG, EEG. etc. 700b Cbnl. 22.7W wavatarm analyst@/compre"Im.
its
80/81J FraWmWR6hU. Monitor temperatures. Once/10 — Tree. 9x x x x OIrt-o[-tolanwe dsts=mkm"ao.
89 mfa.
98F CardiopulmoMry tyre H2O, N2. CEO, 02 . A. 2/day 0. 5 br 500/6 obda 10.9111 x i	 lan b tow.. values.
Analyzer CO2. N2O gases m breath-by4weath
wuna' 
bast@.
19C Ererctm Egmt.. MwAtor orgameter speed, output. 2/day 1.0 hr 5/4 cbnls 109 X Dm*bkl . onboard dirplay and A@wme 4 Clots.













FREQ. OF OF DATA RATE, TOTAL
MEASUREMENT DESCRIPTI OPE JPEitATi i ¢ ^ L F^ PROCESSING R	 UIRED REUMUM
BSA Gaa Supplies Monitor pressures (3) Once/min -- Negl. 21.6K x Out-af-tcletxace datermiw.Ucn.
87 Gas Ass IV—. Measures concentration of ps Continuous 10 864K x Ont-of-tolerance detinvkh"ou.
Infrared constituents. Selected conc. display.
81 ]lass Spectrometer Monitor mass no. and peaks at trace -- Coatinuous 600 52M x DawnitAh*. PoesMy same on-
oaatamtnsnt & major atmospberic
tree•





-- Noe- 1.5K x Oat-of-lolaraace dstsrmkatigp.
u51r Um Test Console Monitor temps.. pressures. nows. Once/l0 12 bra-30 5 216K x Ott-of-mlanum datertn atica.


















PURATIOV .^.v.\'TL\t:OUS DAILY ^. c
FREQ_ OF OF DATA RATE, TOTAL. ` Q c m
El NAME MEASMEME? T DESCRIPTION PERA OPEIt^TE i	 c hits c C ig PaZOCE	 G RE l'iA£I) RE3lARI^
7A Auto. Potan. Elec.Anal Measure pH, pCO2, pO2 , K. Ca, Na, 2/day 0. S hr. -Nee. SK x Conversion to ewe. va sun.
Cl, glucose lbwsllnk.
156 54nat Conditioners Monitor eIeetropbystological outputs 24/nap to min. 3500/3 Chal. 151. 2N x x x x x Transmiastca to `round. Possibly 3 - 500 samples/gec
t61 such as ECG, EEG, etc. 6/day 10 min. 700/3 Cbnt. 7. 6N some waveform saalysis/ cots. 3 - 200 samples/
159M comprmsiaa. sec ails.
80/81 Freezers Monitor temperatures. Once/10 -- Negl. 6K i x x x Out*f-flolerance deRSrminattan. a ch mela. 5 blt/cW.
min.
103B Incubator Monitor temperatures Once/5 -- Negi. 1. SK x Oat-oi-talarance determination.
min.
91 Mass Spectrometer Monitor muss no. sad peak height of -- Continuous 600 52M x x x x x Trimsmi sion to grand. Possibly
trace contaminant and major some waveform analysis.
atmospheric gases.
83 Refrigerator Monitor temperatures Oaca/10 -- Nee. 3K x x x x x Out-of-tolerance determisatlm.
min.
182P Ventilation ttnit. Monitor haws, pt'eaeuxe, Wumddi- Once/min. -- Nee. 43K x x x x x Out-01-40lersece determbatton.
Vertebrates ties, etc. Est. 6 sensors.
PAYLpADf BIOMEDICINE/BIOLOGY bflM-LAB -aIALL VERTS./CELLS & TISSUES
NO.	 M-L 2C	 -

















L	 Q a p
C ^ C C^ PROCE&	 G R	 L'IItED REWA$fS
7A Anto. Poto,. Elec.Anal . M-ftre pH, pCo2. poy. K. Ca. Na. 2/day 0. 5 hr. Nee. SK x Conversion to emc. Values.
Cl. slucaso Dowaitak.
156 Signal Con&Uoumn Monitor electrophysiological outputs 24/day 10 min. 3500/6 CLnl. 302.451 x x x x x Traaemission to gromd. Pwd Ky 6 cWz - 500 ssmpls s/(12) Snell as ECG. EEG, ate. 6/day 10 min. 700/6 CW. 15.1MI some reaeeform Matysts/ sec.	 6 ebteoets -10)
318 M oomprossion. samples/eec.
SWIJ ftw"rs/Rairig. Monitor temperatures. Once/10 -- Neg4 9K x x x x z Out ot-tolersom deternbat on. 2 chetata. 5 blt/chd.
$3 min.
309B bnabator MaWtor temperatures Once/15 -- Negl. i.SK x oet-ot-tolersocedctermbuMm.
min.
182P Vast adcol Unit. Monitor nme. presetnea. bumldi- oioccIcAt6 Nevi. 22K x K x x x dot-d-wenow delsrfnMMAaa.
Verisbralss figs. eto.. 3 aeasors.
98A Holding Unit. C&T Monitor temp. Once/mFn. -- Negl. 7K x x x oat-of-tolermce datermbatim.
50A CHaostat MoWtor motor carrent. Once/min. -- Negi. 7K x oot-of-toterxnoe determinstion.
91 M[a" .8p Ktrometer Hoaltnr msas no. and peaks of Conumtous 600 52Mt x K z x z Tkaoamisaiaas tog
	 Pommy
trace rmbuolh nt and major some COMMA maiy&[&




















FREQ. OF OF DATA RATE, TOTAL, c r
El NAME MEASUREMENT D	 O' O OPERAT[ F R a F$ n it PROCESSING REQUIRED REMARKS
7A Auto. Poten. Elec.Anal Measure PR. pCO2, n, K. Ca, No, 2/day 0.5 hr. Nag]. 5K x Conveeslon to conc. values.
Cc, glucose Downlink.
156 Signal Cmditlonws Monitor electrophystologicai outputs 24/day 10 Mta. 9500/6 Choi. 302.4M x x x x x Transmission to grand. Poestbty 6 ebals -.500 sampiss/
(12) such as ECG. EEG. etc. 0/day 10 ustn. 700/6 Cbal. 15. IM some waveform analyds/ sac.	 6 abunax -100
318 M oomprettas=. samples/ssc.
80/9 Freaeers/Refrig. Monitor temperatures. Odoe/10 — Negl. 9 IC x x x x x Cut-otAolarsace de/aranh idan. 2 abesaels. 5 bidaleal.
83	 i min.
1038 Ltoubator Monitor temperatures Onca/15 -- Nov. 1.5K x Oat-of-tolervace detarmtaaHan.
min.
282P Ventilation Unit. Monitor flown. pressures. bunddt- Once/Min. -- 17811. 22K z x x x x Out^f-tolerwwe determination.
Vertebrates Rtes. eta.. 9 sensors.
98A Holdlag Unit„ C&T Monitor temp. Once/min. -- Negi. 7K z z z Oat-of-lolersnce determlandon.
60A Cllnostat Monitor motor current. Once/min. -- Negl- 7K 2 cotbr-toterNme dsterminstim.
91 Mass Spectrometer Monitor mass no. and peaks of Continuwas 1200 104M z x z x z Transmission b grand. Psavbly
tram otatamlaant and major atone asboardserlysia.
atnaapherta gaaae.
98C Holding Unit. InVwU. Monitor Umip. Cmca/min. -- Nee. 7K x x z z x (VAtof-lalerspce determbatics.
101 Holding Unit, Pliate 2ianitorlamp., light current level Once/Mtn. -- Nag]. 14K x a x x x Out-of-blerssee detsruniostlm.








FREQ OF OF DATA RATE. TOTAL
MEAStME::ENT _PB5KRtPV10\ OPERA QPZPAT] C$ s; bit, fi d G W PROCESSING REOVIRED REMARES
64/651 ECG, EEG, EMG Conditions electropbyalologkil sig- IS chis - 10 =B3. 700 C% 16 chit 16111 x x tt x x Down!	 waveform Analysis, Assam 6 high rate.
46 Couplers nals from orgmasms or man. 23/day 0.6 to 3500_4 6 cols 25111 data cornpre-alon and display. IS low rate cb1s.:
6 obis - 25.2 K 31L25T
4/day
ISS/ 91pM Clpndftlooars. Uisceil%usaua "IcaI and bio- Once/mia.. 3 252E x x x x x Downlink, out-of-tolerance determi- Assume 35 obis.
1388/ Assorted Couplers 1PWc*l m8laur6tagnts. pressure. 24 bra/day nation, display.
14=/ lamps•. flows. etc_
1A
ITIVM FtasxArwtsft-*. Monitar temperatures Once/10 Nej^L 15K x x x x x Out-of-tolerance determtostlon. Assam 4 chla/El.
W83i Min.
1038
7 Ankanallser Measom approximately 12 con- 2/day 0.5 100 3609 x Cavroarsion to conc. Taiwan.
ntiluants; of blood serum. Dwwallok.
7A Auto. Patan
.
-Slac.Anal Measurs 8 properties of blood setum 2/day 0.5 NegI. 5K x Conversion to conc. Vale".
aworurkle.
91 Iftse IlpectromaW(2) Mmumn vosas Do. and goats of trace — Continuous 600 52M x x x x x Donallak. Possibly3ome am-board
contaminants and major atmospberle analysis.
On Analyzer. Water Measure rest Uvity of famildHy Once/min. — Negt. 7K z x z x x out-of-tolarance detereelsallou
vapor Avecifle sensors.
Mectrof*ynsdolly Monitors dfttrophyaioloocai signals I/day I hr 14 X 44.511 x Downua, waveform analysts 
and
Became! from subject. display.
IWA Relating Litter Chair WWZKG 2/mission 0.6 hr 6.5 21.7261 1 Downlink.
C E:tarclse Pkitat/Phy. Monitor argomater speed, output. 2/day I hr 5 @ 4 obis 144K x Davullak, on board dIsPIv & control. ssume 4 cbls. I x&aq*o/
Treadmill speed. Assam 4 cb1s. Sec.
BF Cudiopul—ry Measure 9 gazes used in breath-by-
_
2/day 0. 5 br 500 @ 6 chIs 10- 831 it Ckmverxton to cane, values. Downlink
Analyze breath respiratory analysis.
Iy/ LIMP, Limb Monitor pressures, lamps.. and 1/day' I hr 35 126X x On-Ward control of export. Assume a cbIs. ample




DCIt.ATIOV CO\TL` UOUS DAILY
If
FREQ- OF OF DATA RATE. TOTAL
NAME MEASTIRENIENT DESCRTPTIO O E OP R.aTI PaOCESSIlNG R	 11fBED REMARKS
1825 VCG coupler Converts VCG stgaals 2/day 1 Gt	 - 21K Isul x Downlink. Ca-hoard waveform
xoalysla.
182P VentRntloa Batt, Monitor flow, pressures, etc. Once/min. -- Negl. 43K x x X x x Oat-of-talermce d&Armination.
Verlahratee Est. 8 senora.
88A Holding mt, C&T Monitor Temp. Oace/min. -- Negl. 7K x x x Oat-of-t^Ierz=e determlaation.
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PAYLOAD DEDICATED LAB - BIOMEDICAL EMPHASIS SCont'di
NO.	 MOD Lk
Yhd3..	 ....	 ..	 ^	 _.-....	 .. ...4 _	 e. -	 ........	 . ^Au-.ea i^ .._'Y3^16.^6.v..a^r.et:i6t^..rati^i:•. a.n .u^.lb0e9.[i.a4.aa_^:s'r r J-llasu.r- .^rs^.=_Yiriuif'	 ^"i	 ^	 ^^ ••	 - 	
A
``YV..-
pAylA)AL, DEDICATED LAB -BIOATEDICALMIOU)Gy/.ALDVANC.E])TECit\OLOGYE'ttPHAStS









ECG, EEG, EUG Conditicns clectrophysiolo6ical sig- IC CLIC - 10 n-.41. 15151 s x x x x Do1xnlh2Wu;. %vjvzfc--= analysis, A s -um v G U 6, h rate,
66	 lCouplers nals fro= o=rkms or man. 24/Cay 0.5 hr 3M06	 6 Chi . 151NI data compression and display. 16 law rate etas.
cols - ^1211
4/dny
Miscellaneous physical and bfo- orcc/riki.. 2 24-X x x ic x x Downlink, out-of-tolerance determl- Assume 35 clds.
138B/ Asserted Couplers pbysical msmts, pressure, temps.. 24 hrElday nation. display.
143G/ flows, etc.
IA
77BAC'Froczers/Refrig. Monitor temperatures once/10 Xcgl. Isx X X X X X out-or-tolcrance determination . Assumo 4 clils/El.
81/831 min.
103E
7 Antoandy7er U=zurem appro:dmately 12 can- 2/day 0.5 100 3601K
I
X Couversion to case. Values.
atituents of blood scrum. Downlink.
TA Auto. Poten. filet. AvAl Measure 8 properties of blood serum 2/day 0.5 Ne"I. 5K X Conversion to cent. values.
and/or urine. Downlink.
91 Mass Spectrometer(2) Measure maw Do. and peaks of tmeo -- Continuous Goo 52.11 x X x x x 0mralink. Possibly some on-board
contaminants and major atmospberic sual"Is.
03 Gas Analyzer. Water Measure resistivity of tumidity onee/mtm — Ne,-L 7K x x x z x Cut-of-tolerance determination.
Vapor 4'eclfle sensors.
65C Efectropbysiology Monitors elactroph5siological signals 1/day I hr -4K 44. 511 X D.Wtab*, vw,efbrzn waalyst. and
Receiver display,
153A Ro tating Utter Chair EGG/ENTG 2/mission 0.5 hr G Is K 1.71f X DOWMILIR.,
28C Exercise Eqmt/Pkg Monitor Ergometer speed output s ;i"-'by I 1'r 3 (1 4 chla 144K x Downlink-, cc board display & control Assume 4 cola. I
Treadmill speed. Assume 4 cads. sample/sec.
38F Cardlopulmovary Measure 6 gases used In breath -by- 2/day 0.5 hr 500 0 6 cbls 10.11M X Conversion to cone. Values.
Anaiyzer breath respiratory amlysis. i Downlink.
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lli':L?T10% tit)%TLNLOLs' Ir.1ILY v
FREQ. OF OF i	 r)A7'_1 [LATE. TOTAL. c v q w
El SAME \IEASG13E:. :E\T DESCR1F7IG:; LPE1U1 T IU_ PFjl .% - ioN ^ hit, P.10CESSEZ13 jfE- VME;:t REMARKS
182J 'CCG Coupler Converts YCG signals. 2/da3 I hr 2IK 151^i x Dounlink.	 Or.	 aardr7 •t rr:n {^
aralysis.
182P. Ventilation Unit, Monitor flow, pressures, etc. Eat. Once/min -- Negl. 43K x x x x x Octrof-1oler.,nc. detr_rthiasilr_ ,
Voris. G sensors.
98A Holding Unit, Cells Monitor temp. Once/min -- Negl. 71: x x x Out-of-talerar:ce'crj-m(A Uor:
& TL-sues
50A Clinestat, C&T Monitor motor current Once/min -- Negl. 7K x Out-of-tolerance deter -lz s.J3 1
101 Holding Unit, Pmts Monitor temps., light levels Once/min -- Negl. 28K x x x x x Out-of-tolerance detern•tuatien. Assu=4 ehle.
50 Clinostat, Plant Monitor motor current. Once/min -- Nee. 7K x Oat-of-tolerance dabnmA Cation.
98C Holding Unit, Invert. Monitor temps. Onca./mln -- Nogl. 7K x x x x x Oat-of-tolerance detertntwtion.
11517 US Test Console Monitor temps., pressures. flows. Once/I0 12 trs - 10 5 216K x Oat-of-tolerance detnTubmtfon.
curre7tis. etc. Assume 10 chls. sec. chis; 12 1 43K Doralinl: sm. cats.
259Khrs - 2 cM Trend analysis.
144 Psychomolor Perf. Monitor sensor outputs which me :asu 1/day G hr 20K 432K x Statistical analysis. Dowalk&
Console various psychomotor tasks such as











DAILY T^mz 1 102
FREQ. Of OF DATA RATE, TOTAL »
^EI NAME SIEA IiRE:.1-T DE_^  RIPTIO ' OP RA O OP RATION hilt O PROCESSDNG ft	 LIMED RE31l1R>Kffi
64/65/ ECG, EEG, FWG Conditions electrophysioleglcal sig- 16 chIs - 10 min. 700 @ 16 ehis 16111 x x x x z kDavmU ing, arave6arm analymb. Assure 6 UP rate.
66 Couplers tale from organisms or man. 24/day 04 hr 3506 @ 6 chls IS= data _eompreaske and dh0v. is WW rat elms.
6 chle - 25.21{ 312M
4/day
156/ Signal Conditioners. Miscellaneous Physical and bio- f O../mitt., -- 3 2=K x x x x x Downlink. oat-of-tolerauft debunf- Aranme 55 Gals:
13BB/ Assorted Couplers physical msmts. preasure, tan-, 24 hrs/day nation, display.
1930/ flows, etc.
1A
771x/8 Preazers/AehHg. - Monitor temperatures Once/10 Ned. UK x x x x z Out-at-tolersace determination. Asatms ebin/EI.
81/83 Mtn.
1035
7 Autcanalyzer Measures app mudmalely 12 can- 2/day 0 . 5 100 380K x Convection to oc tc. Values.
stituants of blood aervan. Doveallnlx.
7A Auto. Paten. Elea. Anal Measure 8 properties of blood serum 2/day 0.5 Nee. .;e[ x Cartverston to xwna. valtea.
and/or ufte. Dmnilisk.
91 Mass Opectrometer(2) Measure mass no_ and perks of trace -- Contttmous 600 52M x x x z x DawAIS ic. Poesy some on-board
contaminants and major atmospberic
game -
atnlysis.
93 Gas Analyzer, Water Measure resistivity of humidity anoe/Mtn. — Negl. 7K x z x z x Out-of-fnlerlmee determlat tiro
Vapor Specific sensors.
65C Electrophysiology Monitors electrophysiological sigmais 1/day I hr 14K 44.5M x Downlink, wravefoim analysis and
Hecelver display.
Ism Rotating Litter Chair EOG/EMG 21missico 0.5 hr 6.5 K 1 . 7m x Dowmltak.
i8C Exercise Egmt/Pkg Monitor Ergometer spend output. 2/day 1 hr 5 @ 4 chla 144K x Downlink. on hoard display 8 control Anemia 4 ahla. 1
Treadmill speed. Assume 4 chls. sampWaGe.
38F Cardiopmlmmary Measure 6 gases used in breathy- 2/day 0.5 br 500 @ 6 this 1018M it Couverstm to cote. values.
Analyzer breath respiratory analyeie. DOWAUnk.
117/ I.BPP, Limb Monitor prossures, temps.. and I/day' I hr 35 1266 x On-baud omtral of export. Assaas 7 cols.
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FREQ. OF OF DATA RATE, TOTAL n w Q p
El ME MEASURF-MENT DESCRIPTION O OPEItaTIC$C bits Q " ^ C ^ PROCESSINGR	 UIRI:D 1lEldA$lG6
1821 VCG Coupler Converts VCG signals. k /day 1 hr 21K 151M x Downlink. Ott-board waveform




93A Holding Unit, Calls Monitor temp. Once/min -- Negl. 7K x x x Out-of-tolerance determination.
& Tissues
50A Clionstat, C&T 1bn1tor motor current Once/min -- Nee, 7K determinattm
101 Holding Unit, Plante Monitor temps.. light levels Once/min -- Negi. 28K x. x x x x Out-of-toleranos determination. Assuse 4 chls.
50 Clinostat, Plant Monitor motor current. Once/min -- NeW. 7K x Oat-of-tolerance determination.
98C Holding Unit, Invert. Monitor temps • Once/min -- Negl. 7K x x x x x Outb[-tolestmce dstermlanum.
11€F I&8 Test Console Monitor temps., pressures, flows. Onoe/10 12 hre - 10 5 216K x Outbf-tolerance delarml istiwt.
grants, etc. Assume 10 cbls. sec. ride; 12 1 43K Downlink amp. rata.
249Khrz - 2 c Trend snalysis•
144 Psycbaemtor Parf. Monitor sooner outputs which maRsun I/day 6 hr 20K 432K x SgaUSU0111 ZMAIV5111. DmmTl;ok.
Console varlous psychomotor tasks such as
trucking steadiness, pattern recog-
nition.
43A Bforesearch Monitor and control speed, motor
A
Continuous 10 864K x Downlink. on-board display. Assume 10 chls.
























blir  PROCESSMG REQUJILED REMARKS
64/65/ ECG, EEG, EMG Conditions electrophysiological sig- 16 chic - 10 min. 700 Ca 16 chls 161261 x x x x x Downlinking, waveform fnalysis, Assume 6 high tale,
66 Couplers nals from organisms 24/day O .S hr 3500 E 6 chls 151261 data compression and display. 16 low rate chle.
25.2 K6 chls - 312M
4/day
156/ Signal Conditioners, 411scellaneous physical and blo- Once/min., -- 3 252K x x x z x Downlink, out-of-tolerance determl- Ailsume lS eM.
13SU/ Assorted Couplers physical mamts, pressure, temps., 24 firs/day nation, display.
243G/ flows, etc.
1A
77B/8 Freezers/Rairig. Monitor temperatures Once/10 Negl, 15K z x 'x x x outbf-tolerance determinattre. ABtxnna 4 cbls/EL
Wasy min.
103H
7 Autoanslyzer Ifeasures approximately 12 con- 2/dap 0.5 100 360K z Conversion to oono. valets.
etitne nts of blood see=. Downlink.
.7A Auto. Poten. Elec. Measure 8 properties of blood serum 2/day 0 . 5 Neill. SK x Cooverstan to Cone. vsiaas.
and/or urine. Downlink.
91 Maas 8pectrometer(2) Measure mass no. and peaks of hate -- Cantlmrous 600 52M z x z x x Downlink. possibly some calfiaard
contaminants and major atmospheric
gases.
analyels.
93 Gas Analyzer. Water Measure resistivity of humidity Once/Mtn. — Neill. 7K x z x x z Out-of-tolerance delermlmltw.
Vapor %—J' c sensors.
180 Exercise Egmt./Phys Monitor Ergometer speed, output, 2/day 1 hr 5 C7 4 chls 144K Downlink, am-boeid display and Assume 4 Chia,
treadmill epesd. Assu-^ 4 cols. —trol. 1 a:opts/sec.
l"R Ventilation Unit, Monitor flow. Presa:.-ee, troops., Once/min — Negl. 43K x t x x x Out-of-tolerance determination.
Vert@. etc.	 E9L 6 sensors.
98A Holding Unit, Monitor temp. Once/min Negi. 7K x x x Out-o[-tolermoe dahumtation.
Cells & Tissues
BOA Clinostat, C&T Monitor Motor Current Once/min -- Nee. 7K x Out-of-tolerance determination.




















o u Q o m
!~ < ^ ^ i^ PROCESSING RE t]DIEII REMARKS
so Cliaostat, Plants Alooltor motor current once/min -- Nagl. 7K x got-af-tolerance determinatlm.














DURATION CONTLZiLOUS DAILY i
FREQ. OF OF DATA fCaT£. TOTAL L a 4 0 .clV \(E d1EAS1iRFJIE\T DESCRIPTION PERA O. uFF(iATI[S\ liilc r- t PZEICEUZtiG RE tjRED REUA1RKS
64/651 ECG, EEG, EMG Conditions electropbysiolcgical sig- 16 this - 10 min. 700 4 36 chls 161111 x x x z x Dorwnlinidng, waveform.; malyaia. Asvi me 6 high rate,
66 Couplers axle from organisms 24/day 0.5 hr 3500 Ca 6 ctds 151A1 data compressiam and ditpiay. 16 krw rate dons.
6 thus - 25.215 3123E
4/day
156/ Signal Conditioners, Miscellaneous pbysical and We- once/min., -- 3 252K x x x x x Downlink, out-of-t lerumee detsrmi- Asp---a 35 eble.
138B/ Assorted Couplers physical memts, pressure, temps., 24 hrs/day nation. display.
143G/ flows, etc.
1A
77B/8 Prv=ore/Refrfg .- Monitor temperatures Oace/i0 NegI. 15K z z x x x dstemnination. Assume 4 cWs/EI.
81/831 rain.
103B
7 Autosnalyzer Measures approximately 12 con- 2/day 0. 5 100 360K x Conversion to cone. valf m.
sumente of blood serum. Dovroiiok.
7A Auto. Poten. Elee.Anal measure 8 propertias of blood serum 21day 0.5 Negi. SK x Ceaveraion to come. values.
mad/or urine. DawoUnk.
91 Maas Spectrometer (2) Measure mass no. and peaks of trace -- Continuous 600 52141 z x x x x Downlink. Possibly Romw ca-board
contaminants and major atmospheric
gases.
-01yols.
93 Gas Analyzer. Water Measure resistivity of bamidity Once/min. -- Neill. 7K z z z z x out-01-tul nmm daksrt 	 Mon.
Vapor Spectile sensors.
80 Exercise Egmt. /phys Monitor Ergomoter speed, output, 2/day 1 hr 5 C 4 this 144K s Dowalinto as-board display and Rome 4 tails,.
Treadmill speed. Assume 4 cbls, L sampii/esc.
182P Ventilation Unit, Monitor flow, pressures. etc. Once/non — Neg. 86K x z z x z Ont-o[-tolisrance deteaakiaUm.




PAYUMD	 DEDICATED LAS - BIOLOGY 01PIUMS
NO.	 MOD TIC
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DiRAT10;7 CONTPiGOGS D.ai1.F 4 is 9
FREQ_ OF OF DATA RATE. T0TAL ^ ^ 4 z e
Rl L3 AxE MEASMYMENT DESC	 TIO% O PERATION OPEMATi hit. F C ^ t3 $ P,T0CESSU4G RL LTfBED $E]I11atIS5
64/65/ ECG, EEG, MG Conditions clectrophystological Big- 16 chls - 10 Min. 700 @ 16 chls 16131 x x x x x Dovml>adftg, waveform amtlysis, Assume 6 hISA rate,
66 Couplers nals from organisms 24/day 0 .3 hr 3540 J! 6 etas 15111 data compression and display. 16 low rate ebls.
6 chls - 25.2 K 312 bi
41day
166/ =igul Conditioners. Miscellaneous physloal and bio- Onoe/min., -- 3 252x: x x x x x Doxullnk, out-of-tclerw a deterna- Assume 35.elals.
13BB/ Assorted Couplers physical msmts, pressure, temps., 24 bra/day nation, display.
1436/ rows, etc.
1A
77x3( Freezamtftef	 . Monitor temperatures Ono/10 Negl. 35K x x x x x Oat-of-tolerance detelmlaaffan. Assume 4 cWs/Ei.
81/85 Mtn.
103D
7 Antoaaalyzer Measures apprwdmately 12 con- 2/day 0.5 loo 360K It Comrston to cone. Tatum.
etltuents of blood serum. Downlink.
7A Auto. Paten. Eler. Anal Measure 8 properties of blood serum 2/dap 0 1 5 Negl. SK x Ccnverslon do cone. VOID".
and/or or Dowulfik.
81 Mass *ectrometer (2) Measure mass no, and peaks of trace -- Continuous 600 SM x x x x x Downllak. Possibly some onboard
contaminants and major atmospheric
paw-
Catalysis.
99 Goa Analyzer. Water Measure resiatfvlty of humidity once/min. — Negl. 7K x x x x x Gat-of-tolerance determioatka.
Vapor 8pecitic sensors.
18C Exercise Egmt/Phys. Monitor Ergomster speed, output, 2rday I hr 5 14 3 Chia 144K x Downlink, on-boarddisplay and Assume 4.ghb.
Treadmill speed. Assume 4 cols. control. 1 sample/sec.
I82P Ventilation Valt, Monitor flow, Pressures, etc. Once/min. -- NegL 80K a x x x Out-of-tolerance determination.
Vertebrates
43A Bioresearch Monitor and control speed, motor -- Continuaua l0 864K K D mzl ink. On-board display. Assume 10 chls.
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ofThe following tables idenW the GSE requirements of the equipment items (EIs) 
^.	 the life sciences common equipment inventory. The El la are grouped according to
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Equipment Item v
TA Auto Potentlo. Elec. Anal TBD X x x x
11 Analyzer, Gerd. spectrophot. TBD TBD X x x x
15A Atmos. 9ampUng System x x x
54 Counter. Colony Manual x
76L Fthrometer, Blood Clot x
87 Gas Analyzer, Infrared x x x x
91 Gas Analyzer, Mass Spec. x x x
93 Gas Analyzer. RH x x x
138 PH Meter x x
157 Sound Level Meter x
179A Theromeanples P1
179D Thermometer, Portable Elect. x x
EU 6 MAINT. REPAIR + FAB. UNLF
48 clamor. YacmIm x
508 Conwactor (Solids) x
6911 Electrometer PI
97C Hma^s. Betadyne (10 esa.
IO6A Kit, Cletmttp
109 Kit, Linear Meas.
113 Kit. General Toot SL
153B Sensors, Assorted PI
162 Eftrilizer. Autoclave x x
165 Sterilizer. `Foal x
I81G Trash Can
185 Multimeter x x
EU 7 ANCILLARY STORAGE IINiT
45 Chemical Storage Cabinet
167E Storage, Goal
1670 Morage, PU=
£U it E VA CAPABILITY UNCF
3B Airlock PI
.158C Awcesult Test Console PI
172 Spacesuit PI
EU 29 IInVML CENTRIFUGE UIiIT
43A Contrlfuge, Life Se. Research x x x x x x TBD TBD. TBD TBD
EU 26 RADIOBIOLOGY SUPPORT UNIT
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Equipment Item m O 0. Cs w kf ti m t p 8. a 6 t^
144 C Radiation Detector, Dosir e. x x
147 Had. Counter. Hlochem. Sample x x x
149G Rid. Source. 3bleIded FT
EU 12 BIOM£DIBEHAV. RES. SUP. UNIT
PI16B Audiometer
191) Custom Site Boards PI
SID Control Console, Experimenter PI
Sys Electrophys. Backpack x x x
65C Electropbys. Receiver x x
131E Non-visual Direction InNalttor PI
133 Otclith Test Goggles PI
144H Psyehogalvanometer, CSR PI
15M Rotating Litter chair/Console x x X x x
EU 31. sI MEDICAL.RESEARCH BUP. UNIT
PI16F BaUtstocxtdiogram Coder
I&C Exercise. Fhysiel. Equip. 'IM x x x x
19D Body Mass Mere. Device TBD TBO x x x
38F Cardiopulmonary Analyzer x x x X X X x Q
110C Kit, Human Phystology x
117 LsNP x x x x x G,
139 Ple ftsmograph, Limb x x
140 Phon -Abraeardiogram Coupler P1
186F 8mo Catdtoi i x x
183E Urtne Volume Isle e. Systm. x x X w
1821 Vectorcard. Coupler x x
pG
EU 40 SMALL VERT. HOLDING UNIT C
28 Cage. Total Metabolic, Rats x x x x
30A Cage, Rat, llampster. Std x
^'3103 Hold. Unit, Sm. Vert. TBD x x x x
1321 Orb. Frog Otol. Exper. Package PI
EU 41 PM. IATE HOLDING UNTI'
10IR Holding Unit, biottkay Pod TBD X x x x
1010 Holding Unit. Primate x x x X x x
EU 42 VERT. RESEARCH SUPPORT UNTP
PI760 PbyaloI. Multichan. Seas Syr.
114E Kit, Vertebrate Management x
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1508 Receiver X X X
174	 Tank, Vertebrate Water I THD TBD X X X r X TBD182P Ventilation Unit, Vert. A to H. U. TBD X X I X X
182R Vertebrate ECS X X X X ` X X
EU 5o PLANT HOLDING UNIT
26H Cage, Metabolic Plant X X
29	 cage, Plant X
101	 Holding Unit. Pleat TBD TBD X X X X
175	 Turk. Plant/Invert. Water X X X X TBD
EU 51 PLANT RESEARCH SUPPORT UNIT
X X50	 CU403tat
111	 Kit. Plant Management
131D Motortred Plant Growth Monitor PI
EU 60 - CELLSITMUES HOLDING Mg
25B Colony Chamber. Sealable X X
26A Cage. Metabolic, C/T X X
98A Holding Unit. Incub.. C/T TBD TBD X X X
1870 Weodlawn Wanderer X X
EU 61 CELL /TIMUES RF-% SUP, UNIT
X X50A Cllnostat (for C/T)
124	 Media, Prepared
EU 70 INVERTEBRATE HOLDING UNIT
X14	 Anesthetizer, Invert.
25	 Cagy, Invertebrates X
96C Hold. Unit. Invertebrates TBD TBD X X
115A ICIt, Invert. Management
I6S TEST UNrr
115F LAS Test Console PI X X X X X X X X
142	 Portable LSS PI
EU 91 MR MEASUREMENT 'S UNIT
15D Audio Stereo Headset PI
119	 MM Task Simulator
131H OPtlscan - Field + Fixed
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